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Also included will be prices, formats, descriptions, contents, sample pages and suggested supplementary products.

You also may search our website by instrument, style of music, or by author.

You also may create your own custom curriculum to learn the instrument of you choice and the style of music you wish to play.
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Theory & General Music Topics
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Guitar

Quick Learn/Short Term Courses

Playing Chords
First Lessons Beginning Guitar/Learning Chords/Playing Songs (W. Bay)
Fun with the Guitar (M. Bay)
Fun with Strums Guitar (W. Bay)
Modern Guitar Method Grade 1 Playing Chords

Note Reading
First Lessons Beginning Guitar/Learning Notes/Playing Solos (W. Bay)
Guitar Primer (M. Bay)
Quiero Tocar la Guitarra/English & Spanish (Barba)

No Note Reading Needed
Tab Only Method (W. Bay)

Class Instruction
Mastering the Guitar Class Method Short Term Course (W. Bay/M. Christiansen)

Carefully Graded/Comprehensive Courses

Comprehensive Guitar Note Reading Guide (W. Bay)
Mel Bay Modern Guitar Method Complete Expanded Edition Part 1 (M. Bay/W. Bay)
Mel Bay Modern Guitar Method Complete Expanded Edition Part 2 (M. Bay/W. Bay)
Mel Bay Modern Guitar Method Grade 1 (M. Bay/W. Bay)
Mel Bay Modern Guitar Method Grade 1 Expanded Edition (M. Bay/W. Bay)

Supplements to the Mel Bay Modern Guitar Method Grade 1
Modern Guitar Method Grade 1: Blues Jam Play-Along (W. Bay)
Modern Guitar Method Grade 1: Guitar Studies (W. Bay)
Folio of Graded Guitar Solos (M. Bay)
Modern Guitar Method Grade 1: Learn Rock Favorites (C. Bay)
Modern Guitar Method Grade 1 Wall Chart (C. Bay)
Modern Guitar Method Grade 1: Play All-Time Favorite Hits by Ear (C. Bay)
Modern Guitar Method Grade 1: Playing Chords (W. Bay)
Modern Guitar Method Grade 1: Rock Studies (Bull)
Mel Bay Modern Guitar Method Grade 1 Left-Handed Edition (M. Bay/W. Bay)
Left-Handed Guitar Wall Chart
Mel Bay Modern Guitar Method Grade 1 Expanded Edition/French Language Edition (M. Bay/W. Bay)
Mel Bay Modern Guitar Method Grade 1 Spanish Language Edition (M. Bay/W. Bay)

Supplements to the Mel Bay Modern Guitar Method Grade 2
Modern Guitar Method Grade 2: Blues Jam Play-Along Vol. 2 (W. Bay)
Modern Guitar Method Grade 2: Essential Guitar Chords (W. Bay)
Modern Guitar Method Grade 2: Guitar Studies (W. Bay)
Guitar Solos for Improving Technique (W. Bay)
Guitar Picking Studies for Improving Technique (W. Bay)
Mel Bay Modern Guitar Method Grade 3 (M. Bay/W. Bay)  
Mel Bay Modern Guitar Method Grade 3 Expanded Edition (M. Bay/W. Bay)  
*Supplements to the Mel Bay Modern Guitar Method Grade 3*  
  Modern Guitar Method: Chords in Position (W. Bay)  
  Modern Guitar Method: Jammin' the Blues #1 (Vignola)  
  Modern Guitar Method Grade 3: Rock Studies (Multiple Authors)  
  Guitar Picking Tunes—Fun Solos to Play (W. Bay)  
  Short Etudes (W. Bay)  
Mel Bay Modern Guitar Method Grade 4 (M. Bay/W. Bay)  
Mel Bay Modern Guitar Method Grade 4 Expanded Edition (M. Bay/W. Bay)  
*Supplements to the Mel Bay Modern Guitar Method Grade 4*  
  Modern Guitar Method Grade 4: Rock Studies (Multiple Authors)  
  Achieving Guitar Artistry: Linear Etudes (W. Bay)  
  Guitar Picking Tunes—Jumpin' Guitar Jam Tunes  
  Guitar Picking Tunes—Blues & Jazz Jam Tunes  
Mel Bay Modern Guitar Method Grade 5 (M. Bay/W. Bay)  
Mel Bay Modern Guitar Method Grade 5 Expanded Edition (M. Bay/W. Bay)  
*Supplements to the Mel Bay Modern Guitar Method Grade 5*  
  Modern Guitar Method: Rhythm Changes #1 (Vignola)  
  Achieving Guitar Artistry: Concert Solos (W. Bay)  
Mel Bay Modern Guitar Method Grade 6 (M. Bay/W. Bay)  
Mel Bay Modern Guitar Method Grade 6 Expanded Edition (M. Bay/W. Bay)  
*Supplements to the Mel Bay Modern Guitar Method Grade 6*  
  Modern Guitar Method: Rhythm Changes #2 (Vignola)  
  Achieving Guitar Artistry: Preludes, Sonatas, Nocturnes (W. Bay)  
Mel Bay Modern Guitar Method Grade 7 (M. Bay/W. Bay)  
Mel Bay Modern Guitar Method Grade 7 Expanded Edition (M. Bay/W. Bay)  
*Supplements to the Mel Bay Modern Guitar Method Grade 7*  
  Modern Guitar Method: Rhythm Changes #3 (Vignola)  
  Achieving Guitar Artistry: Contemporary Baroque Etudes (W. Bay)  

**Children’s Courses**  
Blues Guitar for the Young Beginner (Eckels)  
Bluegrass and Country Guitar for the Young Beginner (W. Bay)  
Children’s Guitar Chord Book (W. Bay)  
Children’s Guitar Method Vol. 1 (W. Bay)  
Children’s Guitar Method Vol. 2 (W. Bay)  
Children’s Guitar Method Vol. 3 (W. Bay)  
Complete Children’s Guitar Method (W. Bay)  
Children’s Guitar Wall Chart (W. Bay)  
Easiest Guitar Tunes for Children (McCabe)  
Easy Way to Guitar Book A (M. Bay)  
Easy Way to Guitar Book B (M. Bay)  
Easy Way to Guitar Book C (M. Bay)  
Fun with the Guitar (M. Bay)  
Guitarist’s Note-Speller and Game Book for the Young Beginner (Glise)  
Left-Handed Children’s Guitar Chord Book (W. Bay)  
Libro de Acordes Para Niños Nivel Uno
Courses Teaching Multiple Styles of Guitar Playing
Mastering the Guitar 1A (W. Bay/M. Christiansen)
Supplement to Mastering the Guitar 1A
Mastering the Guitar Technique Studies (W. Bay/M. Christiansen)
Mastering the Guitar 1B (W. Bay/M. Christiansen)
Mastering the Guitar 2A (W. Bay/M. Christiansen)
Mastering the Guitar 2B (W. Bay/M. Christiansen)
Mastering the Guitar 2C (W. Bay/M. Christiansen)

Guitar Class Methods
Guitar Class Method (W. Bay)
Guitar Class Method Vol. 2 (Multiple Authors)
Mastering the Guitar Class Method Elementary through 8th Grade (W. Bay/M. Christiansen)
Mastering the Guitar Class Method 9th Grade and Higher (W. Bay/M. Christiansen)
Mastering the Guitar Class Method Level 2 (W. Bay/M. Christiansen)
Mastering the Guitar Class Method Short Term Course (W. Bay/M. Christiansen)
Supplement to Mastering the Guitar Class Method
Mastering the Guitar Class Method Theory Workbook Level 1 (Phelps)

Chord Playing Methods
Achieving Guitar Artistry: Triads (W. Bay)
Chords Galore (Petersen)
Complete Accompaniment Method for Guitar (Bowden)
Guitar for Seniors (M. Christiansen)
Guitar Journals/Chords (W. Bay)
Guide to Guitar Chord Progressions (M. Christiansen)
Guitar Melody Chord Playing System (M. Bay)
Mel Bay Guitar University: Playing Chords (W. Bay)
Modern Chords (Juris)
Modern Chord Technique (George M. Smith)
Rhythm Guitar Chord System (M. Bay)
Rhythm Guitar Tutor (Chapman)
You Can Teach Yourself Guitar (W. Bay)
You Can Teach Yourself Guitar Chords (W. Bay)

Chord Charts, Dictionaries & Encyclopedias
21st Century Chords for Guitar (Bloom)
Acoustic Guitar Chords Made Easy/Large Print (W. Bay)
Acoustic Guitar Photo Chords (W. Bay)
Blues Guitar Photo Chords (C. Christiansen)
Children's Guitar Chord Book (W. Bay)
Deluxe Guitar Chord Encyclopedia Case Size (W. Bay)
Deluxe Guitar Chord Encyclopedia Full Size (W. Bay)
Easiest Guitar Chord Book (W. Bay)
Encyclopedia of Guitar Chord Inversions (Balthazor)
Essential Guitar Chords (W. Bay)
Guide to Guitar Chord Progressions (M. Christiansen)
Guitar Capo Chords Made Easy/Large Print (W. Bay)
Guitar Chord Chart (W. Bay)
Guitar Chords/Photo Chord Book (M. Bay)
Guitar Master Chord Wall Chart (W. Bay)
Instant Guitar Chord Finder Case Size (W. Bay)
Instant Guitar Chord Finder Full Size (W. Bay)
Jazz Guitar Chord Chart (W. Bay)
Jazz Guitar Chords Made Easy/Large Print (W. Bay)
Jazz Guitar Photo Chords (C. Christiansen)
Left-Handed Guitar Chord Book (W. Bay)
Left-Handed Guitar Chord Chart (W. Bay)
Left-Handed Guitar Chords Made Easy (W. Bay)
Mel Bay Guitar University: A Comprehensive Guide to Chords (W. Bay)
Open Tuning Chord Chart (Andrews)
Open Tuning Guitar Chords Made Easy/Large Print (W. Bay)
Photo Barre Chord Book (Kerr)
Rock Guitar Chord Chart (C. Christiansen)
Rock Guitar Chords Made Easy/Large Print (W. Bay)
Rock Guitar Master Chord Wall Chart (W. Bay)
Rock Guitar Photo Chords (C. Christiansen)
7-String Jazz Guitar Chord Chart (W. Bay)
The Capo Chord Book (Beaumont)
The Musician’s Ultimate Picture Chord Encyclopedia (Atkinson)
The Open Tuning Chord Book (Schell)

Guitar Scales, Study & Technique
Achieving Guitar Artistry: Contemporary Baroque Etudes (W. Bay)
Achieving Guitar Artistry: Contemporary Picking Etudes (Pennanen)
Achieving Guitar Artistry: Linear Guitar Etudes (W. Bay)
Achieving Guitar Artistry: Lyrical Etudes (Pennanen)
Achieving Guitar Artistry: Odd-Time Etudes (W. Bay)
Achieving Guitar Artistry: Triads (W. Bay)
Beginning Guitar: Essential Etudes (Petersen)
Beginning Guitar: Mastering the Keys (Petersen)
Building Right-Hand Technique (W. Bay)
Chords, Scales, Arpeggios, Etudes Workout (W. Bay)
Complete Arpeggio Study Method (Vignola)
Complete Book of Guitar Chords, Scales and Arpeggios (W. Bay)
Complete Book of Guitar Technique (Salvador)
Complete Guitar Scale Dictionary (M. Christiansen)
Complete Johnny Smith Approach to Guitar
Daily Guitar Sight Reading & Technique Studies Made Easy/Large Print (Weik)
Deluxe Guitar Position Studies (Filiberto)
Deluxe Guitar Scale Book (M.Bay)
Encyclopedia of Scales, Modes & Melodic Patterns (Berle)
Extreme Warm-Ups and Chops Builders for Guitar (Anthony)
Fingerboard Mastery Book 1 (Potenza/Stoubis)
Fingerboard Mastery Book 2: Scales & Arpeggios (Potenza/Stoubis)
Finger Gymnastics: Warm-Ups, Flexibility, Speed & Strength (Chapman)
Frank Vignola: Building Guitar Strength
Fundamentals of Guitar (Okazaki)
Guitar Arpeggio Encyclopedia (A. Martin)
Guitar Chart of Scales and Modes (Roth)
Guitar Daily Practice Handbook (W. Bay)
Guitar Picking Studies for Improving Technique (W. Bay)
Guitar Journals: Mastering the Fingerboard (W. Bay)
Guitar Journals: Scales (Multiple Authors)
Guitar Journals: Technique (Multiple Authors)
Guitar Scale Wall Chart (M. Christiansen)
Guitar Scales in Tablature (W. Bay)
Guitar Technic (Filiberto)
Guitar Warm-Ups & Solos (W. Bay)
Hybrid Picking (Pearson)
Killer Technique Chart (C. Christiansen)
Practical Sweep Picking for Guitar (Donovan)
Scale & Arpeggio Studies for Guitar with Linear Examples (DiNardo)
Scales, Positions, Shapes Workout (W. Bay)
Sight Reading for the Contemporary Guitarist (Bruner)
Technique Etudes (W. Bay)
The Art of Picking (Bruno)
The Double Stop Guide (Parris)
The Guitar Scales Vol. 1 (Ganter)
Ultimate Chops (Reyman)
Understanding Guitar Chord Progressions (Balsley)
Velocity Studies (W. Bay)

**Guitar Theory and Harmony**

A Guide to Non-Jazz Improvisation: Guitar (Weissman)
Complete Book of Harmonic Extensions for Guitar (Willmott)
Complete Book of Harmony, Theory & Voicing for Guitar (Willmott)
Complete Johnny Smith Approach to Guitar
Easiest Guitar Theory Book (Goldsmith)
Fingerboard Theory for Guitar (M. Christiansen)
George Van Eps Harmonic Mechanisms for Guitar Vol. 1
George Van Eps Harmonic Mechanisms for Guitar Vol. 2
George Van Eps Harmonic Mechanisms for Guitar Vol. 3
Guide to Capo, Transposing & the Nashville Numbering System (Bruce)
Guide to Guitar Chord Progressions (M. Christiansen)
Introduction to Harmony for Guitar with Tab (McDonald)
Melody and Harmony for Guitarists (Duarte)
Music Theory Workbook for Guitar (Arnold)
Quartal Harmony & Voicings for Guitar (Floyd)
Understanding Guitar Chords (Balsley)
Understanding How to Build Guitar Chords and Arpeggios (Policastro)
Guitar Solos, Duets & Ensembles

6 Pieces for Guitar Solos (Pritchard)
13 Easy Trios for Guitar (Murdick)
24 Pieces for Guitar by Gilbert Isbin
25 Solos from the Unaccompanied Partitas of J. S. Bach (W. Bay/Leonard)
Achieving Guitar Artistry: Concert Solos (W. Bay)
Achieving Guitar Artistry: Contemporary Baroque (W. Bay)
Achieving Guitar Artistry: Linear Guitar Etudes (W. Bay)
Achieving Guitar Artistry: Lyrical Etudes (Pennanen)
Achieving Guitar Artistry: Preludes, Sonatas & Nocturnes (W. Bay)
Acoustic Guitar Portraits: Duets (W. Bay)
American Patriotic Guitar Quartets (Petersen)
Beautiful Airs and Ballads of the British Isles (W. Bay)
Beautiful American Airs and Ballads (W. Bay)
Beginning Baroque (Kiefer)
Beginning Pop/Rock Guitar Etudes (Douglass)
Christmas Guitar Portraits (Duets) (W. Bay)
Christmas Music for Electric Guitar (Kiefer)
Christmas Music for Guitar Ensemble (Miller)
Classics for Electric Guitar (Kiefer)
Classics for Flatpicking Guitar (W. Bay)
Devotion: Sacred Solos for Guitar (W. Bay)
Dirt Simple Electric Guitar Solos on Open Strings (Nier)
Easy Way Christmas Guitar Folio (M. Bay)
Electric Baroque Guitar (Kiefer)
Folio of Graded Guitar Solos (M. Bay)
Fun and Easy Solos for Guitar (Minamino)
Fun Solos to Play (W. Bay)
Graded Guitar Duets (M. Bay)
Guitar Airs and Ballads (W. Bay)
Guitar Duets on Great Classic Themes (Hendrickson/Orzeck)
Guitar Images (W. Bay)
Guitar Meditations: Contemplative Solos (W. Bay)
Guitar Nocturnes (W. Bay)
Guitar Picking Tunes - An Early American Christmas (W. Bay)
Guitar Picking Tunes - Beautiful Airs and Ballads of the British Isles (W. Bay)
Guitar Picking Tunes - Beautiful American Airs and Ballads (W. Bay)
Guitar Picking Tunes - Blues & Jazz Jam Tunes (W. Bay)
Guitar Picking Tunes - Christmas in the British Isles (W. Bay)
Guitar Picking Tunes - Classical Gems (W. Bay)
Guitar Picking Tunes - Fun Solos to Play (W. Bay)
Guitar Picking Tunes - Jumpin’ Guitar Jam Tunes (W. Bay)
Guitar Picking Tunes - Lyrical Gospel Solos (W. Bay)
Guitar Picking Tunes - Songs of Faith (W. Bay)
Guitar Preludes (W. Bay)
Guitar Solos for Improving Technique (W. Bay)
Guitar Sonatas (W. Bay)
Guitar Tangos (W. Bay)
Lively Guitar Tunes (W. Bay)  
Mastering the Guitar Duets (W. Bay/M. Christiansen)  
Masters of the Plectrum Guitar (Multiple Authors)  
Mozart for Electric Guitar (Kiefer)  
Music from Around the World for Guitar Ensemble (Miller)  
One Guitar, Many Styles (Finn)  
Sal Salvadore Collection of Classic Solos for Pick-Style Guitar  
Short Etudes (W. Bay)  
The Christmas Gig Book for Pick-Style Guitar (Coppola)  
Timeless Solos for Guitar (W. Bay)  
Traditional Music of the British Isles for Electric Guitar (Berthoud)  
Wedding Music for Pick-Style Guitar (Coppola)  
World Music for Flatpicking Guitar Made Easy (Berthoud)  

Other Guitar Study and Reference Books  
101 Tips for Guitar (Berthoud)  
Acoustic Guitar Anatomy and Mechanics Wall Chart (Lee-Georgescu)  
EZ Way to Tune Guitars (Filiberto)  
Electric Guitar Anatomy and Mechanics Wall Chart (Lee-Georgescu)  
FAQ: Electric Guitar Care and Setup (Levan)  
FAQ: Recording the Guitar (Gates)  
FAQ: Types and Uses of the Capo (Rasely)  
Getting into Guitar Styles (Reed)  
Glossary of Guitar Terms (C. Bay)  
Glossary of Guitar Terms Wall Chart (C. Bay)  
Graphic Guitars Poster (Chase)  
Guitar Setup, Maintenance & Repair (Levan)  
Left-Handed Guitar Wall Chart (W. Bay)  
The Art of Lutherie (Bills)  
The Composer’s Guide to the Electric Guitar (Laganella)  
The Mel Bay Story (Dankenbring)  
The Transcriber’s Art (R. Yates)  
Tom Bills Luthier Wall Chart  
Ultimate Fretted Tuning Chart (Andrews)  
You Can Teach Yourself Guitar by Ear (M. Christiansen)  

Guitar Tunebooks  
101 Three-Chord Children’s Songs for Guitar, Banjo & Uke (McCabe)  
101 Three Chord Country & Bluegrass Songs (McCabe)  
101 Three-Chord Songs for Guitar, Banjo & Uke (McCabe)  
50 Three-Chord Christmas Songs for Guitar, Banjo & Uke (McCabe)  
A Guitarist’s Treasury of Song (Silverman)  
Easiest Guitar Song Book (W. Bay)  
Easiest Guitar Tunes for Children (McCabe)  
Guitar Songbook for Music Therapy (Scheldt/McClain)  
Guitarist’s Treasury of Classic Themes (Coe)
Classic Guitar/Lute

Quick Learn/Short Term Course
First Lessons Classical Guitar (W. Bay)

Self Instruction
Introduction to the Lute (MacKillop)
You Can Teach Yourself Classic Guitar (W. Bay)

Carefully Graded/Comprehensive Courses
Aaron Shearer Learning the Classic Guitar Part 1
Aaron Shearer Learning the Classic Guitar Part 2
Aaron Shearer Learning the Classic Guitar Part 3
Classic Guitar Method Vol. 1 (M. Bay)
Classic Guitar Method Vol. 2 (M. Bay)
Classic Guitar Method Vol. 3 (M. Bay)
Complete Carcassi Guitar Method in English and Spanish/25 Studies included (M. Bay/Castle)
Complete Method for Classic Guitar (M. Bay)
Introduction to the Classical Guitar (Barreiro)
Julio S. Sagreras Guitar Lessons Books 1-3
Julio S. Sagreras Guitar Lessons Books 4-6
Mastering the Classical Guitar 1A (Abboud)
Mastering the Classical Guitar 1B (Abboud)
Modern Classic Guitar Method Grade 1 (S. Yates)

Children’s Courses
Classic Guitar for the Young Beginner (W. Bay)
New Dimensions in Classical Guitar for Children (Michelson)

Crash Course/Refresher Course
Getting Into Classic Guitar (Bolt)

Classic Guitar Study, Reference & Technique
7 Studies for Guitar (Hull)
Achieving Guitar Artistry/Linear Guitar Etudes (W. Bay)
Achieving Guitar Artistry/Odd-Time Etudes (W. Bay)
Achieving Guitar Artistry/Triads (W. Bay)
A Concise History of the Classic Guitar (Wade)
Anthology of Classic Guitar Techniques (Marsh)
Carlos Barbosa-Lima Arpeggio Studies for Guitar
Classic Guitar Anatomy and Mechanics Wall Chart (Lee-Georgescu)
Classic Guitar Reference Wall Chart (W. Bay/R. Pick)
Classic Guitar Scale Chart (W. Bay/R. Pick)
Classical Guitar Pedagogy (Glise)
Complete Giuliani Studies (Grimes)
Diatonic Arpeggios for Classical Guitar (Meyer)
Eduardo Fernandez: Technique, Mechanism, Learning
Elements of Indian Music (Iyer)
FAQ: Classic Guitar Care and Setup (Levan)
Five Finger Technique for the Right Hand (Postleweate)
Guide to Guitar Chord Progressions (M. Christiansen)
Giuliani Revisited (Berg)
Guitar Technique Through Repertoire (Reilly)
Handbook of Guitar and Lute Composers (Annala/Matlik)
Jazz and the Classical Guitar (Hatfield)
Jazz Etudes & Exercises for Classic Guitar (Vinitsky)
Killer Technique: Classic Guitar (Vardanyan)
Left-Hand Studies for Classic Guitar (Lawry)
Mastering Guitar Technique: Process and Essence (Berg)
Melody and Harmony for Guitarists (Duarte)
On Competitions (Azabagic)
Reaching the Next Level (Masters)
Ricardo Iznaola: Kitharologus-The Path to Virtuosity
Ricardo Iznaola on Practicing
Right-Hand Studies for Classic Guitar (Lawry)
Right-Hand Studies for Five Fingers (Postlewate)
Sight Reading for Guitarists (Marsh)
Summa Kitharologica Vol. 1: The Physiology of Guitar Playing: Functional Anatomy & Physiomechanics
The Art of Raszueado (Anastassakis)
The Art of Tremolo (Anastassakis)
The Essential Classical Guitar Scale Book (Isaacs/Nigro)
The Guitar Gymnasium (R. Hill)
The Guitarist’s Complete Technique Kit (Townsend)
The Guitarist’s Guide to Fingernails (R. Stover)
The Transcriber’s Art (R. Yates)
Tuning the Guitar by Ear (Klickstein)
Twenty Studies in Fixed Positions for Classic Guitar (Hirsh)
Velocity Etudes (W. Bay)

Classic Guitar Solos

Early Music/Renaissance
A Renaissance Christmas (J. Kalal)
Ancient Chants and Hymns for Guitar (Garno)
Ancient Christmas Music for Guitar (Garno)
Chansons of the 16th Century for Guitar (Metzger)
Early Music for Beginning Guitar (Boyd)
English Madrigals for Acoustic Guitar (Turner)
Giovanni Antioni Terzi: Arranged for Classical Guitar (Gorbach)
Guitar Music from Tres Libros de Musica (Waters)
Guitar Music of the 16th Century (Calmes)
Highland King/Lute and Guitar(McFarlane)
John Dowland for Classic Guitar (Siktberg)
Marsh Lute Book (Metzger)
Renaissance Lute Repertoire/Guitar Tablature Edition (MacKillop)
Renaissance Lute Repertoire/Lute Tablature Edition (MacKillop)
The Complete Anthology of Lute Music from Musick’s Monument by Thomas Mace (Shepard-Smith)
The Renaissance Vihuela in Sixteenth-Century Spain (Koonce)
The Scottish Lute/Lute and Guitar (MacFarlane)

**Baroque**
Baroque Transcriptions for Classic Guitar (Rodriques)
Bartolotti: A Performance Edition of Suites (George)
Best of Bach for Classic Guitar (Castle)
Chromatic Fantasia and Fugue in D Minor BWV 903 by J. S. Bach (Ausqui)
Domenico Scarlatti: 30 Sonatas (Zanon)
Essential Bach: Arranged for Guitar (Afshar)
Essential Baroque Guitar (Siktberg)
J. S. Bach Transcriptions for Classic Guitar (Calderon)
J. S. Bach Cello Suite #1 (Lorimer)
J. S. Bach French Suite Number 5 in C Major (Ausqui)
J. S. Bach: Six Unaccompanied Cello Suites Arranged for Guitar (S. Yates)
J. S. Bach: The Two Part Inventions (Wyman)
Music of Girolamo Frescobaldi for Classic Guitar (Shepard-Smith)
Scarlatti and Weiss for Guitar (Afshar)
The Baroque Guitar in Spain and the New World (Koonce)
Treasures of the Baroque Volume 1 (Grimes)
Treasures of the Baroque Volume 2 (Grimes)
Treasures of the Baroque Volume 3 (Grimes)

**19th Century**
65 Gradually Progressive Pieces and 6 Studies from Opus 241 by Carulli (Roberts)
Anthology of 19th Century Studies (Beck/Postlewate)
Best of Carulli (Castle)
Best of Tarrega (Castle)
Chopin for Acoustic Guitar (R. Yates)
Complete Chopin Mazurkas (Aron)
Edvard Grieg: 16 Lyric Pieces (R. Yates)
Franz Schubert Arranged for Guitar (Calderon)
Guitar Transcriptions of Francisco Tárrega (Ballam-Cross)
J. K. Mertz: Original Compositions for the Classic Guitar (Reuther)
Johannes Brahms: Hungarian Dances for Solo Guitar (Estovos)
La Melanconia by Mauro Giuliani arranged by Pepe Romero
Masters of Russian Composition: Alexander Borodin & Antoly Lyadov arr. by Rovshan Mamedkuliev
Padovce Collection (Dojcinovic)
Parlor Gems (Mayes)
Peer Gynt Suite: Op 46 plus Solveig’s Song (R. Yates)
Selected Operatic Fantasies of Mertz (Torosian)
Woodland Sketches by Edward MacDowell (R. Yates)

**Contemporary**
7 Studies for Guitar (Hull)
24 Pieces for Guitar by Gilbert Isbin
25 Etudes Esquisses (Garcia)
A Tribute to Guitar Masters (Ramos)
Andrew York: 3 Dimensions for Solo Guitar
Anthology of Dimitri Fampas Music for Guitar (E. Fampas)
A Tribute to Guitar Masters (Ramos)
Classic Koshkin (Koshkin/Koonce)
Contemporary Anthology of Solo Guitar Music (Postlewate)
Contemporary Guitar Composers of the Americas (Multiple Authors)
Contemporary Pieces for Classical Guitar (Jakola)
Conversation Pieces (Long)
Dave Flynn Complete Works for Solo Guitar
Diego Barber Compositions for Classical Guitar
Gordon Mizzi: Saints and Fireworks
Gordon Mizzi: Song of the Sea
Guitar Compositions by Carlos Dorado
Guitarra Solista (Juan Martin)
Homage to Villa-Lobos and Other Compositions (Postlewate)
Introspect (Pellegrin)
Jazz Goes Classic (Multiple Arrangers)
Les reflets de l'obscurite for Classical Guitar (Schwizgebel)
Lyrical Solos (W. Bay)
Master Anthology of New Classical Guitar Solos (Multiple Composers)
Rock Goes Classic (Multiple Arrangers)
Solos for Guitar (F. Hand)
The Contemporary Guitar: An Anthology of New Music (S. Yates)
The Jovicic Collection (Dojcinovic)
Well Tempered Blues (Beauvais)

**Latin**

Album of Pieces for Solo Guitar Vol. 1 (Diego)
Antonio Carlos Jobim for Classical Guitar (Bellinati)
Classic Guitar Solos on Latin American Rhythms (Morel)
Contemporary Guitar Composers of the Americas (Multiple Composers)
Contemporary Tangos, Sambas and Latin Ballads for Guitar (Bellmont)
Ernesto Cordero - El Carbonerito
Ernesto Nazareth - Brazilian Tangos (Newman)
Ernesto Nasarath: Guitar Solo Anthology (Medeiros/Almada)
Latin American Folk Music for Classical Guitar (Diego)
Lullabies of the Americas for Classic Guitar Solo (Barreiro)
Music of Jorge Morel
Selected Guitar Solos #1 (Morel)
Selected Guitar Solos #2 (Morel)
Selected Guitar Solos #3 (Morel)
Soledad (Almeida)
Suite Atillana for Solo Guitar (Cordero)
Tangos and Ballads for Guitar (Bellmont)
The Complete Works of Agustin Barrios Mangore for Guitar Vol. 1 (Stover)
The Complete Works of Agustin Barrios Mangore for Guitar Vol. 2 (Stover)
The Magnificent Guitar of Jorge Morel: A Life of Music (McClellan/Bratic)

**Spanish Music**
- 12 Spanish Dances by Granados (Griggs)
- Classical and Flamenco Guitar Solos and Etudes (E. Hochman/J. Hochman)
- España: Opus 165 by Albeniz (Griggs)
- Granados: Romantic and Poetic Scenes (Griggs)
- Isaac Albeniz: 26 Pieces Arranged for Guitar (S. Yates)
- Definitive de Falla (Ausqui)
- Ernesto Cordero: Two Popular Andalusian Themes
- Guitarra Solista (Juan Martin)
- Romance Variations (Stover)
- Selected Works of Enrique Granados for Solo Guitar (Barreiro)
- Spanish Composers for Classical Guitar (Afshar)
- Spanish Dance No. 5: Andaluza by Enrique Granados arr. by Pepe Romero
- Treasures of the Spanish Guitar (DeChiaro)
- Valses Poeticos by Enrique Granados (Afshar)

**Student Collections/Teaching Pieces**
- 20 Easy Classical Guitar Pieces for Kids (Eckels)
- 65 Gradually Progressive Pieces and 6 Studies from Opus 241 by Carulli (Roberts)
- Beginning Pieces for Classical Guitar (Afshar)
- Carlos Barbosa-Lima: 30 Short Pieces for Guitar
- Francisco Tarrega and Ferdinando Carulli: A Student's Guide (Castle)
- Early Music for Beginning Guitar (Boyd)
- Easy Classic Guitar Solos (Castle/M. Bay)
- En Mode (S. Yates)
- Etudes Mechaniques (S. Yates)
- First Pieces for Classical Guitar by Louis Kohler (Griggs)
- Graded Repertoire for Guitar Book One (S. Yates)
- Graded Repertoire for Guitar Book Two (S. Yates)
- Intermediate Pieces for Classical Guitar (Afshar)
- Jazz for Classic Guitar Made Easy (Vinitsky)
- Jorge Morel: Solo Pieces for the Young Guitarist
- Student Guitar Etudes (W. Bay)
- Teaching Pieces for Guitar (Lawry)
- The Anna Magdalena Notebook for Classic Guitar (Tertocha)
- Young Beginner’s First Repertoire for Classic Guitar (Michelson)

**Mixed Collections/Music from Various Periods**
- Angel Romero in Concert
- Classical Guitarist’s Gig Book (Cruz)
- Deluxe Album of Classic Guitar Music (Castle)
- Folio of Great Classic Guitar Solos (Castle/M. Bay)
- Néstor Ausqui Collection
- The Classical Guitar Gig Book (Cruz)
- The Complete Laurindo Almeida Anthology of Guitar Solos
Thematic Collections

6 Neapolitan Songs for Solo Classic Guitar (Scheldt)
A Dozen Italian Diversions for Guitar Solo (DiBenedetti)
Airs and Ballads for Classic Guitar (Lehmann-Haupt)
Arias for Acoustic Guitar: Operatic Melodies for Solo Guitar (Edwards)
Ashokan Farewell Guitar Arrangement (Ungar/Lehmann-Haupt)
Christmas Songs for Classical Guitar (Castle)
Ciclos: Music of the Sephardic Jews for Classic Guitar (Akiva)
Civil War Suite for Classical Guitar (Brew)
Classical and Flamenco Guitar Solos and Etudes (Elysa Hochman/Jason Hochman)
Classical Guitar Tunes - Fun Solos to Play (Calmes)
Classic Guitar Tunes - Gospel Favorites (Calmes)
Classic Tangos (Halen)
Complete Works of Scott Joplin: 52 Piano Rags, Waltzes & Marches Transcribed for Guitar Solo (De Chiaro)
Contemporary Irish Music for Classic Guitar Solo (Feeley)
Devotion: Sacred Solos for Guitar (W. Bay)
Favorite Hymns for Classical Guitar (Castle)
Five Popular Persian Ballads for Solo Guitar (Afshar)
Five Women Composers Arranged for Guitar (Newman)
Folk songs and Dances of the Jewish People for Acoustic Guitar (Back)
Early American Hymn Favorites for Classical Guitar (Miric)
Great American Marches, Polkas & Grand Concert Waltzes for Acoustic Guitar (Back)
Greek Traditional Music for Acoustic Guitar (Borjanic)
Irish Folk Songs for Classical Guitar (Marsh)
Melodies of the Far East for Guitar (Tuan Vu)
Nineteen Gilbert & Sullivan Favorites Arranged for Classical Guitar (Marrington)
O’Carolan Favorites for Classic Guitar (Böger)
Romantic Arias for Classical Guitar (Eckels)
Russian Folk Songs for Guitar Solo (Borjanic)
Solo Guitar Hymnal: Classic Guitar Solos for the Liturgical Calendar Year (Bass)
Stephen Foster for Classic Guitar (Böger)
The Christmas Book - Carols Arrangeds for Acoustic Guitar (Barreiro)
The Holiday Gig Book (Johnstone)
Traditional Christmas Favorites for Classical Guitar (Siktberg)
Turlough O’Carolan Irish Harp Pieces for Classic Guitar (Böger)
Wedding Favorites for Classical Guitar (De Chiaro)
Wedding Music for Classical Guitar (Boydston)

Classical Guitar Duets

10 Concert Pieces for Classic Guitar Duo (Vinitsky)
A Christmas Pastorale (Newman & Oltman)
Antonio Vivaldi: Three Concerti from L’estro Armonico Op. 3 (Geoghegan)
Danzas of Puerto Rico for Two Guitars (Barreiro)
Duets for Beginning Guitar (Boyd)
Graded Guitar Duos, Vol. 1 (Small)
Graded Guitar Duos, Vol. 2 (Torres)
Graded Guitar Duos, Vol. 3 (Small/Torres)
Jorge Morel: Duet Pieces for the Young Guitarist
J.S. Bach: 30 Chorale Preludes from the Neumeister Collection (Thompson)
Latinas for Two (Montes)
Mastering the Guitar Duets (W. Bay/M. Christiansen)
Music of Bela Bartok: Easy Arrangements for Classical Guitar Duo (Crowley)
Music of Domenico Scarlatti for Two Guitars vol. 1 (Gray/Pearl)
Ten Concert Pieces for Classic Guitar Duo (Vinitsky)
The Complete Laurindo Almeida Anthology of Latin Guitar Duets
The Complete Laurindo Almeida Anthology of Original Guitar Duets
The Complete Laurindo Almeida Anthology of Traditional Guitar Duets

Classical Guitar Ensembles
Adagio by Albinoni for Guitar Ensemble (Caluda)
Baroque Dances for Guitar Ensemble (Mallard)
Christmas Music for Guitar Ensemble (Miller)
Folk Song Collection for Guitar Ensemble (Hirsh)
Folk Songs of America and the British Isles (Caluda/Mallard/Mayes)
Holiday Song Collections for Guitar Ensemble (Hirsh)
Hymn and Sacred Song Collection for Guitar Ensemble (Hirsh)
Jorge Morel: Quartet Pieces for the Young Guitarist
LAGQ: Pachelbel's Loose Canon
Latin American Guitar Ensembles (Montes)
Laurindo Almeida Guitar Quartets
Music from Around the World for Guitar Ensemble (Miller)
Renaissance Dance Music for Guitar Ensemble (Hirsh)
Scott Joplin Rags for Guitar Ensemble (De Chiaro)
The Complete Laurindo Almeida Anthology of Guitar Trios Vol. 1
The Complete Laurindo Almeida Anthology of Guitar Trios Vol. 2
The Complete Laurindo Almeida Anthology of Guitar Trios Vol. 3

Classical Guitar Chamber Music
13 Tango Passions for Mandolin and Guitar (Karasik & Grosswiler)
100 Christmas Carols and Hymns for Cello and Guitar (C. Duncan)
100 Christmas Carols and Hymns for Flute and Guitar (W. Bay)
100 Christmas Carols and Hymns for Trumpet and Guitar (W. Bay)
100 Christmas Carols and Hymns for Violin and Guitar (C. Duncan)
100 Gospel Songs and Hymns for Cello and Guitar (C. Cuncan)
100 Gospel Songs and Hymns for Flute and Guitar (W. Bay)
100 Gospel Songs and Hymns for Trumpet and Guitar (W. Bay)
100 Gospel Songs and Hymns for Violin and Guitar (C. Cuncan)
100 Hymns for Cello and Guitar (C. Duncan)
100 Hymns for Flute and Guitar (W. Bay)
100 Hymns for Trumpet and Guitar (W. Bay)
100 Hymns for Violin and Guitar (W. Bay/C. Duncan)
Barrios for Flute and Guitar (Stover)
Cantabile/Mandolin & Guitar (Baldassari/Mock)
Christmas Carols for Flute and Guitar (Gendron)
Classical Pieces for Flute and Guitar (Waters)
Contradanzas Habaneras for Guitar and Flute by Manuel Saumell (Barreiro)
Cuban Dances for Guitar and Flute by Ignacio Cervantes (Barreiro)
Early American Melodies for Flute and Guitar (Welch)
Gilbert and Sullivan Favorites for Voice and Guitar (Silverman)
Guitar/Flute Duets on Celtic Favorites (Luft)
Gypsy Songs of Russia & Hungary: Guitar/Vocal (Silverman)
Johann Sebastian Bach: 69 Sacred Songs for Voice and Guitar (Stegmann)
Laurindo Almeida-Brazilian Reflections (Guitar and Soprano Voice)
Laurindo Almeida: Duets for Clarinet and Guitar
New Classics for Guitar & Cello or Viola
Songs of the British Isles for Guitar (and Voice) (Silverman)
Spanish Dances, Opus 12 by Moszkowski for Guitar and Flute (Baxter)
The Complete Laurindo Almeida Anthology of Guitar and Flute Duets
The Joy of Flute and Guitar (Marlow)
Wedding Music for Flute and Guitar (Gendron)

Classical Guitar Concert/Documentary
Ana Vidovic: Guitar Artistry in Concert DVD
Ana Vidovic: Guitar Virtuoso DVD
Andrew York: Contemporary Classic Guitar DVD
Ben Bolt: Taking Off/Solo Guitar DVD
Carlos Barbosa-Lima Favorite Solos DVD
Classic Guitar Anthology (Various Artists) DVD
David Leisner: Classics & Discoveries DVD
Douglas Niedt: American Virtuoso DVD
Florian Larousse: GFA Winner 2009 DVD
Francisco Tarrega: His Life and Music DVD
Gabriel Bianco in Concert: GFA Winner 2008 DVD
Guitar Foundation of America Competition Winners DVD
Guitarra Classica: 400 Years of Music for Classic Guitar (Carlos Perez) DVD
Jeremy Jouve-2003 GFA Winner DVD
Jerome Ducharme2005 GFA Winner DVD
Judicael Perroy in Concert DVD
LAGQ Live in Concert DVD
LAGQ: The Ingenious Gentleman Don Quixote DVD
Lily Afshar: Virtuoso Guitar DVD
Lorenzo: GFA Winner 1999 DVD
Marcin Dylla: GFA Winner 2007 DVD
Martha Masters: GFA Winner 2000 DVD
Paulo Bellinati: Brazilian Guitar Virtuoso DVD
Pepe Romero Plays Concierto Festivo by Ernesto Cordero DVD
Ronn McFarlane: Contemporary Lute Virtuoso DVD
Solo Duo: Lorenzo Micheli and Matteo Mela Live in Milan DVD
Starobin Plays Sor and Giuliani DVD
The Castellani/Andriaccio Duo DVD
The Newman/Oltman Guitar Duo: Cantos De España DVD
Flamenco Guitar

Flamenco Guitar Methods
Essential Flamenco Guitar Vol. 1 (J. Martin/Campbell)
Essential Flamenco Guitar Vol. 2. (J. Martin/Campbell)
Flamenco Classical Guitar Tradition (J. Serrano/Whitehead)
Juan Serrano: Flamenco Guitar/Basic Techniques
Play Solo Flamenco Guitar with Juan Martin Vol. 1
Play Solo Flamenco Guitar with Juan Martin Vol. 2
The Keys to Flamenco Guitar Vol. 1 (Koster)
You Can Teach Yourself Flamenco Guitar (Marraccini)

Flamenco Guitar Solos
Andalucian Suite No. 1 (J. Martin)
Classical and Flamenco Guitar Solos and Etudes (Elysa Hochman/Jason Hochman)
Easy Flamenco Solos (Agen)
Flamenco Guitar Solos Vol. 1 (Marraccini)
Flamenco Guitar Solos Vol. 2 (Marraccini)
Flamenco Music for Acoustic Guitar (Agen)
Guitarra Solista (Juan Martin)
Juan Serrano: Flamenco Concert Selections
Juan Serrano: Flamenco Guitar Solos
Juan Serrano: King of the Flamenco Guitar
Sabicas (de la Mata)

Flamenco Guitar Technique and Study
Flamenco Guitar Wall Chart (Serrano)
Flamenco Studies: Falsetas de mi Padre (Serrano)
Killer Technique: Flamenco Guitar (J. Martin/Campbell)
Progressive Exercises for Flamenco Guitar (Piga)
Systematic Studies for Flamenco Guitar (Serrano)
The Art of Rasgueado (Anastassakis)
The Art of Tremolo (Anastassakis)

Flamenco Guitar Concert/Reference
Flamenco - All You Wanted to Know (Martinez)
Juan Martin & His Flamenco Dance Company DVD
Juan Serrano - The Flamenco Tradition DVD
Latin Guitar

Methods/Study
Bossa Nova and Samba for Guitar (M. Christiansen)
Fun with the Cuban Tres (Peña)
Getting Into Latin Jazz Guitar (Zaradin)
Learn to Play Brazilian Jazz Guitar (Marshall)
The Latin Guitar Handbook (Mello/USC Thornton)
Tres Guitar Method (Gonzalez)
Vihuela Chord Dictionary (Alfaro)

Solos & Ensembles
13 Easy Brazilian Choros for Solo Guitar (Almada)
Anthology of Popular Brazilian Music of the 19th Century (Almada/Medeiros)
Brazilian Electric Guitar (Almada/Medeiros)
Brazilian Jazz Guitar (M. Christiansen/Zaradin)
Brazilian Jazz Guitar Styles (Barbosa-Lima/Griggs)
Contemporary Tangos, Sambas and Latin Ballads for Guitar (Bellmont)
Danzas Cubanas of Ignacio Cervantes (Barreiro)
Ernesto Nazareth - Brazilian Tangos (Newman)
Ernesto Nazareth - Guitar Solo Anthology (Almada/Medeiros)
Guitar Music of Cuba (Barreiro)
Hispanic-American Guitar (Back)
Homage to Latin Music - Salsa (Morel)
Jack Jezzro: - Brazilian Nights
Jorge Morel: Latin American Rhythms for Guitar
Latin American Folk Music for Classical Guitar (Diego)
Latin American Guitar Ensembles (Montes)
Latin American Guitar Guide (Stover)
Latin American Jazz for Fingerstyle Guitar (Zaradin)
Latin American Songs for Guitar (Silverman)
Latinas for Two (Montes)
Latinitas for Solo Guitar (Montes)
Mariachi Favorites for Solo Guitar (Sobrino/Eckels)
Music of Latin America for Acoustic Guitar (Barreiro)
Music of Mexico for Acoustic Guitar (Delgado)
New Wave Latin Guitar (Zaradin)
Popular Guitar Styles - Latin & Salsa (Wolters)
Popular Guitar Styles - Reggae & Music of the Islands (Wolters)
Popular Guitar Styles - Samba & Bossa Nova (Wolters)
Tangos and Ballads for Guitar (Bellmont)
Tangos & Milongas for Solo Guitar #1 (Morel)
Tangos & Milongas for Solo Guitar #2 (Morel)
The Complete Laurindo Almeida Anthology of Latin American Guitar Duets
Fingerstyle Guitar

Quick Learn/Short Term Courses
- Beginning Open Tunings (Baughman)
- Fingerpicking 12-String Guitar Method (Flint)
- First Lessons Fingerstyle Guitar (Eckels)
- First Lessons Folk Guitar (C. Christiansen)
- Steve Baughman’s Celtic Guitar Method
- Tab Only Method (W. Bay)
- Tommy Emmanuel Fingerstyle Guitar Method
- You Can Teach Yourself Fingerpicking Guitar (Flint)
- You Can Teach Yourself Folk Singing Guitar (Silverman)

Young Beginner Courses
- Basic Guitar Strumming and Fingerpicking (Kelley)
- Fingerpicking for the Young Beginner (W. Bay)

Comprehensive Fingerpicking Courses
- Complete Chet Atkins Guitar Method (Atkins/Flint)
- Complete Fingerstyle Guitar Method (Flint)
- Getting Into Fingerstyle Guitar (Adams)
- Getting into Travis Picking (O’Dorn)
- Modern Fingerstyle Guitar Method Grade 1 (Eckels)

Fingerpicking Guitar Solos

Classical Solos with Tablature
- Agustin Barrios Selected Works (Brandoni/Moschetti)
- Albeniz for Acoustic Guitar (Almeida)
- Baroque Music for Acoustic Guitar (Siktberg)
- Barrios in Tablature (Stover)
- Carcassi in Tablature (Bolt)
- Carlos Barbosa-Lima: 30 Short Pieces for Guitar
- Classic Guitar in Tablature Vol. 1 (Franco)
- Classic Tangos (Halen)
- Classic Masterpieces Made Easy for Acoustic Guitar (S. Kalal)
- Classical Masterpieces in Tablature (Franco)
- Complete Anthology of Medieval & Renaissance Music for Guitar (Renbourn)
- English Madrigals for Acoustic Guitar (Turner)
- Ernesto Nazareth: Brazilian Tangos (Medeiros/Almada)
- Fingerstyle Classics Made Easy (Eckels)
- Great American Marches, Polkas & Grand Concert Waltzes (Back)
- Giuliani 20 Selected Studies (Brandoni/Moschetti)
- Guitar Classics in Tab (Bolt)
- J. S. Bach for Acoustic Guitar (Bolt)
- J. S. Bach in Tablature (Pincus)
- John Dowland in Tablature (Siktberg)
- Julio Sagarra First Lessons for Guitar (Brandoni/Moschetti)
Julio Sagreras Second Lessons for Guitar (Brandoni/Moschetti)
Mozart for Acoustic Guitar (Bolt)
Paganinni for Acoustic Guitar (Bolt)
Sor in Tablature (Bolt)
Tarrega in Tablature (Bolt)

**Contemporary**
24 Pieces for Guitar by Gilbert Isbin
A Dozen Italian Diversions for Guitar Solo (DeBenedetti)
Brad Richter Solo Guitar Collection
Dixieland Tunes for Fingerstyle Guitar (Flint)
Early Jazz for Fingerstyle Guitar (Johansson)
Emmanuel Labor DVD (Tommy Emmanuel)
Endless Road (Emmanuel)
Fingerstyle Guitar Arranging, Composition & Performance (Gonzalez)
Fingerstyle Guitar Collection (Austen)
Fingerstyle Gig Book (Piburn)
Frailing the Guitar (Baughman)
French Tangos for Guitar (Halen)
Guitar Journals: Fingerstyle (Multiple Authors)
Master Anthology of Fingerstyle Solos Vol. 1 (Multiple Authors)
Master Anthology of Fingerstyle Solos Vol. 2 (Multiple Authors)
Master Anthology of Fingerstyle Solos Vol. 3 (Multiple Authors)
Mel Bay Guitar University Fingerstyle Curriculum: Best Contemporary Solos (Multiple Authors)
Mel Bay Guitar University Fingerstyle Curriculum: Best Ragtime Solos (Multiple Authors)
New Orleans Jazz for Fingerstyle Guitar (Hancoff)
Popular Guitar Styles: Latin & Salsa (Wolters)
Popular Guitar Styles: Reggae & Music of the Islands (Wolters)
Popular Guitar Styles: Samba & Bossa Nova (Wolters)
Rags, Minstrel Show Tunes & Novelty Instrumentals of Rev. Gary Davis
The Stephen Bennett Fingerstyle Collection
Tommy Emmanuel/Frank Vignola: Just Between Frets
Tommy Emmanuel/Only
Tommy Emmanuel/The Mystery
Total Giltrap (Gordon Giltrap)

**Country Fingerpicking**
5-String Banjo Styles for 6-String Guitar (Dobbins)
Best of Country Guitar Solos (Flint)
Chet Atkins in Three Dimensions Vol. 1 (McClellan/Bratic)
Chet Atkins in Three Dimensions Vol. 2 (McClellan/Bratic)
Chet Atkins Off the Record (Flint)
Chet Atkins Plays Back Home Hymns (Ozee)
Chicken Pickin’ Vol 1 (Hiland)
Chicken Pickin’ Vol. 2 (Hiland)
Complete Chet Atkins Guitar Method (Atkins/Flint)
Complete Johnny Hiland Licks & Tricks (Hiland)
Country Ballads for Fingerstyle Guitar (Flint)
Country Guitar (Flint)
Fun and Easy Fingerpicking Guitar Solos (O’Dorn)
Just Us (Buster Jones/Redmond)
Licks and Tricks Vol. 1 (Hiland)
Licks and Tricks Vol. 2 (Hiland)
Mel Bay Guitar University Fingerstyle Curriculum: Best Thumbpicking Solos (Multiple Authors)
Merle Travis Guitar Style (Flint)

**Celtic Fingerpicking**
- Celtic Back-Up (C. Smith)
- Celtic Crossing (Coulter)
- Celtic Guitar Encyclopedia (Weiser)
- Celtic Guitar Treasures (McMeen)
- Complete Celtic Fingerstyle Guitar (Grossman/D. Baker/McMeen)
- Deluxe Anthology of O’Carolan Music for Fingerstyle Guitar (Grossman/Renbourn)
- Easy Celtic Solos for Fingerstyle Guitar (Crowley)
- Encyclopedia of Irish and American Fiddle Tunes (D. Baker)
- Irish and Scottish Airs and Ballads for Acoustic Guitar (Brennan)
- Islands: Guitar Interpretations of Celtic Music (Hinchliffe)
- Mel Bay Guitar University Fingerstyle Curriculum: Best Celtic Solos (Multiple Authors)
- Music from the British Isles for Acoustic Guitar (Bellizzi)
- Northumbrian and Border Folk Songs (Brennan)
- O’Carolan Guitar Arrangements (Stevens)
- Pat Kirtley: Irish Guitar
- Steve Baughman’s Celtic Guitar Method
- Traditional Breton Dance Tunes-Fest Breizh (Surette)

**DADGAD and Other Open Tunings**
- An Open Tunings Christmas for Guitar (Baughman)
- Art of Gospel Guitar/Dropped-D Tuning (McMeen)
- Celtic Guitar Treasures (McMeen)
- DADGAD and DCDGCD Tunings (Henigan)
- DADGAD Blues (MacKillop)
- DADGAD Chords, Scales & Tuning (Schell)
- DADGAD Easy Christmas Favorites (MacKillop)
- DADGAD Encyclopedia (Goodin)
- DADGAD Ragtime and Early Jazz (MacKillop)
- DADGAD Tuning (Henigan)
- Dropped-D Guitar: Bach to Blues (Marshall)
- Easy DADGAD Celtic Guitar Book (MacKillop)
- Easy DADGAD Classics for Acoustic Guitar (MacKillop)
- Fiddle Tunes in DADGAD (Young)
- Frailing the Guitar (Baughman)
- Martin Simpson: Just a Closer Walk with Thee/Assorted Open Tunings
- Midsummer Moon (Petteway)
- Scottish 18th-Century Guitar Tunes/Open D Tuning (MacKillop)
- Steve Baughman’s Celtic Guitar Method
Strike Up the Band (McMeen)
The Art of Dropped-D Tuning (McMeen)
Understanding DADGAD (Young)
Whispering Stones (Petteway)

**Fingerpicking Blues**
- Best of Blues Guitar (Sokolow)
- Blind Joe Death: The Music of John Fahey (Lardner)
- Blues & Jazz for Fingerstyle Guitar (Morone)
- Blues and Ragtime Guitar of Rev. Gary Davis
- Blues Classics for Acoustic Guitar (Eckels)
- Blues Guitar Songbook (Silverman)
- Complete Blues Guitar (M. Christiansen)
- Complete Country Blues Guitar (Grossman)
- Duck Baker's Fingerstyle Blues Guitar 101
- Fingerpicking Blues and Rock Guitar (Schell)
- Fingerpicking Blues Guitar Solos (Grossman)
- Fingerstyle Blues Method (Eckels)
- Great Blues Solos (Sokolow)
- Kentucky Thumbpicking Blues for Guitar (Flint)
- Master Anthology of Blues Guitar Solos Vol. 1 (Multiple Authors)
- Mel Bay Guitar University Fingerstyle Curriculum: Best Blues Solos (Multiple Authors)
- Mississippi Delta Blues Fingerstyle Solos Made Easy (McCabe)
- The Guitar of Robert Johnson (Mann)
- You Can Teach Yourself Blues Guitar (M. Christiansen)

**Traditional Fingerpicking**
- 101 Easy Fingerstyle Guitar Solos (McCabe)
- American Fiddle Tunes for Acoustic Guitar (Matteson)
- American Treasures (Lester/Piburn)
- An American Christmas (M. Lord)
- Ashokan Farewell Fingerstyle Guitar Solo (Jay Ungar/Lehmann0Haupt)
- Ballads and Songs of the Civil War for Guitar (Silverman)
- British Fingerpicking Guitar (Grossman)
- Christmas Encyclopedia: Fingerstyle Edition (Eckels)
- Christmas Music for Acoustic Guitar (Siktberg)
- Christmas Songs for Fingerstyle Guitar (Flint)
- Easiest Fingerpicking Guitar Solos (W. Bay/Flint)
- Fingerpicking Guitar Tune Book (Flint)
- Folk songs and Dances of the Jewish People for Acoustic Guitar (Back)
- Folk Songs from the Appalachian Mountains for Acoustic Guitar (Matteson)
- Global Adventures for Fingerstyle Guitarists (Eckels)
- Guitar Music of Cuba (Barreiro)
- Guitar Tabsongs: Bluegrass (Silverman)
- Mel Bay Guitar University Fingerstyle Curriculum: Best Traditional Folk Solos (Multiple Authors)
- Neshamah: Traditional Jewish Melodies (Sparks)
- Sacred Music for Solo Guitar (Foster)
The Salutation: Carols from England, Scotland & Ireland (Duck Baker)

Fingerpicking Guitar Technique
Acoustic Fingerstyle Guitar Workshop (Gilewitz)
Fingerpicking Scales (Lolax)
Fingerstyle Guitar Arranging, Composition & Performance (Gonzalez)
Fingerstyle Guitar Pattern Picking (Ten Broek)
Fingerstyle Technic (W. Bay)
Frailing the Guitar (Baughman)
Killer Technique: Fingerstyle Guitar (O’Dorn)
Play American: Rhythm and Lead Country Guitar (Hartway)
Right Hand Arpeggios Studies for Acoustic Guitar (Matteson)
Strictly Rhythm (Hiland)
Thumbpicking Chord Book (W. Bay)

Fingerpicking Concerts and Documentaries
Acoustic Guitar Anthology DVD (Various Artists)
Alex de Grassi in Concert DVD
Franco Marone: Acoustic Guitar Solos DVD
Jean-Felix Lalanne: Fingerstyle Guitar Impressions DVD
Masters of Fingerstyle Guitar #2 DVD (Wagner/Nichols/Thompson)
Muriel Anderson: All Star Guitar Night DVD
Peppino D’Agostino: Contemporary Fingerstyle Guitar DVD
Richard Smith: Fingerstyle Artistry DVD
Robbin Bullock: Acoustic Guitar Artistry DVD
Rodney Branigan: Live in India DVD
Stephen Bennett LIVE! DVD
Stephen Bennett Harp Guitar Artistry DVD
Tommy Emmanuel: Live at the Sheldon Concert Hall DVD

Hawaiian Slack Key Guitar
Guitar Playing Hawaiian Style (Kotani/Ladd)
Learn to Play Hawaiian Slack Key Guitar (Beamer/Nelson)
Old-Time Hawaiian Slack Key Guitar (Nelson)

Flatpicking/Plectrum Guitar
Quick Learn/Short Term Courses
Deluxe Bluegrass Flatpicking Guitar Method (N. Griffin/S. Griffin)
First Lessons Beginning Guitar/Learning Chords/Playing Songs (W. Bay)
First Lessons Flatpicking Guitar (Carr)
Tab Only Method (W. Bay)

Children/Young Beginner
First Lessons Beginning Guitar/Learning Chords/Playing Songs (W. Bay)
Comprehensive Flatpicking Courses
- Complete Country Guitar (Sokolow)
- Complete Country Guitar DVD (Carr)
- Complete Flatpicking Guitar Book (Kaufman)
- Getting into Bluegrass Guitar (Carr)
- Getting into Country Guitar (Carr)
- Play Like a Legend: Doc Watson (Carr)
- School of Bluegrass Guitar: Bluegrass Classics (Carr)
- School of Bluegrass Guitar: Ballads/Waltzes (Carr)
- School of Country Guitar: Advanced Rhythm, Steel Bends & Hot Licks (Carr)
- School of Country Guitar: Chords, Accompaniment Styles & Basic Leads (Carr)
- Western Swing Guitar Style (Carr)
- You Can Teach Yourself Country Guitar (Bruce)
- You Can Teach Yourself Flatpicking Guitar (Kaufman)

Flatpicking Guitar Solos and Ensembles
- Achieving Guitar Artistry: Concert Solos (W. Bay)
- Achieving Guitar Artistry: Contemporary Baroque (W. Bay)
- Achieving Guitar Artistry: Preludes, Sonatas & Nocturnes (W. Bay)
- All-Time Favorite Parking Lot Picker's Guitar Solos (Bruce)
- Band in a Book: Bluegrass Instrumentals (Kaufman)
- Beppe Gambetta: Blu di Genova
- Beppe Gambetta: Flatpicking Guitar Artistry DVD
- Blazing Flatpicking Guitar Solos for One Player or More (Kaufman)
- Bluegrass Breaks: Guitar (Bruce)
- Bluegrass Guitar (Flint)
- Championship Flatpicking Guitar (Kaufman)
- Christmas Crosspicking Solos for Guitar (Bruce)
- Christmas Favorites for Solo Guitar (Bruce)
- Christmas Gig Book for Pick-Style Guitar (Coppola)
- Classic Arrangements of Vintage Songs for Flatpicking Guitar (Kaufman)
- Classics for Flatpicking Guitar (W. Bay)
- DADGAD: Old-Time, Flatpicking & Bluegrass (MacKillop)
- Devotion: Sacred Guitar Solos (W. Bay)
- Doc and Dawg (Watson & Grisman)
- Easy Flatpicking Guitar Solos (Weissman)
- Easy to Play Country Guitar (W. Bay/S. Griffin/Flint)
- Flatpicking Cookbook (Cook)
- Flatpicking Guitar (Flint)
- Flatpicking Guitar Festival (Multiple Authors)
- Flatpicking Guitar Trios (Geslison)
- Flatpicking the Gospels (Kaufman)
- Flatpicking the Rags and Polkas (Kaufman)
- Guitar Journals: Flatpicking (W. Bay)
- Guitar Picking Tunes - An Early American Christmas (W. Bay)
- Guitar Picking Tunes - Beautiful Airs and Ballads of the British Isles (W. Bay)
- Guitar Picking Tunes - Beautiful American Airs and Ballads (W. Bay)
- Guitar Picking Tunes - Blues & Jazz Jam Tunes (W. Bay)
Guitar Picking Tunes - Christmas in the British Isles (W. Bay)
Guitar Picking Tunes - Classical Gems (W. Bay)
Guitar Picking Tunes - Fun Solos to Play (W. Bay)
Guitar Picking Tunes - Jumpin' Guitar Jam Tunes (W. Bay)
Guitar Picking Tunes - Lyrical Gospel Solos (W. Bay)
Guitar Picking Tunes - Songs of Faith (W. Bay)
Guitar Tabsongs: Classic Rock for Flatpick
Hot Solos for Flatpick Guitarists (Cosgrove)
Irish Music for Flatpicking Guitar Made Easy (Berthoud)
Lively Guitar Tunes (W. Bay)
Old-Time Gospel Crosspicking Guitar Solos (Bruce)
Shady Grove (Jerry Garcia)
Smoky Mountain Christmas for Guitar (Kaufman)
Southern Mountain Guitar (Erbsen)
The Christmas Gig Book for Pick-Style Guitar (Coppola)
The Legacy of Doc Watson (Kaufman)
The Norman Blake Anthology (Kaufman)
The Stephen Bennett Flatpicking Collection
Tone Poems for Guitar (Tony Rice)
Traditional Music of the British Isles for Electric Guitar (Berthoud)
Wedding Music for Pick-Style Guitar (Coppola)

Flatpicking Guitar Study/Technique/Theory
101 Essential Country Chord Progressions (McCabe)
101 Red Hot Bluegrass Guitar Licks and Solos (McCabe)
60 Hot Licks for Western Swing Guitar (Carr)
A Flatpicker's Guide to Jamming (Yaffey)
A Guide to Non-Jazz Improvisation: Guitar (Weissman)
Achieving Guitar Artistry: Linear Etudes (W. Bay)
Achieving Guitar Artistry: Odd-Time Etudes (W. Bay)
Achieving Guitar Artistry: Triads (W. Bay)
Complete Johnny Hiland Licks & Tricks (Hiland)
Flatpicking Guitar Master Technique (Waitze)
Flatpicking Guitar Workout (W. Bay)
Flatpicking Up the Neck (Troxel)
Guitar Crosspicking Technique (Cochran)
Guitar Picking Studies for Improving Technique (W. Bay)
Guitar Warm-Ups and Solos (W. Bay)
John McGann's Developing Melodic Variations on Fiddle Tunes
Killer Technique: Flatpicking Guitar (Botts/C. Christiansen)
Old-Time Stringband Workshop for Guitar (Keefer/Weissman/Prohaska)
Play American: Rhythm and Lead Country Guitar (Hartway)
Play Like a Legend: Doc Watson (Carr)
Power Flatpicking Guitar (Kaufman)
Strictly Rhythm (Hiland)
Flatpicking Guitar Tune Books
50 Tunes for Guitar (Geslison)
Easiest Country Guitar for Children (McCabe)
Famous Guitar Picking Tunes (W. Bay)
Fiddle Tunes & Irish Music for Guitar (Gelo)
First Jams: Flatpick Guitar (Andrews)
Flatpicking Guitar Gospel Tunes (W. Bay)
Flatpicking Guitar Songbook (Bailey)
Gospel Guitar Encyclopedia (W. Bay)
Guitar Tunes Made Easy (W. Bay)
Irish, Scottish & Border Melodies for Flatpicking Guitar (Brennan)
My First Bluegrass Guitar Picking Songs (Kaufman)
My First Blues Guitar Picking Songs (Kaufman)
My First Country Guitar Picking Songs (Kaufman)
My First Gospel Guitar Picking Songs (Kaufman)
Parking Lot Picker’s Play-Along: Guitar (Bruce)
Parking Lot Picker’s Songbook: Guitar Edition (Bruce)
Steve Kaufman's Favorite Traditional Fiddle Tunes for Guitar
Steve Kaufman's Favorite 50 Traditional Fiddle Tunes for Guitar
Steve Kaufman's Favorite 50 Traditional Fiddle Tunes for Guitar Vol. 2
Steve Kaufman's Favorite 50 Celtic Hornpipes for Guitar
Steve Kaufman's Favorite Celtic Reels A - L for Guitar
Steve Kaufman's Favorite Celtic Reels for Guitar Vol. 2
Steve Kaufman's Favorite Celtic Jigs & Waltzes for Guitar
Steve Kaufman's Favorite Fiddle Tunes for Guitar
Steve Kaufman's Favorite Flatpicking Jam Tunes
String Band Classics for Guitar (Bruce)
World Music for Flatpicking Guitar Made Easy (Berthoud)

Jazz and Contemporary Guitar Methods
A Practical Guide to Jazz Band Guitar (Frackenpohl)
Complete 7-String Guitar Method (Buzzelli)
Complete Jazz Guitar Method (M. Christiansen)
Complete Jerry Hahn Method for Jazz Guitar
Complete Joe Pass
Dave Stryker’s Jazz Guitar Improvisation Method
Getting into Guitar Improvising (Reed)
Getting into Jazz Fusion Guitar (Miller)
Getting into Jazz Guitar (King)
Jazz Guitar Method (Lee)
Joe Pass Guitar Style
Solo Jazz Guitar Method (Barry Greene)
You Can Teach Yourself Jazz Guitar (Griggs)
Fingerstyle Jazz Guitar
A Tribute to Guitar Masters Vol. 1 (Ramo)
Complete Fingerstyle Jazz Guitar Book (DeMause)
Concepts for the Classical and Jazz Guitar (Wyble/Berman)
Fingerstyle Jazz (Multiple Authors)
Fingerstyle Jazz Guitar (Musso)
Fingerstyle Jazz Guitar Chord Soloing (Musso)
Fingerstyle Jazz Images for Christmas (Morgen)
George Van Eps Guitar Solos (Van Eps/Chapman)
Graded Fingerstyle Jazz Guitar Solos (Musso)
Jazz Bach for Fingerstyle Guitar (Ingram)
Jazz Comping for Fingerstyle Guitar (Murdick)
Jeff Linsky: Fingerstyle Jazz Guitar Solos
Jimmy Wyble's Solo Collection
John Stowell: Jazz Guitar Mastery
Lenny Breau Fingerstyle Jazz (Breau/Knowles)
The Art of Two Line Improvisation (Wyble)
The Martin Taylor Guitar Method
Van Eps Guitar Solos (Chapman)
Walking Bass Lines for Guitar (Pillard)
Walking Bass Solos for Guitar (Lawrence)

Jazz Guitar Chords/Theory/Rhythm
7-String Jazz Guitar Chord Chart (W. Bay)
21st Century Chords for Guitar (Bloom)
Achieving Guitar Artistry - Triads (W. Bay)
Basic Line Basics for Guitar (Chapman)
Coltrane Changes (C. Christiansen)
Comping the Blues (Vignola)
Complete Book of Harmony, Theory and Voicing (Willmott)
Complete Book of Harmonic Extensions for Guitar (Willmott)
Creative Comping Concepts for Jazz Guitar (Boling)
Deluxe Encyclopedia of Guitar Chords/Case Size (W. Bay)
Deluxe Encyclopedia of Guitar Chords/Full Size (W. Bay)
Deluxe Encyclopedia of Guitar Chord Progressions (Rector)
Drop 2 Concept for Guitar (Chapman)
George Van Eps Harmonic Mechanisms for Guitar Vol. 1
George Van Eps Harmonic Mechanisms for Guitar Vol. 2
George Van Eps Harmonic Mechanisms for Guitar Vol. 3
Guitar Journals: Chords (W. Bay)
In the Pocket: Playing in the Groove (C. Christiansen)
Jazz Band Rhythm Guitar (Forman)
Jazz Guitar Chord Chart (W. Bay)
Jazz Guitar Chords Made Easy (W. Bay)
Jazz Guitar Essentials: Gig Savers Complete Edition (C. Christiansen)
Jazz Guitar Photo Chords (C. Christiansen)
Jazz Guitar Chord Substitution Wall Chart (C. Christiansen)
Jazz Guitar Chord Workout (C. Christiansen)
Jazz Guitar Improvisation/Scales/Study/Technique
101 Red Hot Jazz-Blues Guitar Licks & Solos (McCabe)
120 2-Bar ii-V Riffs (Vignola)
240 2-Bar Guitar Riffs (Vignola)
Achieving Guitar Artistry-Contemporary Baroque Etudes (W. Bay)
Achieving Guitar Artistry-Contemporary Picking Etudes (Pennanen)
Achieving Guitar Artistry-Linear Guitar Etudes (W. Bay)
Achieving Guitar Artistry: Lyrical Etudes (Pennanen)
Achieving Guitar Artistry-Odd Time Etudes (W. Bay)
Advanced Jazz Guitar Improvisation (B. Greene)
Complete Book of Jazz Guitar Lines & Phrases (Jacobs)
Complete Book of Jazz Single String Studies (Salvador)
Complete Guitar Improvisation Book (Bredice)
Essential Jazz Etudes/ The Blues for Guitar (Wilkins)
Essential Jazz Lines in the Style of Cannonball Adderley (C. Christiansen)
Essential Jazz Lines in the Style of Charlie Parker (C. Christiansen)
Essential Jazz Lines in the Style of Joe Pass (C. Christiansen)
Essential Jazz Lines in the Style of Miles Davis (C. Christiansen)
Essential Jazz Lines in the Style of Clifford Brown (C. Christiansen)
Essential Jazz Lines in the Style of Grant Green (C. Christiansen)
Essential Jazz Lines in the Style of John Coltrane (C. Christiansen)
Essential Jazz Lines in the Style of Wes Montgomery (C. Christiansen)
Extreme Warm-Ups and Chops Builders for Guitar (Anthony)
Frank Vignola's Complete Jammin' The Blues Play-Along for Guitar
Frank Vignola's Complete Rhythm Changes Play-Along for Guitar
Fundamentals of Guitar (Miles Okazaki)
Getting Your Improvising into Shape (Becker)
Guitar Arpeggio Studies on Jazz Standards (Mimi Fox)
Graduated Soloing (Mimi Fox)
Guitar Journals: Jazz (Multiple Authors)
Hip Guitar Lines (Rodney Jones)
How to Play a Tune in Any Key (C. Bay)
Improvisational Techniques for Jazz Guitar (Umble)
Improvising with Mini-Arpeggios (Musso)
Jazz Blues Styles (Diorio)
Jazz Intros and Endings (Eschette)
Jazz Guitar Essentials: Gig Savers Complete Edition (C. Christiansen)
Jazz Guitar Lines Workout (C. Christiansen)
Jazz Guitar Phrasing Workout (W. Bay)
Jazz Guitar Scale Chart (C. Christiansen)
Jazz Guitar Structures (Andrew Green)
Jazz Guitar Wall Chart (C. Christiansen)
Jazz Pentatonics (Saunders)
Jazz Scale Workout (Karsh)
Jazz Scales for Guitar (C. Christiansen)
Jazz Soloing Basics (C. Christiansen)
Jazz Structures for the New Millennium (Diorio)
Jazz Warm-Ups for Guitar (Anthony)
Learning Tunes Workout (Cummiskey)
Mel Bay Jazz Guitar Curriculum: Diminished Workbook (Saunders)
Mel Bay Jazz Guitar Curriculum: Payin’ Your Dues with the Blues (Umble)
Mel Bay Jazz Guitar Curriculum: Moveable Shapes-Concepts for Reharmonizing ii-V-I’s (Sheryl Bailey)
Melodic Improvising for Guitar (Saunders)
Melodic Minor Guitar ...USC Curriculum (Pat Kelley)
Melodic Studies and Compositions for Guitar (Hamilton)
Modern Blues (Saunders)
Modern Jazz Guitar Styles (Bush)
Personalizing Jazz Vocabulary (Mooney)
Play-Along Jazz Standard Chords Progressions (Vignola)
Sight Reading for the Contemporary Guitarist (Bruner)
The Art of Picking (Jimmy Bruno)
The Changes (Sid Jacobs)
The Ultimate Map for Jazz Guitar (Anthony)

Jazz Guitar Solos
24 Pieces for Guitar by Gilbert Isbin
Achieving Guitar Artistry: Concert Solos (W. Bay)
Achieving Guitar Artistry: Lyrical Etudes (Pennanen)
Achieving Guitar Artistry: Preludes, Sonatas & Nocturnes (W. Bay)
Barry Galbraith Guitar Solos Vol. 1
Barry Galbraith Guitar Solos Vol. 2
Ben Monder Compositions
Ben Monder Compositions Vol. 2
Bucky Pizzarelli Master Jazz Guitar Solo Collection
Chord Melody Solos (Lawrence)
Easy Jazz Guitar Solos (DeMause)
Guitar Picking Tunes - Blues and Jazz Guitar Jam Tunes (W. Bay)
Howard Alden: Sweet and Lowdown
Improvising Solos for Guitar (Lawrence)
Jazz Blues Styles (Diorio)
Jazz Guitar Made Easy (C. Christiansen)
Jazz Guitar Standards (Multiple Authors)
Jazz Guitar Standards II: Complete Approach to Playing Tunes (Multiple Authors)
Jazz Solos Vol. 1 (Vignola)
Jazz Solos Vol. 2 (Vignola)
Jazz Tunes (W. Bay)
Kurt Rosenwinkel Compositions
Kurt Rosenwinkel/East Coast Love Affair
Kurt Rosenwinkel/Star of Jupiter
Lionel Loueke: Original Compositions
Mark Elf Jazz Interpretations Vol. 1
Mark Elf Jazz Interpretations Vol. 2
Mark Elf Jazz Interpretations Vol. 3
Master Anthology of Jazz Guitar Solos Vol. 2 (Multiple Authors)
Master Anthology of Jazz Guitar Solos Vol. 3 (Multiple Authors)
Master Anthology of Jazz Guitar Solos Vol. 4 (Multiple Authors)
Mordy Ferber Compositions
Solo Guitar Artistry/The Compositions of Gilbert Isbin
Soul Jazz Guitar (Randy Johnston)
Star of Jupiter (Kurt Rosenwinkel)
Swing to Bop: The Music of Charlie Christian (Ayeroff)
The Jazz Guitar Stylings of Howard Roberts (M. Holder/Patty Roberts)
Travis Reuter: Compositions
Van Eps Guitar Solos (Chapman)
Vic Juris: Inside/Outside
Wes Montgomery: Best of Boss Guitar
Wes Montgomery: The Early Years

Jazz Guitar Duets and Ensembles
Blues Guitar Ensembles (Multiple Authors)
Jazz Duets (Bioni)
Jazz Guitar Duets. USC Curriculum (Fischer/Flynn)
Jazz Guitar Ensembles Vol. 1. (Multiple Authors)
Jazz Guitar Ensembles Vol. 2. (Multiple Authors)
Jazz Guitar Ensembles Vol. 3. (Multiple Authors)
University of North Texas L-5 Guitar Ensemble Series Vol. 1

Swing/Gypsy Jazz Guitar
Backup Trax/Swing & Jazz for Guitar (Bruce)
Biréli Lagrène/Gypsy Jazz Guitar Artistry
Getting Into Gypsy Jazz Guitar (Wrembel)
Hot Club Session (Schell)
L’Esprit Manouche (Romane)
Swing to Bop: The Music of Charlie Christian (Ayeroff)

Jazz Guitar Concerts & Documentaries
Benedetto, Body and Soul 2 DVD Set
The Benedetto Players DVD
Buscarino Players in Concert Expanded Edition DVD
Contemporary Guitar Greats DVD
Frank Vignola: Live at the Sheldon DVD + CD
Howard Alden Live at the Smithsonian Jazz Cafe DVD
Jimmy Bruno and Jack Wilkins DVD
Joe Diorio Solo Guitar Concepts DVD
John Abercrombie & Andy Laverne: The Art of the Duo DVD
Master Guitar Symposium Vol. 1 DVD
Master Guitar Symposium Vol. 2 DVD
New West Guitar Quartet: Live at Rosalie & Alva’s DVD
Peter Bernstein Trio: Live at Smoke DVD
Randy Johnston: Live at the Smithsonian Jazz Cafe DVD
Rodney Jones: Live at Smoke DVD
Sheryl Bailey 3: Live in NYC DVD
Tal Farlow: Live at Bowling Green State University DVD
The Jam: Featuring Fred Hamilton and the Earl Harvin Trio DVD
Vic Juris & Corey Christiansen: Live at the Smithsonian Jazz Cafe DVD

**Jazz Guitar CDs**
- Bruce Saunders Quintet, 8 x 5
- Corey Christiansen Quartet: Awakening
- Dave Stryker, The Chaser
- Jimmy Bruno: Solo
- John Pisano’s Guitar Night/2 CD Package
- Jonathan Kreisberg: The South of Everywhere
- Jonathan Kreisberg: Unearth
- MB3 Jazz Hits (Jimmy Bruno, Vic Juris, Corey Christiansen)
- Vic Juris: A Second Look
- Vignola Plays Gershwin

**Jazz Reference Books**
- A Concise History of Jazz (Brown)
- Conversations with Great Jazz and Studio Guitarists (Carlton)
- Interviews with Jazz Greats...and More! (Chapman)
- Just Jazz Guitar Articles (Jack Wilkins)

**Rock & Blues Guitar**

**Quick Learn/Short Term/Teach Yourself Courses**
- Blues Lead Guitar Method (S. Griffin)
- Easiest Rock Guitar Book (W. Bay)
- Electric Blues Guitar Method (W. Bay)
- First Lessons Blues Guitar (C. Christiansen/M. Christiansen)
- First Lessons Rock Guitar (C. Christiansen/M. Christiansen)
- You Can Teach Yourself Rock Guitar (W. Bay/Lonergan)

**Carefully Graded/Comprehensive Courses**
- Blues Guitar Method, Level 1 (Barrett/Garcia)
- Blues Guitar Method, Level 2 (Barrett/Garcia)
- Complete Electric Blues Guitar Book (M. Christiansen)
- Complete Rock Guitar Book (M. Christiansen)
- Getting into Funk Guitar (Muldrow)
- Getting into Rock Guitar (Delach)
- Mel Bay Guitar University Rock Curriculum: Foundations of Rock/Evolution of Rock Guitar (Driscoll)
- Modern Left-Handed Rock Guitar Method (W. Bay)
Young Beginner Courses
Blues Guitar for the Young Beginner (Eckels)
Easiest Rock Guitar for Children (McCabe)
Rock Guitar for the Young Beginner (C. Christiansen)

Rock/Blues Guitar Rhythm
101 Essential Blues Progressions (McCabe)
101 Essential Rock n Roll Chord Progressions (McCabe)
Blues Guitar Photo Chords (C. Christiansen)
Comping Styles for Guitar-Funk (Arnold)
Getting Into Funk Guitar (Muldrow)
Jazz Chords for Rock Guitarists (Malone)
Playing the Blues: Blues Rhythm Guitar ...USC Curriculum (Trovato/Stoubis)
Rock Guitar Chord Chart (C. Christiansen)
Rock Guitar Chords Made Easy (W. Bay)
Rock Guitar Master Chord Wall Chart (W. Bay)
Rock Guitar Photo Chords (C. Christiansen)
Rock Rhythms for Guitar (M. Christiansen)

Rock/Blues Guitar Improvising, Scales, Technique & Theory
3rd Millennium Guitar: An Introduction to Perfect 4th Tuning (Law)
Advanced Modern Rock Guitar Improvisation (Finn)
Altered States (Delach)
Blues Jam Play-Along Vol. 1 (W. Bay)
Blues Jam Play-Along Vol. 2 (W. Bay)
Electric Blues Guitar Workout (Bowden)
Expanding Your Soloing (Reed)
Fundamentals of Guitar (Miles Okazaki)
Improvising Without Scales (Verheyen)
Killer Technique: Electric Guitar (V. Tkachenka/C. Christiansen)
Learn to Burn: How to Play Fast Using Speed Bursts for Stringed Instruments (C. Bay)
Mel Bay Guitar University Rock Curriculum: Vol. 1/Fluid Soloing (Quinn)
Mel Bay Guitar University Rock Curriculum: Vol. 2/Fluid Pentatonics (Quinn)
Mel Bay Guitar University Rock Curriculum: Vol. 3/Fluid Soloing (Quinn)
Mel Bay Guitar University Rock Curriculum: Vol. 4/Fluid Soloing (Quinn)
Blues/Rock Guitar Improv (Finn)
Rock/Fusion Improvising (Filipiak)
Rock Guitar Essentials: Gig Savers Complete Edition (C. Christiansen)
Rock Guitar Workout (Delatch)
Rock Lead Scales for Guitar (M. Christiansen)
The Complete Book of Shred Guitar/El Libro Completo de Guitarra Shred (Pescatore)

Rock/Blues Guitar Solos/Etudes
Achieving Guitar Artistry-Contemporary Picking Etudes (Pennanen)
Advanced Modern Rock Guitar Improvisation (Finn)
Beginning Rock/Pop Guitar Etudes (Douglass)
Blues Guitar Made Easy (C. Christiansen)
Dirt Simple Electric Guitar Solos on Open Strings (Nier)
Electric Baroque (Kiefer)
Etudes Electric (Kiefer)
Guitar Journals: Blues (Multiple Authors)
Guitar Journals: Rock (Multiple Authors)
Guitar Tabsongs: Classic Rock (Multiple Authors)
J.S. Bach for Electric Guitar (Kiefer)
Modern Guitar Method Grade 1: Learn Rock Favorites (C. Bay)
Modern Guitar Method Grade 1: Play All-Time Favorite Hits by Ear (C. Bay)
Modern Guitar Method Grade 1: Rock Studies (Bull)
Modern Guitar Method Grade 3: Rock Studies (Multiple Authors)
Modern Guitar Method Grade 4: Rock Studies (Multiple Authors)
Rock Guitar Made Easy (C. Christiansen)
Traditional Music of the British Isles for Electric Guitar/Celtic Rock (Berthoud)

**Rock/Blues Guitar Licks & Patterns**
Blues Guitar Licks Chart (C. Christiansen)
Classic Blues for Electric Guitar (Sokolow)
Famous Guitar Lines (McCabe)
Famous Guitar Lines Made Easy/Large Print Edition (McCabe)
Mel Bay Guitar University Rock Curriculum: Foundations of Rock: Guitar Riffs in the Style of the 60’s & 70’s (Finn)
Mel Bay Guitar University Rock Curriculum: Foundations of Rock: Guitar Riffs in the Style of the 80’s & 90’s (Lappin)
Mel Bay Guitar University: Rock Guitar Masterclass Vol. 1/60 Tapping Licks (Anastassakis)
Quiklicks: Blues Guitar Rhythm Basics (C. Christiansen)
Rock Licks for Guitar (M. Christiansen)
Stan Lassiter: Electric Guitar Insights DVD

**Play-Alongs**
Backup Trax: Basic Blues for Guitar (Bruce)
Blues Jam Play-Along Vol. 1(W. Bay)
Blues Jam Play-Along Vol. 2 (W. Bay)
Blues Guitar Play-Along Trax (Barrett/Garcia)
West Coast Blues Guitar Play-Along Trax (Barrett)

**Reference**
A Concise History of Rock Music (Fowles/Wade)
A Concise History of the Electric Guitar (Ingram)
Blues Guitar Chart (C. Christiansen)
Blues Guitar Wall Chart (C. Christiansen)
Creative Guitar/Writing and Creating Rock Songs with Originality (Roessner)
Electric Guitar Anatomy and Mechanics Wall Chart (Lee-Georgescu)
Rock Guitar Manuscript Book
Bottleneck/Slide Guitar

Getting into Slide Guitar (Dawson)
Learn to Play Bottleneck Guitar (Sokolow)
Slide Guitar for the Rock Guitarist (Sokolow)
Slide Guitar Wall Chart (Sokolow)

Resonator Guitar

Methods
Country Dobro Guitar Styles (Eidson/Swatzell)
Learn to Play Bluegrass Dobro Guitar (Eidson/Swatzell)
You Can Teach Yourself Dobro (Davis)

Other Resonator Guitar Solos/Technique/Reference

A Dobro Player’s Guide to Jamming (Yaffey/Panfil)
Beginning Dobro Solos (Phillips)
Chords and Scale Patterns for Resonator Guitar Chart (Phillips)
Chords and Scales for Dobro and Lap Steel Guitar (Beanstock)
Complete Dobro Player (Phillips)
Deluxe Dobro Tunebook (Phillips)
Dobro Christmas Songbook (Andrews)
Dobro Songbook (Eidson/Swatzell)
Dobro Wall Chart (Davis)
First Jams: Dobro (Andrews)
Gospel Dobro (Eidson/Swatzell)
Parking Lot Picker’s Songbook/Dobro Edition (Bruce/Phillips)
Resonator Guitar Anatomy and Mechanics Wall Chart (Lee-Georgescu)
Rob Ickes: Contemporary Dobro Artistry CD/DVD Package
The Great Dobro Sessions (Multiple Artists)

Sacred Guitar

Methods
Deluxe Gospel Guitar Method Vol. 1 (W. Bay)

Solos and Ensembles

100 Gospel Songs and Hymns for Cello and Guitar (C. Duncan)
100 Gospel Songs and Hymns for Flute and Guitar (W. Bay)
100 Gospel Songs and Hymns for Trumpet and Guitar (W. Bay)
100 Gospel Songs and Hymns for Violin and Guitar (C. Duncan)
100 Hymns for Cello and Guitar (C. Duncan)
100 Hymns for Flute and Guitar (W. Bay)
100 Hymns for Trumpet and Guitar (W. Bay)
100 Hymns for Violin and Guitar (W. Bay/C. Duncan)
An Open Tunings Christmas for Guitar (Baughman)
Ancient Chants and Hymns for Guitar (Garno)
Art of Gospel Guitar (McMeen)
Classic Guitar Tunes - Gospel Favorites (Calmes)
Contemporary Christian Fingerstyle Guitar Solos (Leach)
DADGAD Easy Christmas Favorites (MacKillop)
Devotion (W. Bay)
Early American Hymn Favorites for Classical Guitar (Miric)
Easy Gospel Guitar Solos (Flint)
Favorite Hymns for Acoustic Guitar (Foster)
Fingerpicking Hymns (Devine)
Fingerpicking the Gospels (Flint)
Fingerstyle Hymns Made Easy (W. Bay)
Flatpicking Guitar Hymns Made Easy (W. Bay)
Flatpicking the Gospels (Kaufman)
Gospel Classics for Acoustic Guitar (Eckels)
Gospel Fingerstyle Guitar Made Easy (W. Bay)
Gospel Flatpicking Guitar Made Easy (W. Bay)
Gospel Guitar (Flint/Griffin)
Gospel Guitar Encyclopedia (W. Bay)
Great Hymns for Guitar (W. Bay)
Guitar Picking Tunes - Lyrical Gospel Solos (W. Bay)
Guitar Picking Tunes - Songs of Faith (W. Bay)
Hymn and Sacred Song Collection for Guitar Ensemble (Hirsch)
Martin Simpson: Just a Closer Walk with Thee/Assorted Open Tunings
My First Gospel Guitar Picking Songs (Kaufman)
Old-Time Gospel Crosspicking Guitar Solos (Bruce)
Praise Fingerstyle Guitar Made Easy (W. Bay)
Praise Flatpicking Guitar Made Easy (W. Bay)
Psalms for Guitar (W. Bay)
Sacred Music for Solo Guitar (Foster)
Solo Guitar Hymnal (Bass)
Wedding Music for Pick-Style Guitar (Coppola)

Sacred Song Collections for Guitar
100 Gospel Favorites for Guitar (W. Bay)
101 Three-Chord Hymns & Gospel Songs for Guitar, Banjo & Uke (McCabe)
Children's Guitar Hymnal (S. Griffin)
Guitar Hymnal (W. Bay)
Guitar Christmas Carols (W. Bay)
Guitar Journals: Sacred (W. Bay)
Johann Sebastian Bach: 69 Sacred Songs for Voice and Guitar (Stegmann)

Christmas Music for Guitar
100 Christmas Carols and Hymns for Cello and Guitar (C. Duncan)
100 Christmas Carols and Hymns for Flute and Guitar (W. Bay)
100 Christmas Carols and Hymns for Trumpet and Guitar (W. Bay)
100 Christmas Carols and Hymns for Violin and Guitar (C. Duncan)
An American Christmas (Lord)
A Christmas Pastorale: Classic Guitar Duets (Newman/Oltman)
A Renaissance Christmas (J. Kalal)
Ancient Christmas Music for Guitar (Garno)
Christmas Carols for Flute and Guitar (Gendron)
Christmas Crosspicking Solos for Guitar (Bruce)
Christmas Favorites for Solo Guitar (Bruce)
Christmas Gig Book for Pick-Style Guitar (Coppola)
Christmas Guitar Portraits: Duets for Guitar (W. Bay)
Christmas Music for Acoustic Guitar (Siktberg)
Christmas Music for Electric Guitar (Kiefer)
Christmas Encyclopedia-Fingerstyle Edition (Eckels)
Christmas Songs for Classical Guitar (Castle)
Christmas Songs for Fingerstyle Guitar (Flint)
Easy Way Christmas Guitar (M. Bay)
Guitar Christmas Carols (W. Bay)
Guitar Picking Tunes - An Early American Christmas (W. Bay)
Guitar Picking Tunes - Christmas in the British Isles (W. Bay)
Holiday Songs Collections for Guitar Ensemble (Hirsch)
Smoky Mountain Christmas for Guitar (Kaufman)
The Christmas Gig Book for Pick-Style Guitar (Coppola)
The Christmas Gig Book for Pick-Style Guitar (Coppola)
The Holiday Gig Book (Johnstone)
Traditional Christmas Favorites for Classical Guitar (Siktberg)

**Pedal & Lap Steel Guitar**

Acoustic Lap Steel Guitar (Funk)
Anthology of Pedal Steel Guitar (D. Scott)
Anyone Can Play C6 Lap Steel Guitar DVD (Haines)
Anyone Can Play E9 Pedal Steel Guitar DVD (Haines)
Basic C6th Non-pedal Lap Steel Method (D. Scott)
Complete Steel Guitar Method/E7 Tuning (Filiberto)
Deluxe Pedal Steel Guitar Method (D. Scott)
Don Helms: “Your Cheatin’ Heart” Steel Guitar Songbook
Easiest Country Pedal Steel Guitar Book (D. Scott)
First Lessons Pedal Steel Guitar (Leach)
First Lessons Lap Steel Guitar (Leach)
Gospel Pedal Steel Guitar (D. Scott)
Lap Steel Guitar Anatomy and Mechanics Wall Chart (Lee-Georgescu)
Little Roy Wiggins: Memory Time Book
Mastering Lap Steel Guitar (Haines)
Pedal Steel Guitar Chord Chart E9 Tuning (D. Scott)
The Art of Hawaiian Steel Guitar Vol. 1 (Phillips)
The Art of Hawaiian Steel Guitar Vol. 2 (Phillips)
The Complete Acoustic Lap Steel Guitar Method (Perez)
The Encyclopedia of Acoustic Lap Steel Guitar Solos (Perez)
Bass Guitar/Electric Bass

Quick Learn/Short Term Courses/Self Instruction
- Blues Bass Made Easy (Matheos)
- Country Bass Guitar Made Easy (McCabe)
- Easiest Electric Bass Book (W. Bay)
- First Lessons Bass (Farmer)
- Learn to Play 5-String Bass (Hiland)
- Fun with the Electric Bass (Menke)
- Play Electric Bass From Chord Symbols (Filiberto)
- Quiero Tocar el Bajo/in English & Spanish (Barba)
- Slap Bass Made Easy (Matheos)
- You Can Teach Yourself Electric Bass (Hiland)

Carefully Graded/Comprehensive Courses
- Blues Bass Method (DeRose/Barrett)
- Complete Blues Bass Book (Hiland)
- Complete Electric Bass Method (Filiberto)
- Complete Funk Bass (Hiland)
- Complete Jazz Bass Book (Gately)
- Electric Bass Method Vol. 1 (Filiberto)
- Electric Bass Method Vol. 2 (Filiberto)
- Getting Into Slap Bass (Matheos)
- Left-Handed Electric Bass Method Vol. 1 (Filiberto)
- Mastering the Bass Vol. 1 (Gertz)
- Mastering the Bass Vol. 2 (Gertz)
- Modern Electric Bass Method Grade 1 (Reid)
- Slap Bass for Five and Six-String Bass (Matheos)

Young Beginner Courses
- Electric Bass for the Young Beginner (Monoxelos)
- Student Bass Method (W. Bay)

Technique/Scales/Study
- 5-String Bass Scale Chart (Dozier)
- 5-String Bass Scale Wall Chart (Dozier)
- 100 Fretless Bass Workouts (Matheos)
- 50 Modal Slap Bass Workouts (Matheos)
- 100 R&B Soul Grooves for Bass (Matheos)
- 100 Rock n Roll Workouts for Bass (Matheos)
- 50 Two-Hand Tapping Workouts for Bass (Matheos)
- Bass Chart of Scales and Modes (Roth)
- Bass Warm-Ups (Matheos)
- Bass Scale Chart (C. Christiansen)
- Bass Scale Wall Chart (C. Christiansen)
- Bass Scales in Tablature (Betts)
- Classical and Contemporary Studies for Bass Guitar (Bottesini/Isbin)
Complete Book of Bass Essentials (Brunel)
Drum and Bass Synchronicity: The Ultimate Rhythm Section Workout (Prushko/Dozier)
Electric Bass Position Studies (Filiberto)
Encyclopedia of Bass Arpeggios (Palermo)
Encyclopedia of Scales & Modes for Electric Bass (Roth)
Improvising on Electric Bass (Raso)
Jazz Scales for Bass (C. Christiansen/Farmer)
Killer Technique: Bass Guitar (C. Bay)
Learn to Burn: Electric Bass (Dozier)
Learn to Burn: 5-String Bass (Dozier)
Note Reading Studies for Bass (Evans)
Power Tools for 5-String Bass (Cockfield)
Rock Bass Technique (Hiland)
Scale Studies for Bass (Monoxelos)
Slappin': A Complete Study of the Slap Technique for Bass (Ensign)
Soloing on Electric Bass (Raso)
The Literate Bassist (Paterno)
Time Signature Studies for Bass (Rainey)
Walking Bass (Rector)
Walking Jazz Lines for Bass (Hungerford)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bass Chords/Bass Rhythm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5-String Bass Wall Chart (Dozier)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bass Chord Picture Book (W. Bay)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bass Chords Made Easy (W. Bay)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bass Chords Qwikguide (W. Bay)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bass Fingerstyle Funk Grooves Made Easy (Matheos)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bass Guitar Chord Chart (W. Bay)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comping Styles for Bass/Funk (Arnold)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Encyclopedia of Bass Chords, Arpeggios and Scales (Hendrickson/Orzeck)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Essential Blues Bass Grooves (DeRose/Barrett)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Famous Jazz Bass Chord Progressions (Matheos)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Five-String Bass Chord Chart (Hiland)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left-Handed Bass Chord Picture Book (W. Bay)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left-Handed Bass Guitar Chord Chart (W. Bay)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mastering Bass Chords (Raso)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percussive Slap Bass (Matheos)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reggae Grooves for Electric Bass (Mattheos)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slap Bass Encyclopedia (Garrett)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bass Lines and Phrases</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>101 Amazing Jazz Bass Patterns (McCabe)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>101 Blues Patterns for Bass (McCabe)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>101 Licks and Exercises for Electric Bass (Gutt)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basic Bass Lines (Gately)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Encyclopedia of Bass Riffs (des Pres)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Essential Styles for Bass (Monoxelos)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extreme Bass Grooves (Washburne)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Famous Blues Bass Lines (McCabe)
Frank Vignola: Walking the Bass Jazz Standard Progressions
The Groove Book: A Study in Musical Styles for Bass (Ensign)
The New Sound of Funk Bass (des Pres)
The Ultimate Heavy Metal Bass Book (Matheos)
Walking Jazz Lines for Bass (Hungerford)

Bass Solos/Duets/Ensembles
10 Bass Solos for Jazz Standards (Vignola)
Beginning Bass Solos (Gately)
Bass Styles Made Easy (Matheos)
Classical and Contemporary Studies for Bass Guitar (MacKillop)
Classical Favorites for Electric Bass (Bianchi)
Classical Masterpieces for Bass (des Pres)
Drum and Bass Synchronicity: The Ultimate Rhythm Section Workout (Prushko/Dozier)
Fun with the Electric Bass (Menke)
Great Instrumental Works of J.S. Bach (Cohen)
J. S. Bach for Bass (des Pres)
New Passion of Playing Bass (Washburne)
Soloing on Electric Bass (Raso)
The Art of Solo Bass (Dimin)

Bass Play-Alongs
Blues Bass Play-Along Trax (DeRose/Barrett)

Bass Theory and Reference
Electric Bass Manuscript Book
Electric Bass Anatomy and Mechanics Wall Chart (Lee-Georgescu)
Electric Bass Guitar Wall Chart (W. Bay)
Essential Music Theory for Electric Bass (Garner)
FAQ: Bass Guitar Care and Setup (Levan)
The Literate Bassist (Paterno)

Banjo/5-String/Bluegrass

Quick Learn/Short Term Courses/Self Instruction
Bluegrass Banjo (Sonny Osborne)
First Lessons Banjo (Hatfield)
My First Banjo Picking Songs (Kaufman)
My First Gospel Banjo Picking Songs (Kaufman)
Stress-Free Banjo (McKeon)
You Can Teach Yourself Banjo (J. Davis)
You Can Teach Yourself Banjo by Ear (Hatfield)

Young Beginner Courses
101 Three-Chord Children's Songs for Guitar, Banjo & Uke (McCabe)
Banjo for the Young Beginner (Munde)
Children's Banjo Chord Book (Andrews)
Children's Songs for Banjo Made Easy (Nickerson)
First Jams Banjo (Andrews)
Easiest Banjo Tunes for Children (McCabe)

**Comprehensive 5-String Banjo Courses**
Banjo Picking: A Complete Method (Pardee)
Complete Bluegrass Banjo Method (Griffin)
Fundamentals of Five-String Banjo (Nickerson)
Getting into Bluegrass Banjo (Munde)
Introduction to Bluegrass Banjo (E. Collins)
Modern 5-String Banjo Method (Munde)

**Chromatic/Melodic Banjo Style**
School of Banjo: Bluegrass Melodic Style (J. Davis)
Splitting the Licks (J. Davis)

**5-String Banjo Chords/Rhythm**
Back-Up Banjo (J. Davis)
Banjo and Chord Reference Wall Chart (J. Davis)
Banjo Chord Chart (W. Bay)
Banjo Chord Encyclopedia (M. Bay)
Banjo Chords (M. Bay)
Banjo Chords Made Easy (W. Bay)
Banjo G Tuning Photo Chord Book (W. Bay)
Left-Handed Banjo Chord Chart (W. Bay)
Left-Handed Banjo G Tuning Photo Chord Book (W. Bay)

**5-String Banjo Solos & Styles**
20 O'Carolan Irish Classics (Hanway)
Alan Munde: Festival Favorites Revisited
Alan Munde Solo Banjo
American Banjo: Three-Finger and Scruggs Style (Garner)
Banjo Picking Tunes - Fun Solos to Play (Gómez)
Christmas Music for Banjo Made Easy (Nickerson)
Complete Banjo Book (Multiple Authors)
Complete Book of Irish & Celtic 5-String Banjo (Hanway)
Easy Banjo Solos (Weissman)
Favorite Gospel Tunes for Banjo (Munde)
Great Picking Tunes for Banjo (Munde)
My First Banjo Picking Songs (Kaufman)
My First Gospel Banjo Picking Songs (Kaufman)
Old-Time Gospel Banjo Solos (Hatfield)
On the Outside Looking Out: 5-String Banjo Beyond Bluegrass
Ragtime, Blues & Jazz for Banjo (Sokolow)
Straight-Ahead Jazz for Banjo (Cloud)
The Best of Jack Hatfield
5-String Banjo Technique/Study/Reference

A Banjo Player's Guide to Jamming (Yaffey)
A Guide to Non-Jazz Improvisation: Banjo (Weissman)
Alternate Tunings for Five-String Banjo Played Bluegrass Style (McGill)
Arranging Tunes for Solo Banjo (Munde)
Banjo Anatomy and Mechanics Wall Chart (Lee-Georgescu)
Banjo Handbook (J. Davis)
Banjo Picking Pattern Chart (J. Davis)
Banjo Scales Chart (Andrews)
Banjo Tablature Manuscript Book
Basic Music Theory for Banjo Players (McKeon)
Dynamics of Banjo Sound (Nechville)
Exercises for Three-Finger Banjo (Hatfield)
Key to Five-String Banjo (Cloud)
Harmonics for the 5-String Banjo (Rudy)
The Banjo Encyclopedia: Bluegrass Banjo from A to Z (Nickerson)
Up the Neck (J. Davis)

5-String Banjo Tunebooks

3 Finger Banjo Pickin' Songbook (Bailey)
50 Tunes for Banjo Vol. 1 (Geslison)
101 Three-Chord Children's Songs for Guitar, Banjo & Uke (McCabe)
101 Three-Chord Country & Bluegrass Songs (McCabe)
101 Three-Chord Songs for Guitar, Banjo & Uke (McCabe)
50 Three-Chord Songs for Guitar, Banjo & Uke (McCabe)
Banjo Tunes Made Easy (N. Griffin/Kurth)
Bluegrass Banjo from All Sides (Stillman)
Bluegrass Standards for Banjo Made Easy (Nickerson)
Celtic Tune Encyclopedia for 5-String Banjo (MacLachian)
Deluxe Gospel Banjo Songbook (M. Smith/Bailey)
Easiest Banjo Book (W. Bay/N. Griffin)
Easy Irish and Celtic Melodies for 5-String Banjo: Best-Loved Airs & Session Tunes (Hanway)
Easy Irish and Celtic Session Tunes for 5-String Banjo: Best-Loved Jigs & Reels (Hanway)
Famous Banjo Pickin' Tunes (J. Davis)
Fiddle Tunes for Banjo Made Easy (Nickerson)
First Jams Banjo (Andrews)
Gospel Songs for Banjo Made Easy (Nickerson)
Music of the British Isles for Banjo (Datesman)
Parking Lot Picker's Songbook: Banjo (Bruce/Evans)
String Band Classics for Banjo (Flesher)
Tony Trischka Master Collection of Fiddle Tunes for Banjo

Clawhammer/Frailing Banjo

Methods/Study

Clawhammer Banjo from Scratch (Levenson)
Everything You Wanted to Know About Clawhammer Banjo (Perlman)
First Lessons Clawhammer Banjo (Levenson)
First Lessons Folk Banjo (Levenson)
Frailing the 5-String Banjo (Mueller/Koehler)
Grandpa Jones 5-String Banjo
Open-Back Banjo Anatomy and Mechanics Wall Chart (Lee-Georgescu)
Round Peak Style Clawhammer Banjo (Leftwich)
The Art of the Mountain Banjo (Rosenbaum)

Solos/Tunebooks
Appalachian Fiddle Tunes for Clawhammer Banjo (Perlman)
Beyond the Waterfall: Extraordinary Tunes for Fiddle and Clawhammer Banjo (Levenson)
Buzzard Banjo (Levenson)
Celtic and New England Fiddle Tunes for Clawhammer Banjo (Perlman)
Complete Clawhammer Banjo Book (Slater/Schmitz)
Counterpoint: Clawhammer Banjo Duets (M. Miles)
Fishin' Creek Blues (Kimmel)
Fred Cockerham & Tommy Jarrell Clawhammer Banjo Masters (Carlin/Levenson)
Gospel Tunes for Clawhammer Banjo (Levenson)
Kyle Creed: Clawhammer Banjo Master (Carlin/Levenson)
Old-Time Favorites for Clawhammer Banjo (Levenson)
Old-Time Festival Tunes for Clawhammer Banjo (Levenson)
Old-Time Stringband Workshop for Clawhammer Banjo (Keefer, Weissman, Prohaska)
Southern Mountain Banjo (Erbsen)
The Bard's Banjo: English Country Clawhammer Banjo Solos (Harvey)
Wade Ward: Clawhammer Banjo Master (Carlin/Levenson)

5-String Concert-Classical Style

Methods/Study
Banjo Method: C Tuning (Bradbury)
Fun with the Banjo (M. Bay)
Fun with Strums/5-String Banjo (W. Bay)
Open-Back Banjo Anatomy and Mechanics Wall Chart (Lee-Georgescu)
Scales and Arpeggios for Classical Banjo (Bullard)

Solos/Tunebooks
Bach for the Banjo (Bullard)
Classical Masterpieces for Banjo (Parravicini)
Renaissance & Elizabethan Music for Banjo (Datesman)
Tarrant Bailery Jr. Banjo Solos: His Life and Works (Sands)
The Banjoist's Budget (Baur/MacKillop)

Historic/Old-Time/Minstrel Banjo
Early American Banjo (Buckley/Twiss)
Early American Classics for Banjo/Minstrel Style Banjo (MacKillop)
Tenor Banjo

Methods/Study
Complete Tenor Banjo Method (M. Bay)
First Lessons Tenor Banjo (Carr)
Fun with the Tenor Banjo (M. Bay)
Tenor Banjo Melody Chord Playing System (M. Bay)

Tenor Banjo Chords/Rhythm
Left-Handed Tenor Banjo Chords (W. Bay)
Left-Handed Tenor Banjo Chord Chart (W. Bay)
Tenor Banjo Chord Chart (W. Bay)
Tenor Banjo Chord Encyclopedia (M. Bay)
Tenor Banjo Chords/Photo Chord Book (M. Bay)
Tenor Banjo Wall Chart (Carr)

Tenor Banjo Solos/Tunebooks
Bach's Cello Suites I-III Arranged for Tenor Banjo (MacKillop)
Harry Reser: Tenor Banjo Legend (Reser/Triggs)
Ragtime Banjo for Tenor or Plectrum Banjo (Mel Bay/Roy Smeck)
Riverboat Banjo for Tenor or Plectrum Banjo (Mel Bay/Roy Smeck)
Tenor Banjo Christmas Songbook (Andrews)

Plectrum Banjo
Banjo Chords (Mel Bay)
Deluxe Encyclopedia of Banjo Chords (Mel Bay)
Fun with the Banjo (Mel Bay)
Fun with Strums/Banjo (W. Bay)
Plectrum Banjo Melody Chord Playing System (Mel Bay)
Ragtime Banjo for Tenor or Plectrum Banjo (Mel Bay/Roy Smeck)
Riverboat Banjo for Tenor or Plectrum Banjo (Mel Bay/Roy Smeck)

Mandolin/Balalaika/Bouzouki

Balalaika & Bouzouki Methods
Complete Balalaika Book (Ekkel)
Guide to Octave Mandolin and Bouzouki (McGann)

Mandolin Methods
Easy/Quick Learn/Self Instruction
First Lessons Mandolin (Bruce)
Fun with the Mandolin (M. Bay)
Fun with Strums Mandolin (W. Bay)
You Can Teach Yourself Mandolin (Bruce)
You Can Teach Yourself Mandolin by Ear (Hatfield)

**Children/Young Beginner Mandolin Methods/Chords/Solos/Tunebooks**
- Children's Mandolin Chord Book (Andrews)
- Children's Mandolin Method (W. Bay)
- Easiest Mandolin Tunes for Children (McCabe)
- Easy Classical Mandolin Tunes for Kids (MacKillop)
- Easy Popular Mandolin Tunes for Kids (MacKillop)

**Country/Bluegrass Mandolin Methods**
- American Mandolin Method Vol. 1 (Wicklund/Winship)
- American Mandolin Method Vol. 2 (Wicklund/Winship)
- Country Mandolin Method (Orr)
- Deluxe Bluegrass Mandolin Method (Valla)
- Learn to Play Bluegrass Mandolin (Orr)
- Play Like a Legend: Bill Monroe (Carr)

**Comprehensive and Classical Mandolin Methods**
- Complete Mandolinist: Classical Mandolin Foundational Studies (Mair)
- Complete Mandolin Method (M. Bay)
- Modern Mandolin Method Grade 1 (Carr)

**Other Mandolin Methods**
- Brazilian Choro: A Method for Mandolin and Bandolim (Mair/Sa)
- Getting into Jazz Mandolin (Eschliman)
- International Mandolin Method (Berthoud)
- Mandolin for Seniors (Carr)
- Mandolin for Violinists (Driscoll)

**Chords/Rhythm**
- Deluxe Encyclopedia of Mandolin Chords (Baxter)
- Left-Handed Mandolin Chords (M. Bay)
- Left-Handed Mandolin Chord Chart (W. Bay)
- Mandolin Chord Chart (W. Bay)
- Mandolin Chords: Picture Chord Book (M. Bay)
- Mandolin Chords Made Easy: Large Print (W. Bay)

**Solos/Ensembles/Tunebooks**
**Easy/Student Teaching Pieces for Mandolin**
- Beginning Mandolin Solos (W. Bay/Zucco)
- Easiest Mandolin Book (W. Bay)
- Easy Mandolin Solos (Weissman/Connolly)
- First Jams: Mandolin (Andrews)
Mandolin Christmas Songbook (Andrews)
My First Mandolin Picking Songs (Kaufman)

**Country/Bluegrass/Old-Time Mandolin**

- 50 Tunes for Mandolin Vol. 1 (Geslison)
- 101 Red Hot Bluegrass Mandolin Licks & Solos (McCabe)
- A Smoky Mountain Christmas for Mandolin (Kaufman)
- All-Time Favorite Parking Lot Picker's Mandolin Solos (Bruce)
- Backup Trax/Old-Time & Fiddle Tunes for Fiddle and Mandolin (Bruce)
- Blazing Mandolin Solos (Kaufman)
- Bluegrass Breaks: Mandolin (Bruce)
- Chris Thile: Stealing Second
- Classic Bluegrass Solos for Mandolin (Collins)
- Complete Jethro Burns Mandolin (Burns/Eidson)
- Doc and Dawg (Grisman and Watson)
- Favorite Mandolin Picking Tunes (Bruce)
- Great Mandolin Picking Tunes (Carr)
- Kenny Hall's Music Book: Old-Time Music for Fiddle & Mandolin (Hall/Gray)
- Lively Mandolin Tunes (Norris)
- Mandolin Gospel Tunes (Carr)
- Mandolin Picking Tunes - An Early American Christmas (Norris)
- Monroe Instrumentals: 25 Bill Monroe Favorites (Collins)
- New Classics for Bluegrass Mandolin (Baldassari)
- Old-Time Mandolin Solos (Eidson/Hayth)
- Old-Time Stringband Workshop for Mandolin (Keefer/Weissman/Prohaska)
- Old-Time Favorites for Fiddle and Mandolin (Levenson)
- Old-Time Festival Tunes for Fiddle and Mandolin (Levenson)
- Parking Lot Picker's Play-Along: Mandolin (Bruce)
- Parking Lot Picker's Songbook (Bruce)
- Shady Grove (Grisman)
- Southern Mountain Mandolin (Erbsen)
- Steve Kaufman's Favorite 50 Mandolin Tunes A-F
- Steve Kaufman's Favorite 50 Mandolin Tunes G-M
- Steve Kaufman's Favorite 50 Mandolin Tunes N-S
- Steve Kaufmans Favorite 50 Mandolin Tunes S-W
- String Band Classics for Mandolin (Bruce)
- Texas Fiddle Favorites for Mandolin (Carr)
- The Mike Marshall Collection
- Tone Poems for Mandolin (Grisman)

**Celtic/Irish Mandolin**

- 100 Tunes from O'Neill's Music of Ireland for Mandolin (Allison)
- Celtic Mandolin (Driscoll)
- Celtic Mandolin Encyclopedia (Bancalari)
- Fiddle Tunes & Irish Music for Mandolin (Gelo)
- Irish Music for Mandolin Made Easy (Berthoud)
- Irish Mandolin Playing: A Complete Guide (Berthoud)
- Steve Kaufman's Favorite Celtic Reels for Mandolin
Steve Kaufman's Favorite 50 Celtic Reels for Mandolin
Steve Kaufman's Favorite 50 Jigs and Waltzes for Mandolin
Steve Kaufman's Favorite Celtic Hornpipes for Mandolin
Tunes from 17th-Century Scotland Arranged for Mandolin (MacKillop)
Turlough O'Carolan for Mandolin (Landau)

**Latin Mandolin**
- 13 Tango Passions for Mandolin and Guitar (Karasik)
- Brazilian Choro: A Method for Mandolin and Bandolim (Mair/Sa)
- Brazilian Mandolin (Medeiros/Almada)

**International/Mixed Collections for Mandolin**
- Anthology of Mandolin Music (Orr)
- International Favorites for Mandolin (Carr)
- Italian Folk Music for Mandolin (LaBarbera)
- Mandolin Sampler (Gelo)
- Mandolin Songbook (Eidson)
- Mandolin Tunes Made Easy: Large Print (W. Bay)
- Mandolin Uff Da! Let's Dance: Scandinavian Dance Tunes for Mandolin (Bruce)
- Master Anthology of Mandolin Solos Vol. 1 (Multiple Authors)
- Northern Italian & Ticino Region Folk Songs for Mandolin (Aonzo/Ponzoni/Borsani)
- Traditional Southern Italian Mandolin and Fiddle Music (LaBarbera)
- World Music for Mandolin Made Easy (Berthoud)

**Classical Mandolin Solos and Ensembles**
- 12 Divertimentos for Solo Mandolin (Oswald/Goodin)
- 18th Century Mandolin Duets of Jean-Baptiste Miroglio (ed. Barry Trott)
- Airs for the Seasons Arranged for Solo Mandolin (Oswald/Goodin)
- Bach E Major Prelude from the Partita No. 3 for Solo Violin Transcribed for Mandolin (Driscoll)
- Bach’s Sonatas and Partitas for Solo Violin Arranged for Mandolin (Driscoll)
- Baroque Music for Mandolin (Bancalari)
- Baroque Sampler for Octave Mandolin (Goodin)
- Cantabile (Baldassari/Mock)
- French Baroque Mandolin Suite (Marais/Bancalari)
- German Baroque Music for Mandolin (Bancalari)
- J. S. Bach for Mandolin (Bancalari)
- J. S. Bach Mandolin Duets (Holenko)
- J. S. Bach: Two-Part Inventions for Two Mandolins (Bancalari)
- Mandolin Classics (Cherednik/Eidson)
- Mandolin Classics in Tablature (Bancalari)
- Mandolin Instrumentals (Landau)
- Mandolin Picking Tunes - Early Music Gems (Bruce)
- Playford for Mandolin (Goodin)
- Renaissance Solos for Mandolin (Holenko)
- Romantic Melodies for Mandolin Solo (Landau)
- Telemann for Mandolin (Goodin)
- Telemann for Two Mandolins (Goodin)
- Tunes from 17th-Century Scotland Arranged for Mandolin (MacKillop)
Vivaldi Concertos for Mandolin (Lemma)
Wedding Music for Mandolin (Bruce)
Wohlfahrt Violin Studies Arranged for Mandolin (Case)

**Mandolin Technique/Study/Reference**
- 100 Techniques & Exercises for Mandolinists (Mair)
- 101 Tips for Mandolin (Berthoud)
- A Guide to Non-Jazz Improvisation/Mandolin Edition (Weissman/Fox)
- A Mandolin Player’s Guide to Jamming (Yaffey)
- Fretboard Studies for the Improvising Mandolinist (Collins)
- Jazz Mandolin Appetizers (Steinberg)
- John McGann’s Developing Melodic Variations on Fiddle Tunes
- Killer Technique: Mandolin (Barnes)
- Mandolin Anatomy and Mechanics Wall Chart (Lee-Georgescu)
- Mandolin Arpeggio Chart (Barnes)
- Mandolin Chord Melody System (Weinstein)
- Mandolin Crosspicking Technique (Cochran)
- Mandolin Manuscript Book
- Mandolin Scales & Studies (Bell)
- Mandolin Scales Chart (Andrews)
- Mandolin Technique Studies (Raum)
- Mandolin Technique Studies Vol. 2 (Raum)
- Reading Standard Music Notation for Mandolin & Fiddle (Carr)
- School of Mandolin: Bluegrass Soloing (Carr)
- School of Mandolin: Basic Chords and Soloing (Carr)
- School of Mandolin: Bluegrass (Carr)
- School of Mandolin: Blues (Carr)
- School of Mandolin: Irish Mandolin (Carr)
- School of Mandolin: Rhythm Changes (Carr)
- The Mandolin Picker’s Guide to Bluegrass Improvisation (Rubner-Petersen)
- Theory and Improvisation for the Modern Mandolinist Vol. 1 (Norris)
- Theory and Improvisation for the Modern Mandolinist Vol. 2 (Norris)
- Wohlfahrt Violin Studies Arranged for Mandolin (Case)

**Ukulele**

**Methods/Study**
- Children’s Ukulele Method (Andrews)
- Dirt Simple Uke (Carr)
- Easy Ukulele Method in Notes and Tab Book 1 (Dempler)
- Easy Ukulele Method in Notes and Tab Book 2 (Dempler)
- First Lessons Ukulele (Moore)
- First Lessons Fingerstyle Ukulele (Gilewitz)
- Fun with the Ukulele (M. Bay)
- Fun with Strums: Ukulele (W. Bay)
- Learn to Play Fingerstyle Solos for Ukulele (Nelson)
- Learn to Play Slack Key Ukulele (Nelson)
- Modern Ukulele Method (Carr)
- Open Tunings for Ukulele (Sarek)
Ukelele for Seniors (Carr)
Ukulele Method in D Tuning (Roy Smeck)
You Can Teach Yourself Uke (W. Bay)

**Uke Chords/Rhythm**
- Children's Ukulele Chord Book (Andrews)
- Left-Handed Uke Chord Chart (W. Bay)
- Left-Handed Uke Chords (M. Bay)
- Mastering Chord Inversions for Ukulele (Nelson)
- Uke Chord Chart (W. Bay)
- Ukulele Chords (M. Bay)
- Uke Chords Made Easy (W. Bay)
- Uke Rhythms: Picking and Strumming Patterns (Driscoll)
- Understanding Ukulele Chords (VanRenesse)

**Uke Solos/Ensembles**
- 20 Caribbean Pieces for Ukulele (Carr)
- 20 Celtic Fingerstyle Uke Tunes (MacKillop)
- 20 Easy Classical Uke Pieces for Kids (MacKillop)
- 20 Old-Time American Tunes Arranged for Ukulele (MacKillop)
- 20 Popular Uke Tunes for Kids (MacKillop)
- 20 Spanish Baroque Pieces by Gaspar Sanz Arranged for Uke (MacKillop)
- Children's Songs for Solo Ukulele (Carr)
- Classics for Ukulele (Sarek)
- Famous Solos and Duets for the Ukulele (King)
- Favorite Classical Themes for Ukulele (Coe)
- Favorite Fingerstyle Solos for Ukulele (Nelson)
- Favorite Old-Time American Songs for Ukulele (Nelson)
- Fingerstyle Duets for Ukulele (Nelson)
- First Jams: Ukulele (Andrews)
- Folk Songs for Solo Ukulele (Carr)
- Francisco Tarrega for Ukulele (Sarek)
- Gospel Favorites for solo Ukulele (Carr)
- Great Melodies for Solo Ukulele (Carr)
- Hawaiian Uke Tunebook (Eidson/Cherednik)
- Holiday Favorites for Solo Ukulele (Carr)
- Indie Rock Uke (Driscoll)
- Leopold Mozart's Notebook for Wolfgang Arranged for Ukulele (Sarek)
- Lively Ukulele Tunes (Sarek)
- Mauro Giuliani arranged for Ukulele Duet (Sarek)
- Sacred Music for Ukulele (Dempler)
- Songs & Solos for Uke (Eidson/Cherednik)
- The Bach Uke Book (MacKillop)
- Ukulele Bluegrass Solos (Sarek)
- Ukulele Chord Solos in C Tuning (N. Griffin)
- Ukulele Christmas Carols (Andrews)
- Ukulele Duets (Carr)
Ukulele Tunebooks
101 Three-Chord Children's Songs for Guitar, Banjo and Uke (McCabe)
101 Three-Chord Country & Bluegrass Songs (McCabe)
101 Three-Chord Songs for Guitar, Banjo & Uke (McCabe)
50 Three-Chord Christmas Songs for Guitar, Banjo and Uke (McCabe)
Favorite Old-Time American Songs for Ukulele (Nelson)
Favorite Uke Tunes (N. Jones)
Fun with Folk Songs (M. Bay)
Sacred Music for Ukulele (Dempler)
Sing and Strum: 7 Hawaiian Favorites for Ukulele (Kimura)
Songs & Solos for Uke (Eidson/Cherednik)
Ten Favorite Hawaiian Songs (Kimura)
The Cat's Meow: Songs from the Roaring 20's (Whitcomb)
Uke Ballads: A Treasure of 25 Love Songs Old and New (Whitcomb)
Uke Tunes Made Easy (W. Bay)
Ukulele Christmas Songbook (Andrews)
Ukulele Heaven: Songs from the Golden Age of the Ukulele (Whitcomb)
Ukulele Jamboree! (Whitcomb)
Ukulele Party (Moore)

Ukulele Technique/Study/Reference
20 Easy Fingerstyle Studies for Ukulele (MacKillop)
20 Progressive Fingerstyle Studies for Uke (MacKillop)
Chord Melody Method for Uke (Moore)
Hints & Tips for Advanced Ukulele Players (Kimura)
Killer Technique: Ukulele (C. Bay)
Learn to Burn: Uke (Driscoll)
Scales for Soprano Uke (Andrews)
Ukulele Anatomy and Mechanics Wall Chart (Lee-Georgescu)
Ukulele Handbook (Richter)
Ukulele Manuscript Book
Ukulele Wall Chart (C. Bay)
Understanding Ukulele Chords (VanRenesse)

Baritone & Bass Uke
Chord Books/Technique/Reference
Baritone Uke Chords (M. Bay)
Baritone Uke Scales (Andrews)
Ukulele Bass Manual (Schroeder/Schell)

Methods/Tunebooks
Easy Baritone Ukulele (Dempler)
Fun with the Baritone Uke (M. Bay)
Fun with Strums: Baritone Ukulele (W. Bay)
Blues Harp

Methods/Study
- Basic Blues Harmonica Method Level 1 (David Barrett)
- Basic Blues Harmonica Method Level 2 (Barrett)
- Basic Blues Harmonica Method Level 1 DVD (Barrett)
- Basic Blues Harp (Phil Duncan)
- Blues Harmonica Level 1 (Barrett)
- Blues Harp: For Diatonic & Chromatic Harmonica (P. Duncan)
- Classic Chicago Blues Harp #1/Level 2 (Barrett)
- Classic Chicago Blues Harp #2/Level 3 (Barrett)
- Complete Classic Chicago Blue Harp (Barrett)
- Easiest Blues Harp Book (P. Duncan)
- First Lessons Blues Harmonica (Barrett)
- Learn to Play Rock & Blues Harp DVD (P. Duncan)
- Minor Blues Harmonica (Barrett)
- You Can Teach Yourself Blues Harp (P. Duncan)

Solos/Licks/Play-Alongs
- Blues Grooves for Harmonica (Span/Williams)
- Blues Harmonica Jam Tracks & Soloing Concepts #1 (Barrett)
- Blues Harmonica Jam Tracks & Soloing Concepts #2 (Barrett)
- Blues Harmonica Jam Tracks & Soloing Concepts #3 (Barrett)
- Blues Harmonica Play-Along Trax (Barrett)
- Charlie Musselwhite: Power Blues Harp (Musselwhite/P. Duncan)

Technique/Reference
- Blues Harmonica Accompaniment Playing (Barrett)
- Exploring 1st Position/Level 3 (Barrett)
- Exploring 2nd Position/Level 2 (Barrett)
- Exploring 3rd Position/Level 2 (Barrett)
- Improvising Blues Harmonica (Barrett/Garcia)

Diatonic Harmonica

Methods/Study
- Adult Harmonica Method (Barrett)
- Basic Harmonica Method (Barrett)
- Children's Harmonica Method (W. Bay)
- Deluxe Harmonica Method (P. Duncan)
- Dirt Simple Harmonica (P. Duncan)
- First Lessons Harmonica (Barrett)
- Fun with the Harmonica (W. Bay)
- Harmonica for Fun and Health (Barrett/D. Bucko, M. D.)
- You Can Teach Yourself Harmonica (Heaps-Nelson/Koehler)
- Youth Harmonica Method (Barrett)
Solos/Tunebooks/Play-Alongs
Bluegrass & Country Music for Harmonica (P. Duncan)
Celtic Harmonica Reels (Herzhaft)
Christmas Songs for Harmonica (P. Duncan)
Easiest Harmonica Book (W. Bay)
Easiest Harmonica Tunes for Children (McCabe)
Favorite Harmonica Songs (P. Duncan)
Gospel Harp (P. Duncan)
Harmonica Handbook (W. Bay)
Harmonica Pocket Companion (W. Bay)
Harmonica Songbook (W. Bay)
Harmonica Tunes Made Easy/Large Print (W. Bay)
Hymns for Harmonica (P. Duncan)
Irish Melodies for Harmonica (P. Duncan)
More Songs for Harmonica (W. Bay)
Stephen Foster Songs for Harmonica (P. Duncan)

Technique/Reference
60 Hot Licks for Harmonica (Howell)
Building Harmonica Technique (Barrett)
Building Harmonica Technique Vol. 1 & 2 DVD (Barrett)
Building Harmonica Technique Vol. 3 & 4 DVD (Barrett)
Complete 10-Hole Diatonic Harmonica Series: Key of A Harmonica (Major)
Complete 10-Hole Diatonic Harmonica Series: Key of Bb Harmonica (Major)
Complete 10-Hole Diatonic Harmonica Series: Key of B Harmonica (Major)
Complete 10-Hole Diatonic Harmonica Series: Key of C Harmonica (Major)
Complete 10-Hole Diatonic Harmonica Series: Key of Db Harmonica (Major)
Complete 10-Hole Diatonic Harmonica Series: Key of D Harmonica (Major)
Complete 10-Hole Diatonic Harmonica Series: Key of Eb Harmonica (Major)
Complete 10-Hole Diatonic Harmonica Series: Key of E Harmonica (Major)
Complete 10-Hole Diatonic Harmonica Series: Key of F Harmonica (Major)
Complete 10-Hole Diatonic Harmonica Series: Key of F# Harmonica (Major)
Complete 10-Hole Diatonic Harmonica Series: Key of G Harmonica (Major)
Complete 10-Hole Diatonic Harmonica Series: Key of Ab Harmonica (Major)
Daily Exercises for Harmonica (Barrett)
Get Chugging: How to Play Rhythm Harmonica (Hewlett/Lennon)
Gig Savers: Essential Quick Charts for the Diatonic Harmonica (Barrett)
Gig Savers: First Harmonica Gig (Barrett)
Gig Savers: Harmonica Amplifiers (Barrett)
Gig Savers: Harmonica Microphones (Barrett)
Harmonica Essentials: Gig Savers Complete Edition (Barrett)
Harmonica Chord Chart (P. Duncan)
Harmonica Position Chart (Barrett)
Harmonica Wall Chart (Barrett)
Harmonicare Chart (P. Duncan)
Scales, Patterns & Bending Exercises #1 (Barrett)
Scales, Patterns & Bending Exercises #2 (Barrett)
Chromatic Harmonica

Methods/Study
- Basic Blues Chromatic for the Diatonic Player (Barrett)
- Basic Chromatic Harmonica (P. Duncan)
- Complete Chromatic Harmonica Method (P. Duncan)
- Method for Diatonic and Chromatic Harmonica (Milteau)

Solos/Tunebooks
- Bluegrass and Country Music for Harmonica (P. Duncan)
- Gospel Harp (P. Duncan)
- Harmonica Classics (P. Duncan)
- Harmonica Encores (He)
- Hymns for Harmonica (P. Duncan)
- Irish Melodies for Harmonica (P. Duncan)
- Recital Pieces for Harmonica (He)
- Stephen Foster Songs for Harmonica (P. Duncan)
- Virtuoso Harmonica Solos (He)

Other Harmonica

Methods
- Tremolo and Octave Harmonica Method (P. Duncan)

Fiddle

Quick Learn/Short Term Fiddle Methods
- Learn to Play Country Fiddle (Zucco)
- Dirt Simple Fiddle (Willis)
- Fiddle from Scratch: An Un-Shuffled Guide for the Bowless! (Levenson)
- You Can Teach Yourself Fiddling (C. Duncan)

Carefully Graded/Comprehensive Fiddling Courses
- Deluxe Fiddling Method (C. Duncan)
- Advanced Fiddling - Deluxe Fiddling Method Vol. 2 (C. Duncan)
- Modern Fiddling Method Grade 1 (Willis)
- Modern Fiddling Method Grade 2 (Willis)
- The Bluegrass Violin/Spanish-English Method (Saña/Gómez)
- The American Fiddle Method Vol. 1 (Wicklund)
- The American Fiddle Method Vol. 2 (Wicklund)

Children’s Fiddling Methods & Supplements
- Children’s Fiddling Method Vol. 1 (Wheeler)
- Children’s Fiddling Method Vol. 2 (Wheeler)
- Children’s Graded Fiddle Solos Vol. 1 (Wheeler)
Easiest Fiddle Tunes for Children (McCabe)
Kidfiddle (Silverman)

**Methods Teaching Various Styles of Fiddling**
A Guide to American Fiddling (Carlson)
Getting into Fiddling (C. Duncan)
Hadley J. Castille: A Lesson in Cajun Fiddle Music DVD
Handy with the Stick: Irish Fiddling (Taaffe/Larsen)
International Fiddle Method (Berthoud)
Irish Fiddle Playing (Berthoud)
Irish Fiddle Playing Vol. 2 (Berthoud)
Learn to Play Irish Fiddle (Berthoud)
The American Fiddle Methode: Canadian Fiddle Styles (Wicklund/Verch)
The Complete Irish Fiddle Player (Cooper)
Violinist’s Guide to Fiddling (Weeg)
Western Swing Fiddle (Carr)

**Fiddle Scales, Study and Technique**
101 Tips for Fiddle (Berthoud)
A Fiddle Player’s Guide to Jamming (Yaffey/Sherman)
A Guide to Non-Jazz Improvisation: Fiddle (Weissman/Fox)
Aerobics & Warm-Ups for Fiddlers & Violinists Made Easy/Large Print Edition (Wheeler)
Aerobics for Fiddlers (Wheeler)
FAQ: Fiddle Care and Setup (Hoffheimer)
Fiddle Arpeggio chart (Barnes)
Fiddle Chord Chart (Barnes)
Fiddle Scale Chart (Barnes)
Fiddling Chord Book (C. Duncan)
Fiddling Chords Made Easy/Large Print Edition (W. Bay)
Fiddling Handbook (C. Duncan)
Hokum: Theory & Scales for Fiddle Tunes & Improvisation (Grizzard)
Killer Technique: Fiddle (Barnes)
Reading Standard Music Notation for Mandolin & Fiddle (Carr)
Texas Style Fiddlin’ Workshop (Orme)
The Violin/Fiddle Manual and Encyclopedia of Techniques: How to Do Anything on the Instrument (Willis)

**Fiddling Solos, Duets & Tunebooks**

*Bluegrass and Country Fiddling*
Advanced Fiddling (C. Duncan)
Bluegrass Fiddler (Isaac)
Complete Fiddling Book (Multiple Authors)
Famous Fiddlin’ Tunes (C. Duncan)
Parking Lot Picker’s Songbook: Fiddle Edition (Bruce/G. Jones)
The Craig Duncan Master Fiddle Solo Collection
Top Fiddle Solos (C. Duncan)
World’s Hottest Fiddlers (Besswenger)

**Blues Fiddling**
- Blues Fiddling Classics (C. Duncan)
- Blues Violin for the Young Beginner (Laster)

**Canadian Fiddling**
- A Hundred Favorite Fiddle Tunes: Solos and Duets (Guest)
- Canadian Fiddle Music Vol. 1. (Whitcomb)
- Cape Breton: Traditional Fiddle Sets with Guitar Tablature (MacIntyre/Cline)
- Danse ce soir: Fiddle and Accordion Music of Quebec (Hart/Sandell)
- Fiddle Music of Prince Edward Island (Perlman)
- Natalie MacMaster’s Cape Breton Island Fiddle
- Traditional Songs from Quebec for English Speakers (J. Mendelsohn)

**Cajun Fiddling**
- Beau Solo (Doucet)
- EZ-Play Cajun Fiddle (Simon)
- The Cajun Fiddle (C. Duncan)

**Celtic/Irish Fiddling**
- 100 Tunes from O’Neill’s Music of Ireland for Fiddle (Allison)
- A Celtic Fiddle Christmas (Tanguay)
- A Dossan of Heather: Music of Packie Manus Byrne of Donegal (Jones/Duval)
- Beautiful Airs and Ballads of the British Isles (C. Duncan.)
- Celtic Fiddling Made Easy (Stuckert)
- Contemporary Fiddle Tunes from the Northeast of Ireland (Leslie)
- Dannsair: Traditional Irish Music (Doherty)
- Forget Me Not (Seamus Connolly/L. Martin)
- Irish Fiddle Music from Counties Cork and Kerry (Beisswenger/O’Connell)
- Irish Fiddle Solos (Cooper)
- Irish Music for Fiddle Made Easy (Berthoud)
- Martin Hayes: Under the Moon
- O’Neill’s Music of Ireland Complete Edition

**Contest Fiddling**
- Anthology of Contest Fiddle Tunes (Carr)
- Championship Contest Fiddling (Olson)
- Herman Johnson: Master Fiddler/39 Solos by America’s Legendary Fiddler (Johnson/Orme)
- Mark O’Connor: The Championship Years (Mark O’Connor/Stacy Phillips)

**Duets/Ensembles/Twin Fiddling**
- American Fiddle Tunes for Solo & Ensemble Violins 1 & 2 (C. Duncan)
- Celtic Fiddle Tunes for Solo & Ensemble Violins 1 & 2 (C. Duncan)
- Come Fiddle with Me Volume 1 (Hay)
- Come Fiddle with Me Volume 2 (Hay)
- Fiddling Classics for Solo & Ensemble Violins 1 & 2 (C. Duncan)
- Ragtimes for Two Violins (Brydern)
Twin Fiddling (Phillips)

**Easy Solos/Ideal for Students**
- Beginning Fiddle Solos (Phillips)
- Celtic Fiddling Made Easy (Stuckert)
- Children's Graded Fiddle Solos Vol. 1 (Wheeler)
- Easiest Fiddle Tunes for Children (McCabe)
- Easiest Fiddling Book (C. Duncan)
- Easy Fiddle Solos (Connolly/Weissman)
- Famous Fiddle Solos Made Easy/Large Print Edition (C. Duncan)
- Fiddling Made Easy (Silverman)
- Fiddle Tunes Made Easy/Large Print Edition (W. Bay)
- First Jams: Fiddle (Andrews)
- Great Fiddling Tunes - Fun Solos to Play (C. Duncan)
- Irish Music for Fiddle Made Easy (Berthoud)
- Kidfiddle (Silverman)
- The Fiddlin' Workshop (Orme)
- World Music for Fiddle Made Easy (Berthoud)

**English Fiddling**
- Beautiful Airs and Ballads of the British Isles (C. Duncan.)
- English Fiddle (Bartram)

**Jazz (See Jazz Violin)**
- Swingin' Jazz Fiddle Solos (Weinstein)

**Sacred Solos**
- 100 Favorite Christmas Carols and Hymns for Violin and Guitar (C. Duncan)
- 100 Favorite Gospel Songs and Hymns for Violin and Guitar (C. Duncan)
- 100 Favorite Hymns for Violin and Guitar (W. Bay/C. Duncan)
- A Fiddling Christmas (C. Duncan)
- Gospel Violin (Guest)
- Violin Solos on Early American Hymn Tunes (C. Duncan)

**Scandanavian Fiddling**
- Favorite Swedish Fiddle Tunes (Gilland)

**Scottish Fiddling**
- A Scottish Christmas for Fiddle (Rideout)
- Airs and Dances (Shea)
- Celtic Circles (Rideout)
- Scottish Airs and Dances for Violin Solo or Duet (Witt)
- Scottish Melodies for Violin Solo or Duet (Witt)
- Scottish Fiddle Encyclopedia (Rideout)
- Scottish Fire (Rideout)
- The Ceilidh Dance Book (Allison)
- The Glengarry Collection Vol. 1: The Highland Fiddle Music of Aonghas Grant
The Glengarry Collection Vol. 2: The Highland Fiddle Music of Aonghas Grant
Violinist's Guide to Scottish Fiddling (Perttu)

**Solo Collections with Mixed Fiddling Styles**
- 50 Tunes for Fiddle Vol. 1 (Geslison)
- Carol Ann's Collection of Fiddle Tunes (Wheeler)
- Complete Fiddling Book (Multiple Authors)
- Deluxe Anthology of Fiddle Styles (Reiner)
- Fiddler Magazine’s Favorites (Multiple Authors)
- Fiddling Around the World (Willis)
- Traditional Southern Italian Mandolin and Fiddle Music (LaBarbera)
- World Music for Fiddle Made Easy (Berthoud)

**Traditional American Old-Time Fiddling**
- Ashokan Farewell (J. Ungar)
- Beautiful American Airs and Ballads (C. Duncan)
- Beyond the Waterfall: Extraordinary Tunes for Fiddle or Clawhammer Banjo (Levenson)
- Deluxe Album of Fiddle Waltzes and Slow Airs (Guest)
- Favorite American Hornpipes for Fiddle (Phillips)
- Favorite American Listening Pieces, Two-Steps & Marches for Fiddle (Phillips)
- Favorite American Polkas and Jigs for Fiddle (Phillips)
- Favorite American Rags & Blues for Fiddle (Phillips)
- Favorite American Waltzes for Fiddle (Phillips)
- John Hartford's Old-Time Fiddle Favorites (Gregory)
- Lively Violin Tunes (W. Bay)
- Old-Time Fiddle Solos (M. Bay)
- Old-Time Round Peak Style (Leftwich)
- Old-Time Fiddle Style (Kolodner)
- Old-Time Fiddling Across America (Reiner/Anick)
- Old-Time Stringband Workshop for Fiddle (Keefer/Weissman/Prohaska)
- Old-Time Festival Tunes for Fiddle & Mandolin (Levenson)
- Ozarks Fiddle Music (Beisswenger)
- Ryan's Mammoth Collection of Fiddle Tunes (Sky)
- Southern Mountain Fiddle (Erbsen/Powell)
- String Band Classics for Fiddle (Guest)
- The Phillips Collection of Traditional American Fiddle Tunes Vol. 1

**Violin**

**Quick Learn/Short Term Courses**
- First Lessons Violin (C. Duncan)

**Carefully Graded/Comprehensive Methods**
- Modern Violin Method Grade 1 (Norgaard/Scott)
- Quiero Tocar el Violín (Barba)
- Violin Method (Zucco)
Children’s Violin Methods and Study Books
Beginner Violin Theory and Sight Reading for Children Book One (M. Smith)
Blues Violin for the Young Beginner (Laster)
Finger Fun: A Workbook for 1st Position Violin (Silberman)
Fun with the Violin (W. Bay)
Jazz Fiddle Wizard Jr. Book 1 (Norgaard)
Jazz Fiddle Wizard Jr. Book 2 (Norgaard)
Violin Primer (Zucco)

Courses and Study in Alternative Violin Styles

Fiddling
A Guide to American Fiddling (Carlson)
Violinist’s Guide to Fiddling (Weeg)
Violinist’s Guide to Scottish Fiddling (Perttu)

Jazz/Gypsy Jazz
Essential Jazz Etudes: The Blues/Violin (J. Wilkins)
Essential Jazz Lines in the Style of Cannonball Adderley/C Instruments (C. Christiansen/T. Danielsson)
Essential Jazz Lines in the Style of Charlie Parker/Violin Edition (C. Christiansen)
Essential Jazz Lines in the Style of Clifford Brown: C Edition (C. Christiansen/Bock)
Essential Jazz Lines in the Style of John Coltrane: Violin Edition (C. Christiansen/Bock)
Getting into Blues Violin (Laster)
Getting into Gypsy Jazz Violin (Norgaard)
Grappelli Licks: The Vocabulary of Gypsy Jazz (Kliphuis)
Jazz Fiddle Wizard (Norgaard)
Jazz Violin Studies ((Abell)
Jazz Workbook: C Edition (Donahue)
Stephane Grappelli Gypsy Jazz Violin (Kliphuis)

Violin Scales, Study and Technique
Beginner Violin Theory for Children Book 1 (M. Smith)
Beginner Violin Theory for Children Book 2 (M. Smith)
Beginner Violin Theory for Children Book 3 (M. Smith)
Complete Violin Scale Dictionary (Isaac)
Concept and Study for the violinist (Lobko)
Daily Scale Exercises for the Violinist (Chang)
Essential Scales and Studies for Violin, Level 1 (C. Duncan)
Finger Fun: A Workbook for 1st Position Violin (Silberman)
Finger Positions for the Violin (Gilland)
Forty Studies for Violin (Chang)
Gypsy Violin Basics: A Beginner’s Guide (Harbar)
Mandolin for Violinists (Driscoll)
Past the Print (Waller)
Pluggin In: A Guide to Gear and New Techniques for the 21st Century Violinist (Deninzon)
Practice for Performance for Violin (DeForest)
Progressive Scale Studies for Violin (Bauer)
Sensible Scales Plus! (Waller)
Violin Solos & Tunebooks

Alternative Styles
- Early American Roots (Hesperus)
- Easy Klezmer Tunes (Phillips)
- French Tangos for Violin (Norgaard)
- Gypsy Violin (Harbar)
- Gypsy Violin Classics (Harbar)
- Gypsy Violin Basics (Harbar)
- Klezmer Collection: C Instruments (Phillips)
- Lover's Waltz: Violin Solo or Duet with Piano Accompaniment (J. Ungar)
- Mariachi Violin Transcriptions (Sobrino)
- Violin Solos on Balkan Folk Songs and Dances (Puscoiu)
- Violin Solos on Brazilian Themes (Medeiros/Almada/Lyra)
- World Music for Fiddle Made Easy (Berthoud)

Classics
- Bach: Three Sonatas and Three Partitas for Solo Violin (Golan)
- Cabaret Violin Treasures (Harbar)
- Classical Repertoire for Violin Vol. 1 (Puscoiu)
- Complete Book of Violin Concertos (Isaac)
- Complete Book of Violin Solos (Isaac)
- Solo Pieces for the Beginning Violinist (Duncan)
- Solo Pieces for the Intermediate Violinist (Duncan)
- Solo Pieces for the Advanced Violinist (Duncan)
- Violin Solos on Symphony Themes (Puscoiu)

Easy Solos Ideal for Students
- 101 Easy Songs for Violin (Maroni)
- Beginning Violinist's Songbook (Maroni)
- Easy Classics for Violin with Piano Accompaniment (Spitzer)
- Easy Solos for Beginning Violin Level 1 (C. Duncan)
- Easy Solos for Violin (Bluestone)
- Easy Way Christmas Song Folio: C Instruments (W. Bay)
- Fun with the Violin (W. Bay)
- Great Fiddling Tunes - Fun Solos to Play (C. Duncan)
- Lively Violin Tunes (W. Bay)
- More Fun with the Violin (W. Bay)
- My Very Best Christmas/Violin (Khanagov)
- Solo Pieces for the Beginning Violinist (Duncan)
Solo Pieces for the Intermediate Violinist (Duncan)
The Student Violinist: Bach (C. Duncan)
The Student Violinist: Beethoven (C. Duncan)
The Student Violinist: Brahms (C. Duncan)
The Student Violinist: Handel (C. Duncan)
The Student Violinist: Mozart (C. Duncan)
Violin Tunes Made Easy/Large Print Edition (W. Bay)

Jazz/Gypsy Jazz
Backup Trax/Swing & Jazz for Violin (Bruce)
Deluxe Anthology of Jazz Violin Styles (Asch/Reiner)
Jazz Violin Solos (Abell)
Jazz Violin Wizard (Norgaard)
Jazz Violin Wizard Jr. (Norgaard)
Joe Venuti: Never Before...Never Again
Stephane Grappelli Gypsy Jazz Violin (Kliphuis)
Swingin' Jazz Fiddle Solos (Weinstein)

Sacred
100 Christmas Carols and Hymns for Violin and Guitar (C. Duncan)
100 Gospel Songs and Hymns for Violin and Guitar (C. Duncan)
100 Hymns for Violin and Guitar (W. Bay/C. Duncan)
Christmas Melodies for Violin Solo (C. Duncan)
Christmas Solos for Beginning Violin (C. Duncan)
Complete Book of Wedding Music for Flute or Violin (Mickelson)
Gospel Violin (Guest)
Hymn Favorites for Violin (Abell)
Hymn Tunes for Unaccompanied Violin (Carlson)
Hymns Made Easy for Violin (Clarke)
Old English Hymns for Violin Solo (Cummings)
Sacred Hymns for Violin (Isaac)
Sacred Violin Solos (Isaac)
Sacred Melodies for Violin Solo (C. Duncan)
Violin Solos on Early American Hymns Tunes (C. Duncan)
Wedding Music for Solo Violin (Curatolo)
Wedding Music for Violin and Viola (Staidle)

Violin Duets and String Ensembles
American Fiddle Tunes for Solo & Ensemble: Violins 1 & 2 (C. Duncan)
Beautiful Melodies from Around the World (Cooper)
Celtic Fiddle Tunes for Solo & Ensemble: Violins 1 & 2 (C. Duncan)
Christmas Music Arranged for Violin Duet (Staidle)
Christmas Strings: Violin 1 & 2 with Piano Accompaniment (Miller)
Come Fiddle with Me Volume 1 (Hay)
Come Fiddle with Me Volume 2 (Hay)
Eastern European Music for Violin Duet (Harbar)
Easy Duets for Violin (Puscoiu)
Easy Violin Duets in First Position (Isaac)
Fiddling Classics for Solo & Ensemble: Violins 1 & 2 (C. Duncan)
First Lessons Violin Duets (C. Duncan)
J. S. Bach: Duets for Two Violins (Spencer/Engle)
Jazz Duets: Violin Edition (Biondi)
Music from Around the World for Solo & Ensemble: Violins 1 & 2 (Miller)
Ragtimes for Two Violins (Brydern)
Scottish Airs and Dances for Violin Solo or Duet (Witt)
Scottish Melodies for Violin Solo or Duet (Witt)
Twin Fiddling (Phillips)
Violin Duet Classics Made Playable (Harbar)
Wedding Music for String Quartet (Staidle)
Wedding Music for Two Violins (Staidle)

**Viola**

**Viola Methods**
- Concept and Study for the Viola: The Lobko Method
- Modern Viola Method Grade 1 (Norgaard/Scott)
- The American Fiddle Method for Viola Vol. 1 (Wicklund/Farr)

**Solos/Ensembles/Tunebooks**
- American Fiddle Tunes for Solo and Ensemble: Viola/Violin 3 (C. Duncan)
- Celtic Fiddle Tunes for Solo and Ensemble: Viola/Violin 3 (C. Duncan)
- Christmas Songs for Beginning Viola Level 1 (C. Duncan)
- Christmas Strings: Viola/Violin 3 & Ensemble Score (Miller)
- Classical Repertoire for Viola Vol. 1 (Puscoiu)
- Easy Classics for Viola (Spitzer)
- Easy Solos for Beginning Viola (C. Duncan)
- Fiddling Classics for Solo & Ensemble: Viola/Violin 3 and Score (C. Duncan)
- Fiddle Tunes for Two Violas (Phillips)
- Fun with the Viola (W. Bay)
- Hymns Made Easy for Viola (Clarke)
- Jazz Viola Wizard Junior, Book 1 (Norgaard)
- Jazz Viola Wizard Junior, Book 2 (Norgaard)
- Music from Around the World for Solo & Ensemble: Viola/Violin 3 (Miller)
- My Very Best Christmas: Viola (Khanagov)
- Sacred Melodies for Solo Viola (C. Duncan)
- Scottish Airs and Dances for Viola & Cello/or Solo Viola (Witt)
- Scottish Fiddling for Viola (Witt)
- Student's Book of Rounds: Viola (Worth)
- The Student Violist: Bach (C. Duncan)
- The Student Violist: Beethoven (C. Duncan)
- The Student Violist: Handel (C. Duncan)
- The Student Violist: Mozart (C. Duncan)
- Wedding Music for Solo Viola (Curatolo)
- Wedding Music for Violin and Viola (Staidle)
Viola Theory and Technique
Beginner Viola Theory for Children Book 1 (M. Smith)
Beginner Viola Theory for Children Book 2 (M. Smith)
Beginner Viola Theory for Children Book 3 (M. Smith)
Speed Reading for Viola (Bauer)
Viola Wall Chart (Norgaard)
Warm-Ups for Violists Made Easy/Large Print Edition (Wheeler)

Cello
Cello Methods
Cello Method Vol. 1 (Watts)
Cello Method Vol. 2 (Watts)
First Lessons Cello (C. Duncan)
Modern Cello Method Grade 1 (Bratt)
The American Fiddle Method for Cello Vol. 1 (Wicklund/Farr)

Cello Solos/Ensembles/Tunebooks
100 Christmas Carols and Hymns for Cello and Guitar (C. Duncan)
100 Gospel Songs and Hymns for Cello and Guitar (C. Duncan)
100 Hymns for Cello and Guitar (C. Duncan)
101 Easy Songs for Cello (Maroni)
A Cello Christmas (Duncan)
American Fiddle Tunes for Solo and Ensemble: Cello/Bass (C. Duncan)
Backup Trax: Old Time & Fiddle Tunes for Cello (Bratt/Bruce)
Beginning Cellist's Songbook (Maroni)
Castles, Kirks and Caves: Irish & Scottish Music for Cello (Newton)
Cello Solo Pieces: Beginner Level (Puscoiu)
Celtic Grooves for Two Cellos: 47 Irish & Scottish Tunes (Bratt)
Celtic Fiddle Tunes for Solo and Ensemble: Cello/Bass (C. Duncan)
Christmas Solos for Beginning Cello (C. Duncan)
Christmas Strings: Cello/Bass/Piano Accompaniment (Miller)
Classical Duets for Cello (Watts)
Crossing to Scotland (Newton)
Easy Classics for Cello (Spitzer)
Easy Duets for Cello (Puscoiu)
Easy Solos for Beginning Cello (C. Duncan)
Fiddle Tunes for Beginning Cello (Phillips)
Fiddle Tunes for Two Cellos (Phillips)
Fiddling Classics for Solo and Ensemble: Cello/Bass (C. Duncan)
Fun with the Cello (W. Bay)
Hymns & Gospel Tunes for Cello & Piano (Bratt)
Hymns Made Easy for Cello (Clarke)
J.S. Bach: Duets for Two Cellos (Spencer/Engle)
Jazz Cello Wizard, Jr. Book 1 (Norgaard)
Jazz Cello Wizard, Jr. Book 2 (Norgaard)
Music from Around the World for Solo & Ensemble: Cello/Bass (Miller)
My Very Best Christmas: Cello (Khanagov)
Sacred Melodies for Solo Cello (C. Duncan)
Scottish Melodies for Two Cellos (Witt)
Student's Book of Rounds: Cello (Worth)
The Fiddling Cellist (Bratt)
The Student Cellist: Bach (C. Duncan)
The Student Cellist: Beethoven (C. Duncan)
The Student Cellist: Handel (C. Duncan)
The Student Cellist: Mozart (C. Duncan)
Wedding Music for Solo Cello (Curatolo)

**Cello Technique/Study/Reference**
Beginner Cello Theory for Children Book 1 (M. Smith)
Beginner Cello Theory for Children Book 2 (M. Smith)
Beginner Cello Theory for Children Book 3 (M. Smith)
Cello Chords, Rhythms and Backups for Fiddle Tunes (Bratt)
Cello Wall Chart (Norgaard)
Practice for Performance (Morganstern)
Progressive Scale Studies for Cello (Bauer)
Technical Studies for Beginning Cello Level 1 (C. Duncan)
The Art of Scales (Cunningham)
The Fiddling Cellist (Bratt)

**String Bass**

**Methods/Study**
A Bass Player's Guide to Jamming (Yaffey)
Bass Soloing: A Look Inside Scales (Gately)
Killer Technique: Upright Bass (Tordini)
Learn to Play Bluegrass Bass (Gately)
Mastering the Bass Vol. 1 (Gertz)
Mastering the Bass Vol. 2 (Gertz)
Upright Bass Wall Chart

**Solos/Ensembles/Tunebooks**
50 Tunes for Bass Vol. 1 (Geslison)
American Fiddle Tunes for Solo and Ensemble: Cello/Bass (C. Duncan)
Bluegrass Bass Favorites (Neumann)
Celtic Fiddle Tunes for Solo and Ensemble: Cello/Bass (C. Duncan)
Christmas Strings: Cello/Bass/Piano Accompaniment (Miller)
Compositions for Bass (Brown)
Fiddling Classics for Solo and Ensemble: Cello/Bass (C. Duncan)
Fun with the String Bass (W. Bay)
Music from Around the World for Solo & Ensemble: Cello/Bass (Miller)
Parking Lot Picker's Songbook/Bass (Bruce)
Flute

Quick Learn/Short Term Courses
First Lessons Flute (McCaskill/Gilliam)
Flute Primer (Hittler)

Carefully Graded/Comprehensive Flute Methods
Flute Method (Hittler)
Illustrated Method for Flute (Stokes/Condon)
Introduction to Playing Flute (Maroni)
The Flutist’s Companion (McCaskill/Gilliam)

Courses & Study in Alternative Flute Styles
Native American Flute Methods and Solos
First Lessons Native American Flute (Bishko)
Flute Magic: An Introduction to the Native American Flute (Crawford/Joyce-Grendahl)
Songs of the Nations: American Indian Music Adapted for the Native American Flute (Mayhew)
The Art of the Native American Flute (Carlos Nakai/Demars)

Celtic
Down the Back Lane: Variation in Traditional Irish Dance Music (Larsen)
Essential Guide to the Irish Flute and Tinwhistle (Larsen)
The Complete Irish Flute Book (McCaskill/Gilliam)

Jazz
Complete Jazz Flute Book (W. Bay)
Essential Jazz Lines in the Style of Charlie Parker: Flute (C. Christiansen/Bock)
Essential Jazz Lines in the Style of John Coltrane: Flute (C. Christiansen/Bock)
Jazz Flute (Kaplan)

Flute Scales, Study and Technique
A Guide to Non-Jazz Improvisation: Flute Edition (Fox/Weissman)
Flute Fingering Chart (W. Bay)
Flute Handbook (McCaskill/Gilliam)
Flute Improvisation Made Easy (McCaskill/Gilliam)
Flute Scale Chart (Janus)
Indispensable Scales, Exercises & Etudes for the Developing Flutist (McCaskill/Gilliam)

Flute Solos, Duets, Ensembles & Tunbooks
Alternative Styles
150 Gems of Irish Music for Flute (Larsen)
Antiquities of Scottish Music for Flute & Tinwhistle (McCaskill/Gilliam)
Celtic Flute Made Easy (McCaskill/Gilliam)
Contradanzas Habaneras for Guitar and Flute (Barreiro)
Cuban Dances for Guitar and Flute by Cervantes (Barreiro)
Duets for Flutes or Recorders (Kimberling)
Early American Melodies for Flute and Guitar (Welch)
Sacred
100 Christmas Carols and Hymns for Flute and Guitar (W. Bay) (Coming Soon)
100 Gospel Songs and Hymns for Flute and Guitar (W. Bay)
100 Hymns for Flute and Guitar (W. Bay)
A Celtic Flute Christmas (Tanguay)
Christmas Carols for Flute and Guitar (Gendron)
Complete Book of Wedding Music for Flute or Violin (Mickelson)
Favorite Carols for Flute (Hollins)
Gospel Flute (Mickelson)
Hymns for Flute and Piano Made Easy (McCaskill/Gilliam)
Instrumental Caroling Book (W. Bay)
My Very Best Christmas: Flute & Oboe (Khanagov)
Noels for Flute and Piano (McCaskill/Gilliam)
Old English Hymns for Flute Solo (Cummings)
Sacred Classics for Flute and Piano Made Easy (McCaskill/Gilliam)
Sacred Solos for Flute Vol. 1 (McCaskill/Gilliam)
Sacred Solos for Flute Vol. 2 (McCaskill/Gilliam)
Wedding Music for Flute and Guitar (Gendron)

Fife
Complete Music for Fife and Drum (Sweet)
Fun with the Fife (McCaskill/Gilliam)
Lively Fife Tunes (W. Bay)

Tinwhistle
Tinwhistle Methods
Bill Ochs Tinwhistle Handbook (Ochs)
Children’s Tinwhistle Method (McCaskill/Gilliam)
Complete Irish Tinwhistle Method (McCaskill/Gilliam)
Fun with the Tinwhistle (W. Bay)
Tin Whistle for Beginners (McCaskill/Gilliam)
Tin Whistler’s Companion (McCaskill/Gilliam)
You Can Teach Yourself Tinwhistle (McCaskill/Gilliam)

Tinwhistle Solos, Duets & Tunebooks
150 Gems of Irish Music for Tinwhistle (Larsen)
300 Gems of Irish Music for All Instruments (Larsen)
A Celtic Tinwhistle Christmas (Tanguay)
Antiquities of Scottish Music (McCaskill & Gilliam)
Contra Dance Encyclopedia (Holenko)
Danssair-Traditional Irish Music (Doherty)
Deluxe Tinwhistle Songbook (Conway)
Lively Tinwhistle Tunes (W. Bay)
Tinwhistle Tunes Made Easy (W. Bay)
Tinwhistle for Two (Tanguay)

**Recorder**

**Recorder Methods**
- Basic Recorder Method (Weiss)
- Complete Children's Recorder Method (Clarke/Jonsdottir)
- Fun with the Alto Recorder (Zeidler)
- Fun with the Recorder (Zeidler)
- You Can Teach Yourself Recorder (W. Bay)

**Recorder Scales, Technique & Reference**
- Recorder Wall Chart (Voggenreiter)

**Recorder Solos, Duets, Ensembles & Tunebooks**

**Classics**
- 400 Years of Recorder Music (Weiss)
- Classical Repertoire for Recorder (Puscoiu)
- Easy Duets for Soprano Recorder (Puscoiu)
- Famous Melodies for Recorder (Weiss)
- Medieval and Renaissance Music for Recorder (Bancalari)
- Recorder Book of Medieval and Renaissance Music (Zeidler)
- Recorder in the Baroque Era (Bancalari)
- Recorder Music Through the Centuries (Zeidler)
- Recorder Sonatas (Pepusch/Bancalari)
- Solo Pieces for the Beginning Descant/Soprano Recorder (Puscoiu)
- Solo Pieces for the Beginning Treble/Alto Recorder (Puscoiu)
- Solo Pieces for the Intermediate Descant/Soprano Recorder (Puscoiu)
- Solo Pieces for the Intermediate Treble/Alto Recorder (Puscoiu)
- Solo Pieces for the Advanced Descant/Soprano Recorder (Puscoiu)
- Solo Pieces for the Advanced Treble/Alto Recorder (Puscoiu)

**Ethnic/Folk/Historical**
- Celtic Tunes for Recorder (Diehl)
- Duets for Flutes or Recorders (Kimberling)
- Early American Roots: Recorder Edition (Wysham/Reiss)
- Folk Melodies for Recorder (Weiss)
- Folklore of the World: Recorder Edition (Paulsen-Bahnsen)
- Lively Recorder Tunes (W. Bay)
- Native American Music for Recorder (Constas)
- O'Carolan's Tunes for Descant/Soprano Recorder (Voss)
- O'Carolan's Tunes for Treble/Alto Recorder (Voss)
- Recorder Music for Children (Silverman)
- Recorder Solos on Balkan Folk Songs and Dances (Puscoiu)
Recorder Tunes Made Easy/Large Print (W. Bay)
Solos for Soprano Recorder Collection 1: African-American and Jamaican Melodies (Kimberling)
Solos for Soprano Recorder or Flute Collection 2: Christmas Carols (Kimberling)
Solos for Soprano Recorder Collection 3: Irish Melodies (Kimberling)
Solos for Soprano Recorder Collection 4: American Melodies to 1865 (Kimberling)
Solos for Soprano Recorder Collection 5: American Melodies After 1865 (Kimberling)
Solos for Soprano Recorder Collection 6: British Melodies (Kimberling)
Solos for Soprano Recorder Collection 7: Melodies by Women Composers (Kimberling)
Solos for Soprano Recorder Collection 8: Eastern European and Jewish Melodies (Kimberling)
The Complete Scottish & English Country Dance Master for Recorders (O'Scannell)

Sacred
A Celtic Recorder Christmas (Tanguay)
Chants and Reflections for Recorder (Constas)
Christmas Carols for Recorder (Zeidler)
Hymns & Sacred Melodies for Recorder (W. Bay)
Wedding Music for Recorder (Constas)

Clarinet

Clarinet Methods
Clarinet Primer (Hittler)
Clarinet Method (Hittler)
First Lessons Clarinet (Viner)

Courses & Study in Alternative Clarinet Styles
Complete Jazz Clarinet Book (W. Bay)

Clarinet Scales, Study and Technique
100 Essential Exercises for Clarinet (Elliott)
Clarinet Fingering Chart (W. Bay)
Clarinet Fingering and Scale Chart (Nelson)
Technical Development for the Clarinetist (Heim)
Tone and Technique Studies for the Novice Clarinetist (Marshall)
Tone, Technique & Staccato (Galper)
Upbeat Scales & Arpeggios (Galper)

Clarinet Solos, Duets, Ensembles & Tunebooks

Alternative Styles
Clarinet Solos on Balkan Folk Songs and Dances (Puscoiu)
Easy Klezmer Tunes (Phillips)
Klezmer Book (Galper)
Lively Clarinet Tunes (W. Bay)
Lyrical Solos from the British Isles for Clarinet and Piano (Marshall)
**Classics**
- 20 Clarinet Duets from Baroque to the 20th Century (Heim)
- 25 Solos for Clarinet from the Unaccompanied Works of J. S. Bach (Leonard)
- Baroque Music for Clarinet (Heim)
- Classical Repertoire for Clarinet Vol. 1 (Puscoiu)
- Easy Classics for Clarinet with Piano Accompaniment (Spitzer)
- Favorite Student Clarinet Classics (W. Bay)
- International and Classic Favorites for Clarinet Solo (Heim)
- Laurindo Almeida: Duets for Clarinet and Guitar
- Mozart for Clarinet (Heim)
- Music of Brahms for Clarinet (Heim)
- Recital Pieces for Clarinet from the Period of Impressionism (Heim)
- Solo Pieces for the Beginning Clarinetist (Heim)
- Solo Pieces for the Intermediate Clarinetist (Heim)
- Solo Pieces for the Advanced Clarinetist (Heim)

**Easy/Student Teaching and Recital Pieces**
- 101 Easy Songs for Clarinet (Maroni)
- Beginning Clarinetist’s Songbook (Maroni)
- Easy Classics for Clarinet with Piano Accompaniment (Spitzer)
- Easy Duets for Clarinet (Puscoiu)
- Fun with the Clarinet (W. Bay)
- More Fun with the Clarinet (W. Bay)
- Solo Pieces for the Beginning Clarinetist (Heim)

**Sacred**
- Christmas Solos for Beginning Clarinet Level 1 (Heim)
- Instrumental Caroling Book (W. Bay)
- My Very Best Christmas: Clarinet (Khanagov)
- Sacred Melodies for Clarinet Solo (Heim)

**Bassoon**
- Bassoon Fingering Chart (Nelson)
- My Very Best Christmas: Trombone & Bassoon Edition (Khanagov)
- The Solo Bassoonist (Lindenmuth)

**Oboe**
- First Studies for the Oboe (Lindenmuth)
- Fun with the Oboe (Robinson)
- Oboe Fingering and Scale Chart (Nelson)
- Oboe Solos: Beginning Level (Robinson)
Saxophone

Saxophone Methods
First Lessons Alto Saxophone (Viner)
First Studies for the Saxophone (Lindenmuth)
Quiero Tocar el Saxofon (Barba)
Saxophone Primer (Hittler)
Saxophone Method (Cooper)

Jazz Saxophone Study & Improvisation
Complete Jazz Sax Book (W. Bay)
Comprehensive Saxophone Warmups (Mainella)
Essential Jazz Etudes: The Blues/Alto Sax (Wilkins)
Essential Jazz Etudes: The Blues/Tenor Sax (Wilkins)
Essential Jazz Lines in the Style of Cannonball Adderley/Bb Edition (C. Christiansen/T. Danielsson)
Essential Jazz Lines in the Style of Charlie Parker/Alto Sax (C. Christiansen)
Essential Jazz Lines in the Style of Charlie Parker/Bb Edition (C. Christiansen)
Essential Jazz Lines in the Style of John Coltrane/Tenor Sax (C. Christiansen/Bock)
Essential Jazz Lines in the Style of John Coltrane/Eb Edition (C. Christiansen/Bock)
How to Create and Develop a Jazz Solo (Berle)
Jazz Saxophone Licks, Phrases & Patterns (Berle)
Jazz Workbook/Eb Edition (Donahue)
Jazz Workbook/Bb Edition (Donahue)
Personalizing Jazz Vocabulary (Mooney)
Ultimate Chops: 16 Steps to Total Musicianship for Contemporary Instrumentalists (Reyman)

Saxophone Scales and Technique
Introducing Extended Saxophone Techniques (MacDonald)
Odd Meter Etudes for Also Sax (Haight)
Odd Meter Etudes for Tenor Sax (Haight)
Sax Scales (Brottman)
Saxophone Fingering and Scale Chart (Nelson)
Saxophone Fingering Chart (W. Bay)
Saxophone Wall Chart (Voggenreiter)

Saxophone Solos, Duets, Ensembles & Tunebooks

Classics
Baroque Music for Saxophone (Leonard)
Easy Classics for Alto Saxophone with Piano Accompaniment (Spitzer)
Easy Classics for Tenor Saxophone with Piano Accompaniment (Spitzer)
Solo Pieces for the Beginning Saxophonist (Leonard)
Solo Pieces for the Intermediate Saxophonist (Leonard)

Easy/Student Recital and Teaching Pieces
101 Easy Songs for Saxophone (Maroni)
Beginning Saxophonist’s Songbook (Maroni)
Easy Duets for Saxophone (Puscoiu)
Easy Solos for Beginning Saxophone (Bluestone)
Fun with the Saxophone (W. Bay)
More Fun with the Saxophone (W. Bay)
Solo Pieces for the Beginning Saxophonist (Leonard)

Jazz
Jazz Duets for Saxophone (Biondi)

Sacred
Christmas Solo for Beginning Saxophone (Buerk)
Instrumental Caroling Book (W. Bay)
My Very Best Christmas: Alto & Baritone Sax (Khanagov)

Trumpet
Trumpet Methods
First Lessons Trumpet (W. Bay)
Quiero Tocar la Trumpeta (Barba)
Trumpet Method (W. Bay)

Jazz & Contemporary Trumpet
Complete Jazz Trumpet Book (W. Bay)
Essential Jazz Etudes: The Blues for Trumpet (Wilkins)
Essential Jazz Lines in the Style of Clifford Brown/Trumpet Edition (C. Christiansen/Bock)
Essential Jazz Lines in the Style of John Coltrane/Trumpet Edition (C. Christiansen/Bock)
Essential Jazz Lines in the Style of Miles Davis/Bb Edition (C. Christiansen/P. Danielsson)
Jazz Workbook/Bb Edition (Donahue)
Jazz Duets: Trumpet Edition (Biondi)
Salsa Trumpet (Rosati)
Ultimate Chops: 16 Steps to Total Musicanship for Contemporary Instrumentalists (Reyman)

Trumpet Technique & Study
Maintaining Trumpet Chops (West)
Trumpet Fingering Chart (W. Bay)
Trumpet Handbook (W. Bay)

Trumpet Solos, Duets, Ensembles & Tunebooks
Classical/Contemporary
Classical Repertoire for Trumpet Vol. 1 (Puscoiu)
Classical Repertoire for Trumpet Vol. 2 (Puscoiu)
Trumpet and Guitar (W. Bay)
Trumpet and Organ Classics (Rosati)
Trumpet Ballads (W. Bay)
Trumpet Chants (W. Bay)
Trumpet Partitas (W. Bay)
Trumpet Solos: Intermediate to Advanced (Puscoiu)
Trumpet Tone Poems (W. Bay)

**Easy/Student Recital and Teaching Pieces and Duets**

- 101 Easy Songs for Trumpet (Maroni)
- Beginning Trumpeter’s Songbook (Maroni)
- Easy Classics for Trumpet with Piano Accompaniment (Spitzer)
- Easy Duets for Trumpet (Puscoiu)
- Fun with the Trumpet (W. Bay)
- More Fun with the Trumpet (W. Bay)
- Trumpet Solo Pieces: Beginner Level (Puscoiu)

**Sacred**

- 7 Festive Trumpet Solos with Keyboard Accompaniment (W. Bay)
- 100 Christmas Carols and Hymns for Trumpet and Guitar (W. Bay)
- 100 Gospel Songs and Hymns for Trumpet and Guitar (W. Bay)
- 100 Hymns for Trumpet and Guitar (W. Bay)
- Christmas Solos for Trumpet with Piano Accompaniment (W. Bay)
- Complete Book of Wedding Music for Trumpet (Michelson)
- Favorite Carols for Trumpet Solo (Hollins)
- Gospel Trumpet (Mickelson)
- Hymns and Descants for Trumpet (W. Bay)
- Hymns for Unaccompanied Trumpet (W. Bay)
- Instrumental Caroling Book (W. Bay)
- My Very Best Christmas: Trumpet (Khanagov)
- Trumpet Praise with Keyboard Accompaniment (W. Bay)

**Bugle**

- Bugler’s Handbook (Knodel)
- Fun with the Bugle (Rabbai)
- Infantry Calls of the American Civil War (Rabbai)

**Trombone**

**Trombone Technique & Study**

- Essential Jazz Etudes: The Blues - Bass/Trombone (Wilkins)
- Essential Jazz Lines in the Style of Cannonball Adderly/Trombone Edition (C. Christiansen/T. Danielsson)
- Essential Jazz Lines in the Style of John Coltrane/Trombone Edition (C. Christiansen/Bock)
- Essential Jazz Lines in the Style of Charlie Parker/Trombone Edition (C. Christiansen)
- Jazz Workbook Vol. 1: Bass Clef Edition (Donahue)
- Trombone Position Chart (W. Bay)

**Trombone Solos, Duets, Ensembles & Tunebooks**

- 101 Easy Songs for Trombone (Maroni)
- Beginning Trombonist’s Songbook (Maroni)
- Easy Way Christmas Song Folio: C Instruments (W. Bay)
- Fun with the Trombone (W. Bay)
More Fun with the Trombone (W. Bay)
Instrumental Caroling Book (W. Bay)
My Very Best Christmas: Trombone & Bassoon Edition (Khanagov)

**French Horn**

Anthology of French Horn Music (Moore/Ettore)

**Percussion/Snare Drum**

**Snare Drum Methods**
- A Snare Drum Primer (Schinstine/Hoey)
- Complete Snare Drum Book (Gaetano)
- Drum Method (Schinstine/Hoey)
- First Lessons Snare Drum (Schinstine/Hoey)
- Mastering the Snare Drum (Marucci)
- Rudimental Drum Method for the Intermediate Drummer (Maroni)
- Snare Drum 101 (Silverman)
- Snare Force One (Ritter)

**Snare Drum Solos/Technique/Study**
- 24 Snare Drum Solos for Concerts, Recitals & Contests (Maroni)
- Beyond Stick Control (Meyer)
- Complete Music for Fife and Drum (Sweet)
- Drum Rudiment Chart (Maroni)
- Drum Rudiments (Maroni)
- Drumstick Finger Systems and Techniques (Marucci)
- Essential Snare Drum Exercises (Marucci)
- Fantastic Hands (Fitch)
- Fun with the Drums (Brophy)
- Fundamentals of Rhythm for the Drummer (Maroni)
- Stick Tricks DVD (Ritter)

**Percussion/Drumset**

**Quick Learn/Short Term Courses/Self-Instruction**
- Beginning Rock Drum Chart (Richardson)
- Drumset 101 (Silverman)
- Drumset Setup Chart (Maroni)
- Easiest Drum Set Book (Morton)
- Drums from Day One DVD (Payne)
- First Lessons Drumset (Briggs)
- Rock Drum Basics (Gottlieb)
- You Can Teach Yourself Drums (Morton)
**Young Beginner Methods**

Drum Lessons for Kids of All Ages (Silverman)
Kid's Rock Drum Method (Richardson)

**Carefully Graded/Comprehensive Courses**

Modern Drum Method Grade 1 (Fidyk)
Modern Drum Method Grade 2 (Fidyk)
Quiero Tocar la Bateria (Barba)

**Drumset Solos/Techniques/Rhythms/Study**

*For Various Styles of Drumming*

A Natural Development in Drumming Technique (Ciago)
A New Approach to Odd-Times for Drum Set (Lyman)
Basics of Drumming Wall Chart (Hofmann)
Complete Modern Drum Set (Briggs)
Crosstraining (Lewis)
Double Basics Complete Double Bass Drum (Vinciguerra)
Drum and Bass Synchronicity: The Ultimate Rhythm Section Workout (Prushko/Dozier)
Drum Fills: The Basics and Beyond (Williams)
Drum Set Tunes (Schinstine/Hoey)
Drumming Facts, Tips & Warm-Ups (Marucci)
Drumstick Finger Systems and Techniques (Marucci)
Extreme Drumset Solos for Recitals, Contests and Fun (Leyman)
Fantastic Feet: Stepping Outside the Box (Fitch)
Fill Workbook (Richardson)
Hot Drum Grooves Made Easy/Large Print Edition (Morton)
Intro to Polyrhythms (Ari Hoenig/Weidenmueller)
Killer Fillers (Morton)
Killer Technique: Drumset (Green)
Learn to Burn: Drum Set (Perlson)
Learn to Burn: Drum Set Wall Chart (Prushko)
Mel Bay's Best Drumset Manuscript Book
Metric Modulations: Contracting & Expanding Time Within Form (Ari Hoenig/Weidenmueller)
Musical Drumset Solos for Recitals, Contests and Fun (Leyman)
Natural Drumming DVD: Lessons 1 & 2 (Danny Gotleib/Joe Morello)
Natural Drumming DVD: Lessons 3 & 4 (Danny Gotleib/Joe Morello)
Natural Drumming DVD: Lessons 5 & 6 (Danny Gotleib/Joe Morello)
Ostinatos for the Melodic Drumset (Leytham)
Paradiddles Redefined for Drum Set (Vega)
Rhythmic Aerobics (Ryan)
Rhythmic Aerobics Vol. 2: Suffles, Swing, 6/8 & Odd-Times (Ryan)
Secrets of the Greats: Drumset Exercises for a Professional Sound (Silverman)
Steve Gadd Transcriptions (Gadd/Filipski)
Stick Tricks DVD (Ritter)
Studies in Drumset Independence Vol. 1 (Vinciguerra)
Studies in Drumset Independence Vol. 2 (Vinciguerra)
The Art of Transcribing: Drumset Book 1 (Schechner)
The Complete Blues/Rock Drummer (Ryan/Hohnson)
The Drum Set Smart Book (Fidyk)
The Drum Set Styles Encyclopedia (Thomakos)
The Drummer’s Workbook (D. Gottlieb/M. Green)
The Gears for Grooving on Drumset (Brennenstuhl)
The Rhythm Encyclopedia (Woods)

**Rock and Contemporary Drumset Solos and Rhythms**
100 Famous Funk Beats (Payne)
100 Legendary Hip Hop Beats (Prushko)
100 Legendary Modern Rock Drum Beats (Prushko)
100 Legendary Rock Drum Fills (Prushko)
Advanced Rock Drumset (D. Gottlieb)
Aquiles Priester Wall Chart
Aquiles Priester: The PsychOctolpus Play-Along Book
Aquiles Priester’s Top 100 Drum Fills DVD
Block Rockin’ Beats (Richardson)
Building Blocks of Rock (Richardson)
Complete Funk Drumming Book (Payne)
Drummer’s Cookbook (Pickering)
Drummer’s Cookbook Vol. 2 (Pickering)
Funk Drumming (Payne)
Funky Beats & Breaks for Drumset (Briggs)
Funky Six: Drummer’s Guide to the Funk Shuffle & Other Sextuplet Grooves (Williams)
Intermediate Rock Drumset (D. Gottlieb)
Rock Drumming and Soloing Methods (Leytham)
Rock Studies for the Drumset (Morton)
The Great Drummers of R&B, Funk & Soul (Payne)

**Jazz Drumming**
Advanced Jazz Drumset (D. Gottlieb)
Inside the Big Band Drum Chart (Fidyk)
Intermediate Jazz Drumset (D. Gottlieb)
Introduction to Swing Style Drumming (Maroni)
Essential Jazz Percussion (D. Gottlieb/M. Green)
Fusion Drum Styles (Morton)
Jazz & Blues Drumming (Leytham)
Jazz Drum Set Independence (Fidyk)
Jazz Drum Essentials and More (Maroni)
Jazz Drumset Basics (D. Gottlieb)
Jazz Time Part One: The Basics (Briggs)
Studio Jazz Drum Cookbook (Pickering)

**Other Drumset Styles**
Blues Drums Method (Coggins/Barrett)
Blues Drums Play-Along Trax (Coggins/Barrett)
Earth Rhythms Catalog Vol. 1: Rhythms of Africa, Brazil, Caribbean & Latin America (Krillzarin)
Earth Rhythms Catalog Vol. 2: Rhythms of the Balkans, Near East & Middle East (Krillzarin)
Ethnic Asian Rhythms for the Modern Drummer (Pragasam)
Latin Elements for Drum Set (Briggs)
Latin Percussion in Perspective (Moio)
The Rhythm Encyclopedia (Woods)

**Hand Percussion**

**Bodhran**
- Bodhran: The Basics (Woods)
- Bodhran: Beyond the Basics (Woods)

**Bongos**
- Bongo Drumming: Beyond the Basics (Salloum)
- Conga and Bongo Drum in Jazz (Salloum)
- First Lessons Bongo (Salloum)
- Fun with Bongos (Salloum)
- School of Bongo (Salloum)
- The Art of Bongo Drumming DVD with Special Feature by Armando Peraza (Salloum)
- The Bongo Book (Salloum)

**Cajon**
- First Lessons Cajon (Perlson)
- Studies for Cajon (Rottger)
- The Rhythm Encyclopedia (Woods)

**Conga**
- Afro-Cuban Percussion Play-Along (Salloum)
- Afro-Cuban Rhythms: Gig Savers Complete Edition (Salloum)
- Bembe Conversations (Rodriguez)
- Conga and Bongo Drum in Jazz (Salloum)
- First Lessons Conga (Salloum)
- Rumba Soloing Technique Vol. 1. (Brooks)
- Rumba: Afro-Cuban Conga Drum Improvisation Vol. 2 (Brooks)
- Tomás Cruz Conga Method Vol. 1: Cuban Conga Technique
- Tomás Cruz Conga Method Vol. 2: Essential Conga Rhythms
- Tomás Cruz Conga Method Vol. 3: Timba - Modern Conga Rhythms
- Traditional Afro-Cuban Concepts in Contemporary Music (Rodriguez)
- The Rhythm Encyclopedia (Woods)

**Darbuka**
- Magnificent Darbuka Rhythms Chart

**Djembe**
- First Lessons Djembe (Mattioli)
- The Rhythm Encyclopedia (Woods)
Frame Drum
Playing the Frame Drum (Woods)

Tabla
Learn the Art of Playing Tabla DVD (Kalyan)
Learning the Tabla (Courtney)
Learning the Tabla Vol. 2. (Courtney)

Tambourine
Classical Riqq Technique (Baklouk/LeCorgne)
Rhythm is the Cure (Belloni)

Other Books on Hand Percussion
Play the World: The 101 Instrument Primer (Raine-Reusch)
The Art of Arabic Drumming DVD (Salloum)
The Secret of Congolese Drums DVD (Kanyinda)
The Spirit of World Drumming (Stewart)
Traditional Afro-Cuban Concepts in Contemporary Music (Rodriguez)

Mallet Percussion
Crosstraining (Lewis)
Fundamentals of Mallet Playing (Maroni)

Piano/Electronic Keyboard
Methods: Quick Learn/Short Term Methods/Self-Instruction
First Lessons Piano (P. Danielsson)
Piano for Seniors (Gail Smith)
You Can Teach Yourself Blues Piano (Rovner)
You Can Teach Yourself Gospel Piano (Gail Smith)
You Can Teach Yourself Jazz Piano (Rovner)
You Can Teach Yourself Piano (Matt Dennis)
You Can Teach Yourself Piano by Ear (Jarman)

Children’s and Young Beginner Keyboard Methods
Children’s Piano Method Level 1 (P. Danielsson)
Jazz Piano for the Young Beginner (Stefanuk)
Keyboard Manuscript Paper for Children (D. Bye)
Kid’s Electronic Keyboard Method (W. Bay)

Carefully Graded/Comprehensive Piano Methods
Celebrate the Piano Book 1 (Gail Smith)
Modern Piano Method Grade 1 (P. Danielsson)
Play Jazz, Blues & Rock Piano by Ear Book 1 (Ostwald)
Play Jazz, Blues & Rock Piano by Ear Book 2 (Ostwald)
Play Jazz, Blues & Rock Piano by Ear Book 3 (Ostwald)
Quiero Tocar el Piano (Barba)
Spanish/English Piano Method Level 1 (J. Johnson)
Spanish/English Piano Method Level 2 (J. Johnson)

**Piano/Keyboard Technique and Study**
A Guide to Non-Jazz Improvisation: Piano Edition (Fox/Weissman)
Complete Book of Exercises for the Pianist (Gail Smith)
Complete Book of Modulations for the Pianist (Gail Smith)
Complete Book of Improvisations, Fills & Chord Progressions (Gail Smith)
Composing Made Easy (Gail Smith)
Creative Synthesizer Technique (Holzman)
Improvisation Step by Step (Stefanuk)
Keyboard Guide and Practice Keyboard Chart (D. Bye)
Keyboard Master Note Finder Wall Chart (W. Bay)
Keyboard Manuscript Pad
Keyboard Wisdom (Goomas)
Piano Exercises Made Easy (Gail Smith)
Piano Scales Made Easy (Gail Smith)

**Piano Theory and Chords**
Blues Piano Photo Chords (Hansen)
Complete Piano Photo Chords (Hansen)
Country Piano Photo Chords (Hansen)
Deluxe Encyclopedia of Piano Chords (Kroepel)
Easiest Piano Chord Book (W. Bay)
Elements of Indian Music (Iyer)
Jazz Piano Chords (Stefanuk)
Jazz Piano Photo Chords (Hansen)
Keyboard Chord Chart (Kroepel)
Learn to Play Piano from Melody Line and Chord Symbols (Stewart Smith)
Piano Chords Made Easy (Gail Smith)
Piano Chords Made Easy/Large Print Edition (W. Bay)
Rock Piano Photo Chords (Hansen)
You Can Teach Yourself Piano Chords (P. Danielsson)

**Piano Solos and Stylistic Study**
*Classics*
Beethoven Sonatas Book 1 (Gail Smith)
Canons and Rounds for Piano Solo (Gail Smith)
Clara Schumann's Piano Notebook (Gail Smith)
Four Centuries of Women Composers (Gail Smith)
Happy Birthday Suite (Gail Smith)
Great Literature for Piano Book 1: Easy (Gail Smith)
Great Literature for Piano Book 2: Elementary (Gail Smith)
Great Literature for Piano Book 3: Intermediate (Gail Smith)
Great Literature for Piano Book 4: Difficult (Gail Smith)
Ten Waltzes by Johann Strauss, Jr. for Solo Piano (Gail Smith)

**Easy/Student Teaching Pieces**
- 12 Waltzes for Beginning Piano (McHugh)
- Adventures in Jazz (Myette)
- Animal Sketches for Piano (Gail Smith)
- Fun Pieces for Piano (Carboni)
- Fun with the Piano (T. Price)
- Music is for Everyone Christmas Book Level 1: For Young Children (Gilbert)
- Palindromes for Piano (Gail Smith)
- Patriotic Songs for Piano Made Easy (Gail Smith)
- Piano Classics Made Easy (Gail Smith)
- Popular Classics for Easy Piano (Benedict)
- Recital Classics (Rovner)
- Student Piano Classics (Castle)
- Student Piano Classics: Bach (Castle)
- Student Piano Classics: Beethoven (Castle)
- Student Piano Classics: Mozart (Castle)

**Jazz and Contemporary**
- Anyone Can Improvise (Matt Dennis)
- Blues Keyboard Method Level 1 (Barrett/Czarnecki)
- Blues Keyboard Method Level 2 (Barrett/Czarnecki)
- Blues Keyboard Play-Along Trax (Barrett/Czarnecki)
- Creative Synthesizer Technique (Holzman)
- Essential Jazz Lines in the Style of Bill Evans (C. Christiansen/P. Danielsson)
- Improvisation Step by Step (Stefanuk)
- Jazz Album for Piano (Stefanuk)
- Jazz Exercises for the Piano (Paul Smith)
- Jazz Piano Ad-Lib Phrases (Iwase)
- Jazz Piano Chords (Stefanuk)
- Jazz Piano Scales and Modes (Stefanuk)
- Jazz Piano Wall Chart (P. Danielsson)
- Jazz Studies for Piano (Paul Smith)
- Jazz Theory Handbook (Sptizer)
- Jazzin’ the Blues (Corozine)
- Salsa & Pepper: Latin Jazz (Paul Smith)
- Vijay Iyer: Selected Compositions (1999-2008)

**Folk/Ethnic/Traditional**
- Argentinean Tangos for Keyboard (Matthiesen)
- Brazilian Music for Piano Vol. 1: The Choro (Medeiros/Lyra/Almada)
- Brazilian Music for Piano Vol. 2: Sambas & Bossas (Medeiros/Lyra/Almada)
- Brazilian Music for Piano Vol. 3: Valsa & Marchinha (Medeiros/Lyra/Almada)
- Brazilian Music for Piano Vol. 4: Xote, Baião & Frevo (Medeiros/Lyra/Almada)
- EZ-Play Cajun Tunes for Piano (Simon)
French Tangos for Piano (Rovner)
Habaneras, Maxises & Tangos (Matthiesen)
Happy Birthday Suite (Gail Smith)
Latin American Songs for Piano (Newland-Ulloa)
Native American Songs for Piano Solo (Smith)
Patriotic Piano Solos (Gail Smith)
Roving Through Ireland (Voss/Traiger)
The Lover’s Waltz: Piano Solo Edition (Jay Ungar/Molly Mason)

Sacred/Christmas
10 Gospel Favorites for Piano Solo (Archer)
12 Spirituals for Piano Solo (Gail Smith)
A Classic Christmas for Piano (Gail Smith)
Christian Classics for Piano Solo (Gail Smith)
Christmas Carols for Easy Piano (Benedict)
Christmas Carols for Piano Made Easy (Gail Smith)
Classical Piano for Worship Settings (Gail Smith)
Complete Church Pianist (Gail Smith)
Country Gospel Piano Solos (Gail Smith)
Easy Piano Solos for Worship (Shirley)
Easy Way Christmas Song Folio/Piano (S. Banks)
English Carols for Piano Solo (Gail Smith)
Favorite Hymns for Piano Solo (T. Price)
Favorite Hymns to Play for Piano (Leytham)
Gospel Piano Made Easy (Gail Smith)
Hymns Made Easy for Piano Book 1 (Gail Smith)
Hymns Made Easy for Piano Book 2 (Gail Smith)
Hymns Made Easy for Piano Book 3 (Gail Smith)
If Snowmen Could Make Music (Benedict)
Music is for Everyone Christmas Book Level 1: For Young Children (Gilbert)
Old-Time Gospel Piano (Cummings/Whitmire)
Praise Piano Made Easy (Gail Smith)
Preludes and Offertories for Piano Solo (Gail Smith)
Wedding Music for Piano (T. Price)

Accordion

Button Accordion
Conjunto Button Accordion DVD (Torres)

Concertina
All-American Concertina Album (Lockhead)
Deluxe Concertina Book (Converse)
Piano Accordion

Methods/Study
Accordian Wall Chart (Robinson)
Chord Melody Method for Accordion (Dahl)
Deluxe Accordion Method (Zucco)
First Lesson: Accordion (Dahl)
Getting into Accordion (Dahl)
Learn Blues Accordion (DiGiuseppe)
Master Accordion Scale Book (Dahl)
Quiero Tocar el Acordeon: Nivel 1 (Barba)
The Mighty Accordion (DiGiuseppe)
You Can Teach Yourself Accordion (N. Griffin)

Easy/Student Solo Books
Easiest Accordion Book (N. Griffin)
Easy Accordion Solos (Lorin)
Fun with the Accordion (Zucco)
World Music for Accordion Made Easy (Bunelik)

Solos/Tunebooks
100 Irish Tunes for Piano Accordion (DiGiuseppe)
100 Tunes for Piano Accordion (DiGiuseppe)
15 Louisiana Cajun Classics for Piano Accordion (Dahl)
A Christmas Tradition: A Celebration with the Accordion (Dahl)
Accordion Music from Around the World (Zucco)
Accordion Uff Da! Let’s Dance: Scandinavian Dance Tunes (Bollerud)
Balkan Melodies for Accordion (Irwin)
Cafe Accordion (Newton)
More Cafe Accordion (Newton)
Cajun Spice (Haller)
Clifton Chenier: King of Zydeco (Dahl)
Complete Works of Guido Deiro (Doktorski)
Danse ce soir: Fiddle & Accordion Music of Quebec (Hart/Sandell)
European Flavor (Fazio)
European Flavor II (Fazio)
Favorite Accordion Solos (Zucco)
Favorite Hymns and Gospel Songs for Accordion (DiGiuseppe)
French Music for Accordion Vol. 1 (Haller)
French Music for Accordion Vol. 2 (Haller)
French Tangos for Accordion (Dahl)
International Accordion Favorites (Bollerud)
Italian Folk Dances for Accordion (Dianni)
Italian Songs and Arias for Accordion (Dahl)
Jazz Accordion Solos (Dahl)
Russian Melodies for Accordion (Wins)
Solo Accordion Music (Johansen)
Songs of Latin America for Accordion (Troppe)
Songs of Mexico for Accordion (Troppe)
Appalachian/Mountain Dulcimer

Chord Books
- Children's Dulcimer Chord Book (Andrews)
- Dulcimer Chord Book (Hellman)
- Dulcimer Chord Chart (Andrews)
- Dulcimer Chord Encyclopedia (Major)
- Mountain Dulcimer Chords Made Easy (MacNeil)

Methods/Study
- Complete Children’s Dulcimer Method (Wasburn)
- Complete Dulcimer Handbook (Biggs)
- Cripple Creek Dulcimer (Ford)
- Dirt Simple Mountain Dulcimer (MacNeil)
- Dulcimer a la Mode (L. Jones)
- Field Guide to the Mountain Dulcimer Book 1 (Dodson)
- Field Guide to the Mountain Dulcimer Book 2 (Dodson)
- Fingerpicking Dulcimer (J. Baker)
- First Lessons Dulcimer (Ochs)
- Fun with the Dulcimer (V. Hughes)
- Hands-On Dulcimer (Casey)
- Mountain Dulcimer Wall Chart (MacNeil)
- School of Dulcimer (MacNeil)
- School of Dulcimer: Singing & Backup (MacNeil)
- You Can Teach Yourself Dulcimer (MacNeil)

Dulcimer Solos and Ensembles
- 20 Irish Tunes and Songs for Mountain Dulcimer in DAD Tuning (MacNeil)
- A Dulcimer Christmas (Ford)
- American Fiddle Tunes for Mountain Dulcimer (Hornbostel)
- Anthology for the Fretted Dulcimer (Hornbostel)
- Basic Dulcimer Solos (Wasburn)
- Blues & Ragtime for the Fretted Dulcimer (Baker)
- Cajun Favorites for Mountain Dulcimer (Hornbostel)
- Celtic Collection, The (L. Jones)
- Celtic Songs and Slow Airs for Mountain Dulcimer (Hellman)
- Complete Book of Celtic Music for Appalachian Dulcimer (Nelson)
- Dulcimer Duets, Rounds & Ensembles (Hornbostel)
- Dulcimer Fiddle Tunes (Hornbostel)
- Dulcimer Hymn Book, The (Ford)
- Dulcimer Jam (Carol)
Dulcimer Songbook (Ford)
Favorite Old-Time American Songs for Dulcimer (Nelson)
Folk Songs of Old Kentucky (R. L. Smith/MacNeil)
Greenwich Village: The Happy Folk Singing Days of the 1950’s and 1960’s (R. L. Smith/MacNeil)
Hawaiian Appalachian Dulcimer (Nelson)
Irish Dulcimer, The (Hornbostel)
La Musica: Latin American Music for Fretted and Hammered Dulcimer (Carol)
Lullabies and Other Lilting Melodies for Dulcimer (L. Jones)
Melodies and More for Mountain Dulcimer (Einan)
Mountain Dulcimer (Biggs)
Music of the Shakers for Mountain Dulcimer (Hellman)
O’Carolan Harp Tunes for Mountain Dulcimer (Stevens)
Old-Time Hymns & Gospel Favorites for Mountain Dulcimer (Lough)
Psalms, Hymns and Spiritual Songs for Voice and Dulcimer (Irvine/Benkert)
Songs and Tunes of the Wilderness Road (R.L. Smith/MacNeil)
Southern Mountain Dulcimer (Erbsen)
Stephen Foster for Mountain Dulcimer (Stevens)
Wedding Music for the Mountain Dulcimer (MacNeil)
Wonderful World of DAA, The (MacNeil)

Hammered Dulcimer

Chords/Study
Arranging for Hammered Dulcimer (Page)
Hammered Dulcimer Chords (Page)
Harmony Time: Embellishments for Hammered Dulcimer (Wade)

Methods/Technique
First Lessons Hammered Dulcimer (Thomas)
Dirt Simple Hammered Dulcimer (Wade)
Hammered Dulcimer for the Young Beginner (MacNeil)
Getting into Hammered Dulcimer (Thomas)
Killer Technique: Hammered Dulcimer (Wade)
The Hammered Dulcimer (V. Hughes)
The Hammered Dulcimer’s Companion (Mason)
You Can Teach Yourself Hammered Dulcimer (MacNeil)

Hammered Dulcimer Solos and Tunebooks
A Collection of Original Music for Hammered Dulcimer (Rizzetta)
A Scottish Christmas (Sansone)
An Old English Christmas for Hammered Dulcimer (Thomas)
Ancient Noels (Sansone)
Bluegrass on Hammered Dulcimer (Page)
Celtic Fair (Sansone)
Celtic Meditations (Sansone)
Classical Masterpieces for Hammered Dulcimer (Wade)
Dances and Songs for Hammered Dulcimer (Carter)
Celtic Harp/Folk Harp

Methods/Study
- Arranging for Folk Harp (Kim Robertson)
- Basic Harp for Beginners (Riley)
- Exploring the Folk Harp (Edwards)
- First Lessons: Folk Harp (Edwards)
- Folk Harp for the Young Beginner (Edwards)
- Folk Harp Wall Chart (Edwards)
- Fun with the Folk Harp (Goodwin)
- Harpsicle Harp Method Book 1 (Walton)
- Making Music for Folk Harp (Raimond)
- You Can Teach Yourself Lever Harp (Riley/Kolle)

Celtic Harp Solos and Tunebooks
- Celtic Harp Anthology (Edwards)
- Christmas Eve (Staneslow)
- Christmas Songs for Folk Harp (Bird/Peters)
- Classics for Pedal-Free Harp (Bird/Peters)
- Dreamtime: Lullabies for Lever and Pedal Harp (S. Williams)
- Easy Celtic Harp Solos (Edwards)
- Easy Scottish Harp Music (Rondeau)
- English Carols for Celtic Harp (Edwards)
- Great French Composers for Folk Harp (Staneslow)
- Harp Song - The Golden Thread (Umbarger)
- Hymns & Sacred Songs for Celtic Harp (Edwards)
- Irish Harp Music (Doyle)
- Kim Robertson: Treasures of the Celtic Harp
- Kim Robertson: Celtic Harp Solos
Leith Glass (Thiele)
Light So Brilliant (Claussen)
Medieval & Renaissance Music for Folk Harp (Zaerr)
Medieval Music for Celtic Harp (Edwards)
Mostly Scotch (Bird/Peters)
Music for the Heather Folk (S. Richards)
O’Carolan Tunes for Harp (Fitzgerald)
Scottish Ballads and Aires for Celtic Harp (Kim Robertson)
Tender Shepherd (Kim Robertson)
Wedding Music for the Lever Harp (Kolle/Riley)

Autoharp

Methods/Study
Autoharp Chord Chart & Melody Playing Tips (Usher)
Autoharp Method in Four Easy Steps (Bluestein)
Autoharp Owner's Manual (Orthey)
Complete Book of Traditional & Country Autoharp Picking Styles (Meg Peterson)
Complete Method for Autoharp or Chromaharp (Meg Peterson)
Dirt Simple Autoharp (Bluestein)
You Can Teach Yourself Autoharp (Meg Peterson)

Solos/Melody Playing
Appalachian Autoharp (Stober)
Autoharping the Gospels (Stober)
Celtic Autoharp (Mueller)
Latin American Autoharp (Stober)
Love Songs for Autoharp (Stober)
Scottish Airs & Ballads for Autoharp (Usher)

Tunebooks
A Treasury of Favorite Songs for Autoharp (Meg Peterson)
A Treasury of Hymns and Spirituals (Meg Peterson)
A Treasury of Songs for Young People (Meg Peterson)
Fun with the Autoharp (S. Banks)
Hymns for Autoharp (Meg Peterson)
Songs of Christmas for Autoharp (Meg Peterson/D. Fox)

Other Instruments
Bajo Sexto
Conjunto Bajo Sexto DVD (Torres)
Chapman Stick
Stickology: A Guide to Playing the Chapman Stick (Adelson)

Charango
Charango Method (Duran/Pedrotti)

Didgeridoo
The Didgeridoo Book

Homemade Instruments
You Can Teach Yourself to Make Music with Homemade Instruments (Nelson)

Jaws Harp
Fun with the Jaws Harp (Roy Smeck)

Ocarina
First Lessons Ocarina (W. Bay)

Oud
Basics of Oud DVD (Toschich)
School of Oud (Kontanis)

Pan Flute
Christmas Solos for Beginning Pan Flute (Puscoiu)
Complete Pan Flute Book (Puscoiu)
Folk Songs and Dances from the Balkans: Pan Flute Edition (Puscoiu)
Fun with the Pan Flute (Faubion)
You Can Teach Yourself Pan Flute (Puscoiu)

Sitar
Learning the Sitar (Courtney/Koumounduri)

Tres
Fun with the Cuban Tres (Peña)
Tres Guitar Method (Gonzales)

Vihuela
Vihuela Chord Dictionary (Alfaro)
Tunebooks

Folk/Historical/Ethnic

- 300 Gems of Irish Music for All Instruments (Larsen)
- A Dossain of Heather/Irish Music of Donegal (Bryne/Jones/Duval)
- Acoustic Music Source Book (Matteson)
- Ancient Noels (Sansone)
- Bluegrass Picker’s Tunebook (Matteson)
- Cantiga’s Renaissance Festival Favorites (Bielefeld)
- Celtic Fair (Sansone)
- Celtic Meditations (Sansone)
- Contra Dance Encyclopedia (Holenko)
- Dannsair: Traditional Irish Music (Doherty)
- Favorite American Hornpipes for Fiddle (Phillips)
- Favorite American Listening Pieces, Two-Steps & Marches for Fiddle (Phillips)
- Favorite American Polkas and Jigs for Fiddle (Phillips)
- Favorite American Rags & Blues for Fiddle (Phillips)
- Favorite American Waltzes for Fiddle (Phillips)
- Forget Me Not (Seamus Connolly/L. Martin)
- John Hartford’s Old-Time Fiddle Favorites (Gregory)
- Kenny Hall’s Music Book: Old-Time Music for Fiddle & Mandolin (Hall/Gray)
- Irish Session Tunebook (Fuchs)
- Klezmer Collection: C Instruments (Phillips)
- Maggie’s Big Book of Celtic Tunes (Sansone)
- O’Neill’s Music of Ireland
- Renaissance Tunebook (Holenko)
- Ryan’s Mammoth Collection of Fiddle Tunes (Sky)
- The Phillips Collection of Traditional American Fiddle Tunes Vol. 1
- The Sandbridge Dane Tune Collection: Reels, Jigs, Hornpipes, Polkas & Rags for Hammered Dulcimer (Kolodner)
- The Sandbridge Waltz and Slow Air Collection (Kolodner)
- Tis the Season (Page)
- Traditional Breton Dance Tunes - Fest Breizh (Surette)
- Windrift (Sansone)

Songbooks

Children’s

- Children Sing Around the World (Silverman)
- Children’s Song Favorites (Usher)
- Christmas Carols for Children (P. Bye)
- Folk Songs for Schools and Camps (Silverman)
- Kidsongs (Silverman)

Contemporary

- Defibrulators Songbook
Folk/Historical/Ethnic
America Sings! (Silverman)
American Love Songs & Ballads (Silverman)
Animal Songbook (Silverman)
Ballads & Songs of the Civil War (Silverman)
Ballads and Songs of the Civil War for Guitar (Silverman)
Ballads & Songs of WWI (Silverman)
Blues Classics Songbook (Silverman)
Blues Guitar Songbook (Silverman)
British & American Victorian Vocal Varieties (Silverman)
Campfire Songbook (Silverman)
Earth and Nature Songs (Silverman)
Gilbert and Sullivan Favorites for Voice and Guitar (Silverman)
Good Times, Hard Times & Ragtimes (Silverman)
Guitar Songbook for Music Therapy (Scheldt/McClain)
Guitar Tabsongs: Bluegrass (Silverman)
Gypsy Songs of Russia & Hungary: Piano/Vocal Edition (Silverman)
Gypsy Songs of Russia & Hungary: Guitar/Vocal Edition (Silverman)
Holiday Songbook (Silverman)
Ian Whitcomb Songbook
Immigrant Songbook (Silverman)
Irish Art Songs (Fitzgerald/Böger)
Italian Songs & Arias (Silverman)
Latin American Songs for Guitar (Silverman)
Old-Time Cowboy Songbook (Clauson)
Rural Roots of Bluegrass (Erbsen/Boosinger)
Russian Gypsy Folk Songs (Ekkel)
Side Splitters: More Than 125 Funny Songs (Usher)
Songs of Australia (Silverman)
Songs of England (Silverman)
Songs of France (Silverman)
Songs of Fun & Foolishness (Silverman)
Songs of Germany (Silverman)
Songs of Ireland (Silverman)
Songs of Latin America (Silverman)
Songs of Mexico (Silverman)
Songs of Peace & Friendship (Silverman)
Songs of Scotland (Silverman)
Songs of Spain (Silverman)
Songs of the British Isles (Silverman)
Songs of the British Isles for Guitar (Silverman)
Songs of the Great Outdoors (Silverman)
Songs of the Jewish People (Silverman)
Songs of the Sea, Rivers, Lakes & Canals (Silverman)
Songs of the Western Frontier (Silverman)
Songs that Made History Around the World (Silverman)
Spanish Songs for Guitar (and Voice) (Silverman)
Stephen Collins Foster: 60 Favorite Songs (Smolko/Saunders)
The Backpacker's Songbook (Silverman)
The Robert Burns Songbook Vol. II (Hovey)
The Titanic Songbook (Whitcomb/Schiff)
Titanic Tunes: Songs from Steerage (Whitcomb)
Traditional Songs from Quebec for English-Speakers (Mendelsohn)
Train Songs (Silverman)

Sacred

100 Gospel Favorites for Guitar (and Voice) (W. Bay)
Complete Book of Bach Chorales: In Singable English (Silverman)
Family Carol Book (P. Bye)
Family Hymn Book (P. Bye)
Great Hymns for Guitar (and Voice) (W. Bay)
Mel Bay's Caroling Book (W. Bay)
Old-Time Gospel Songbook (Erbsen)
Sing-Along Christmas Carols (W. Bay)
Songs of Celtic Christianity (Doyle)

Voice

Band in a Book: Bluegrass Vocals for Bluegrass Ensemble (Kaufman)
Band in a Book: Gospel Vocals for Bluegrass Ensemble (Kaufman)
How to Sing American (Lucia)
Killer Technique: Voice (Neller)
Singing in Irish Gaelic (McLaughlin)
The Singer/Songwriter Manual (Neller)
Voice for Musicians (Lucia)
You Can Teach Yourself to Sing (Oleson)

Theory & General Music Topics for All Instruments

A Concise Guide to Music Industry Terms (Leach)
A Concise Guide to Orchestral Music (Fligg)
A Concise Guide to Understanding Music (Wade)
Arranging Music for the Real World (Corozine)
Child's Guide to Notereading: Treble Clef (Apostolidis)
Child's Guide to Rhythm (Apostolidis)
Combinatorial Harmony: Concepts and Techniques for Composing and Improvising (Herrlein)
Composer's Guide to the Electric Guitar (Laganella)
Concise Guide to 20th Century Music (Hearn)
Creative Guitar - Writing and Creating Rock Songs with Originality (Roessner)
Elementary Music Theory Wall Chart (Voggenreiter)
Elements of Indian Music (Iyer)
Encyclopedia of Scales, Modes and Melodic Patterns (Berle)
Handbook for American Musicians Overseas (Glise)
Help! My Kid is Taking Music Lessons (Glise)
Manuscript

Banjo Tablature Manuscript Book
Chord Diagram Book (Guitar)
Deluxe Manuscript Book/58 Perforated Tear Out Sheets/116 Pages
Deluxe Spiral Manuscript Book/64 Pages
Electric Bass Manuscript Book
Full Page Chord Diagram Book
Full Page Tab Pad
Guitar Fingerboard Book
Guitar Tablature Book
Mandolin Manuscript Book
Manuscript Book 10-Stave/32 Perforated Tear Out Pages
Manuscript Book 12-Stave/32 Perforated Tear Out Pages
Manuscript Pad for Children: Large Print/Wide Spacing/96 Pages
Mel Bay's Best 4-String Chord Diagram Book
Mel Bay's Best Drumset Manuscript Book
Mel Bay's Best 4-String Full Page Tab Book
Mel Bay's Best Guitar Tab Book
Mel Bay's Best Manuscript Book
Mel Bay's Best Manuscript Book with Tear Out Sheets 12-Stave
Mel Bay's Best Student Manuscript Book/10 Staves/24 Perforated Tear Out Pages
Notebook-Size Manuscript Pad 10-Stave: Punched for 3 Ring Binder/96 Removable Pages
Rock Guitar Manuscript Book
Song Writer's Manuscript Book: 5 Staves Per Page/Wide Spacing for Lyrics/32 Pages
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